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EXECUTIVE SUMHARY 
This first phase of the Transit r1anager st·~tjy developeq from a 
~Tsearch design tp. sµ·rvey management personnel in the transit 
industry. T·he 'pr iinary objectives of t;.hE! three phase Transit 
Manager Study inc 1 ude gathering iriforrna ti on on the · career 
patterns, prior training, self-identified training needs, ~areer 
expectations, an_d career plans of transit managers. The 
deITlogra,Ph.ics .. of . transit agencies \•tere identified as esse~tial to 
describe the. context within which trans.it n:tanagers functl6n.' To 
obtain access to manageme.nt personnel and dev~lop orgaQiz.~t.ional 
backgroun.d ~nfopnatiq.rf, a questionnaire w-as .• ma.,tle'd, to qeneral 
Managers or Exe¢.µtivepirectors of.al,l.trarisit age.ric:i.es witp:more 
than ten vehicies~ The goals of this first phase were to.ob\al.n: 
(1). access to mari~geineht personpeJ: en information ori the 
organizational structure of transit agencies: .. (3) information on 
agency change during 19 79-8 3: arid, ( 4) an ind ica ti on o'f the 
management recruiting di ff icul ties experienc~~: by the r(2SJ?p,nding 
agencies. • 
. The. survey Instrprnent ?l:~.d P·rocess 
, -- - < ' • -- - -- ~ • i . : 
Il1 )nig-1983 the first phase que~tionnaire· antj, .a reque.sf for. an 
o~~~nization chart.or listing of ~anagemen(pors6gnel.~ere rn~iled 
to" 5'09 agencies, leading to a £in.al popul;atfop· of 49'3 a~en!:;:~~s. 
In all, 207, or forty-two percent (42%), of.the 493 agencies 
responded to the survey. . This seJf-selec~ecl,, f;P,rnp).e in,clugeis a 
broad range· .. :i.n ·;si.ze (measured by th~~ nµi;ib.er. Qf.· V:.eJ1ic)1.es 
. ope;-ated),, .iJ'lstitut+orial types (city/countY:, multip~u,rppse, 
- special di-st·r·ict, non-profit, priv~te and ot_h.er). a.nd geo,gia,phy 
(forty-four states, the District of Columbia; "and' Puerto Rico). 
Agency Demographics 
.ci~rh'9gra}?hlca).fy', 6u:i re.spo_ndents. cohsi~f-p;r;~-~~ril,y .'of~9f.t~ii .,to 
··irioder,q}~._size.agenci.es_, .. wltl;l a .t.ew y~~Y l~t:g~·-~geqc;:i'~s,th'4~ f,!;1nd 
tc) sl$~'1 s~mple ,avera,ges and "domibat:e" ind!.ls-t;r;y · ~h~c;;,~9-ct!;j"J..'$'tic::;. 
The range- of .lnstitutiona::), ,setting~ illyst~a·tes ihe (a'.c'k' qt, a 
cor:imon organizational strilcture in the ind-ustrY and the '·"complex· 
~r.rq.y 9f, ff'J;Fes, both, pat;.Jonal an9 loca).,, wJ1ic~. af f,~_c;:teq the 
, inaU,st~~( du·:r iflg its . gc;>ye.::rnment;.aliz(;ltion •.. ·· · .~._ · ·_ ·- ·· · . · · · ... 
oi.lr' agen.c'ies' ~ppear t.9 be I mo.'~t. frequently~ 9ubai v.i$.i·;tJ? ;St' dtijer 
gdv~rn~erit;.a): units {city /county. ap_d muJ tiplir;{io~e) .. r.Cl,tJfer .t;:,han 
autonomous (,special district;., p;r;ivate, non-profit 9n9:9tner). 
'I' hi s . may ".a·r ti f i c·i a 11 y" rest r_,i ct, s e r.v .ice . a.Ye.a· s - to 
"j UJ;"i sd ictiQI!<;i l" .•. rathe~ . than logical p~gUl~tipii' ·, 991,1f\dA-~.ie s 
( c.i t;:y/co\1b ty _)igencie·s· tet1d to serye popi.ll?'lt.19115 of ,ie·$_s- ·tnan 
25'0,000 a.nd special di'.stricts 500,:3¢0 or mar~).. ' 
City/ coup;cy ci.9~\icies . ha'~e, s111aller. Op~rating bh_~g~ts ):qt 19;;-~ ·"I)ot 
di sd:. inctly a if feren't_' '.i;~ their ca pi t!=!-1 f;peri~in<f _ pr9,pen~ t,t,,i~ s. 
Their farebox recovery rates are higher than alI otner· types with 
the exception of private agencies, perhaps reflecting the 
i 
competition for general fund revenue. 
No strong association between institutional setting and service 
characteristics typifies the industry •. All in9.titut_ional types 
appear in all fl~et sizes and mixes, population service areas, 
and ridership levels.. Private agen~ies ··tend to carry the fewest 
riders, perhaps rei:lecting the market do!llinance of "public" 
entities. 
The number of ful 1 time employees is a function of fleet size but 
pa:rt-time employment is not. Multipurpose. and private. a.gel'.lcies 
use more p~rt-tirn·e employees, city /cpunty agencies employ fewer 
but more than specj.al distrip_ts and npri-profit organizations. 
The ·number· of ~anagers is. related to. insti tutj.onal .·.type but not 
·size of agency;' confi.tm;ing' the lack of functional homogeneity in 
the industry. ' Local factor~ have com~ined to conform transit 
agency staffing patterns to political,_ situational·· and 
operational "onsi te"; demahds_ and needs. 
organizational Change 
Between 1979-83 transit agenc~es experienced substantial change. 
Many operated more vehicles but the ~eah chan~~ was negative, 
indicating modest increases ,for. most an<;i .·substantial red~ctions 
for a few. ·The absence of any clear pattern with respect to 
changes in fleet'siz~ ~b~9est~ tha~ diversity rather than d~cline 
best·· characterizes the ±ndu_stry. · · · 
j.: 
Qne trend revealed'by our ·analysis of ~leet characteristics was a 
tendency for a~eii~ies t~~ncrease t~~.n~rnber ~f transit m9des 
operated .. ·Nearly half of t.he sample currently operates more than 
one type of tra.nsit ve_hicl'e.. · 
Organizational Patterns 
we ~o not have ~omparat~ve data to ~ssess how hierarchical 
trahs>it is. in ~.el)it'.ion.tC;>_,pth~.r in,49stries .but. it appe:ars'.'ttlat 
regardless of size~ or orga_pizationar tyf>'.e t._he,re is a coinmcm bias 
in that direc::tj,_.qn., This Hi particularly ·striking given the s(nall 
size of most _agei\cies ·in t:he'" indilstty. . ..,. · 
' ' . ' ~- '~ 
Vertical, departrnerl'tal ancf Cidmih).strative qi ff~t~nti(!ltibn. are 
related to agency size but that relationship .. is not' particularly 
stroqg. . Thi~ ;5.µgg~sts t.h,at:..,,c;irgani~ati9nCll pattern~ are i;-e~(ited 
to, factors in aaditiqrt to the nurnber of vehicl~~ ope,ra:ted .. .'Vith 
the excep·tion Qf the number of vertical levels, (hier'atchy),.the 
organizational ~t:ruc~u~~ of transit ~genciei is found to.be 
related .to institutional setting. 'This impli~s ·that the 
organizational c?nt¢x~. with.(ri, which transit m(ina9ers, function .may 
differ substantially depending upon the. site of :that agency (e.g. 
city-county govern·knent or special district). It appears that 
the indiyidual trans~t rnaria9er should not e~pect:. ~ clear path of 
car,eer aevelop'ment to emet.ge unles.s .fl~/ ~he s¢ry~s iri a single 
large ·org-~nization for their entire ca:t~er. · 
. ' 
ii 
EXECUTIVE SUMNARY 
This fir~t phase of the Transit Manage~ seUdy de~elope~ ftorn a 
research design tp su'rvey management personnel in the tran'sit 
industry. T·he 'primary objectives of the three phase Transit 
Manager Study include gathering information on the. career 
patterns, prior training, aelf-identified training nee&s, ~areer 
expectations, . an_d career pl ans of transit managers. The 
demo9raph'ics .. of transit agencies w·ere identified as esser,itial to 
des'cfibe the .• context within which transit managers functlbn.' . To 
C)btairi. access to management personnel and d~v~lop :organizat.ibnal 
background infC?J:.matiC)n, a questionnaire ~{a·s. ma.fled. to yeneral 
Managers or .Exe¢µti'lie Directors of all transit agencies wJ;t}1,' IJlOre 
than ten vehicles. The goals of this first phase were to ob't,al.n: 
( l) a cc es s ~o · management per sdnne 1: ( 2) inforr:ia t ion on the 
organizati6n~l sttuct~te of transit agencies: (3) information'on 
agency change during 1979-83: arid, (4) an indication of the 
management recruiting difficulties experienc~d. by the resp5m<ling 
agencies. • 
. The Survey Instrument and Process 
In jni~-1983 the fir.st phase que5tionna.ire· and a requast for•. an 
organization chart or. listing of management p~rsonnel were rnc2i:1ed 
to 5·09 agencies, leading to a final population' of 493 agencJ~s. 
In all, 207, or forty-two percent (42%), of the 493 agencies 
i;.e.~po.nded to the survey. This seJf-selectect sp.mple incluqes a 
l:>i:~oad rang.e ·. i,n size (measured by th~,, nu,f;Lber. of v.e,.,pi.c .. i;.es 
oper~ted),, ,ip,stitut.~orial types (city/count~# mult.ip,µ,rpose, 
special di.strict, rion:..profit, private and otfi.er). and ge'p:graphy 
(forty-four states, the District of Columbia; and Puerto Rico). 
Agency Demographics 
cl~ih'¢.(j'~kiihicaify, .·.Cui :re,s~qndent~ c;:onsj,~~'p1;~m,~rii,y of~sf.19it ,to 
I;lqd~r~le: siz'e' agenc;:,i.es,· \~ i th a few V~FY la,t9e" agei)cie$, ~h~l J~nd 
tC>. s~~W Sf.\.rnpl~ qye'rages and . "domina!;'.e" ipdus'try ¢h,c;:i+~.cte'ris't>ic~. 
The rarige'"o~ .lr1stitutioha) .. settiqgs ill~§1i-.:t;".at.es 'the, l,~CJ{,of a 
cor.imon organizational structure in the iridustry and the ·'complex· 
qr;r;q,y o+ . f Qhres, bot.h .na tionaJ, .· .. ·and . lo.cal, ,'!'nic~ .. af f~,c;:tgq .the 
: inqtI$(5~· aliI:if.ig its . 9,9ye,rnmentalization. . '... . ·~ _, ·;. ,: . 
oil.rc·ag~n.«~·~ei{hf?p.ear t;b l)e, mo~t fte?q\ieritly,. 9µp~~vl$i,oq$ <$f :other 
,g,dv~rn~enfaJ uni t,s ··t city /county. a:h:d. rrul tipµI;pose) .J,ather. t.han 
. al1tonom,ous·J $p,~c ial di strict, pr i.va te ,· nop-proJi t .· ~n9 .• 9tJ1er). 
'rhi~ ma,y '".~.'rt,i.fic'ially" restrict .. s~rvice 'a.I:'e.as to 
"jt,q:·isd..ic,t:i:o:r1~~ .. rathe.r than logical ppguJ~tiori' .96unaAt.ies 
(city/c'6\1ntY,'.~genciEfs ·tend t,.o s~rve popui;:i.t,,lons of lei;;.s'"tnan 
2.s;0,000 ~nd sp~ecial. dfstricts 500,0~0 or .mor~). . . ' ·.· . ' 
;~l - - ' -- -, ' - -
City/coupty ~'.?¢.r;iC::i~!>. h~'~e smaller. oIJe·ratip~ 'bujigets put 9i;-~, ·'not 
dis'tinctly di.fferen't. 'in their cap,i.1:,'q~ spenqi,qg· properisi,~-~~s. 
Their farebox recovery :fates are higher than air other: types' with 
the exception of private agencies, perhaps reflecting the 
i 
competition for general fund rev~nue. 
No strong association between institutional setting and service 
characteristics typifies .the industry •. All ins.titutional types 
appe~r in all fleet sizes and mixes, populatidh •ervice areas, 
and ridership lev.els. Private agencies·· tend to carry the fewest 
riders, perhaps reflecting t.he' market do~inanc~ of "public" 
entities. 
The number of full time employees is a function of fleet size but 
part-~ime employment is not. Multipurposei and private agencies 
use more P~.rt-tj_nfe employees,, city/county agencies employ fewer 
but more than spe~ia~ di•tri~ts and nori~profit organizations. 
The· number ·qf l"!Janagers is re.lated .to insti tut.i.6nal type . but not 
· si.ze of agel}cy; · confirming the lack of functional' homogeneity in 
the industry. · Local factor's have com~ined to conform transit 
agency staffing patterns· to political, situational· and 
operational "onsite".demahds and needs. 
organizational change 
Between 1979-83 transit agenc~es experienced substantial change. 
Many operated more vehicles but the. iti.ean chang~ was negative, 
indicating modest increases for most and substantial reductions 
" ' - ~ :- °': -~ ·- ·t -~ , . . - I ·: , - , -_-for a few. The absence df ~riy c~ear·pattern with respgct to 
changes in fleet ~iz~ ~bg,esti tha~ diversity rather than d~cline 
best characterizes the industry. ·. - · · 
- ' - - . . . ~ ; -- ' 
One trend revealed by our ·analysis of ~ieet characteristics was a 
tendency' for ageridies to' inc'rease the num·oer of transit modes 
operated. ·.Nearly half of· i;he sample cu.rrently operates more than 
one type of tra.nsi1: vehic,lie., · 
Organizational Patterns 
He. do not have -~on:iparatj.ve d~t .. a t() -~.ssess h,Qw hierarchical 
t.ransl t is in i:,er:~t:1con. t..~. ;pt her :tri,c;l~sfri~s p~t 'it appears. 't}la t 
regardless of· size···· or otgapizationar typ·e 01:11e.te is a common bias 
in that direction .. ' This is partic.ularly '$triking given the sf.tall 
size. o·f most agehcies ·in th~· Jncjt;1stry·. · 
Vertical I departmental anef Cl'.dmin_i~trat.Jvediff¢rentiation a·re 
related to agency size but that relationship' is not' particularly 
strong. Th.is s,,ugg~sts th.a1;. .. 9;rganizat.i.9n9l pattern? are .. ~elated 
to fac·tors in additiqh to' th~ nun1cer o,f veh,i.cl~~ ope.rated .. ~~/ith 
the excep.tion qf the number of ver.tica.l levels { hieratchyl the 
organizational structur'e of transit~ ageqcie_s' is found to' be 
rel.ated .to institutional setting ••. ,'T!iis i.rdplies ·that the 
organizational context with,in_
1
which trans.it m.anagers. ~unction may 
differ substantially depend.i.tig upon th.~. 5.i.te of t.hat agency. (e.g. 
city-county goverrf:ment or special district). It appears that 
the indi.vidual tr,ansit mapa,ger should not e~p~c;:.1;. .. C'l clear pat.h of 
car:eer develop'trf'ent to emet;ge un~ess fl~/ ?he serv~s in a s_ihgle 
large org~nization for theit entire cat~er. · 
·' .. 
ii 
Management Recruitment · 
A substantial proportion (28.1%) of the sample did not consider 
managerial recruitment to be a problem. Those agencies 
experiencing a moderate to severe problem (45.3%) tended to 
identify operations and maintenance managers as being especially 
difficult to recruit. Financial issues and a lack of qualified 
applicants were given as reasons for the difficulties 
encountered. Our analysis of the association between agency 
attributes and the level of recruitment difficulty established 
that no particular size or institutional type of agency was more 
likely to experience problems than any other. 
Conclusions 
our findings describe a managerial context that is extremely 
diverse across agency demographics, change in those attributes, 
and organizational patterns. Some differences exist among 
agencies based on institutional setting, but these seem to be 
acco,µnted for primarily by a lessor degree of autonomy for city-
county agencies. Further, the analysis of changes between 1979-
83 does not provide a clear picture of the industry's direction. 
The study has established that transit is primarily comprised of 
small to medium sized agencies, many of which are sub-units of 
city or county governments. During the five year period exarniried 
(1979-83) the industry did not experience any clear patterns of 
change with the exception that many added service modes. 
Recruitment of qualified managerial personnel is found to be a 
for many agencies, but is not generally shared throughout the 
industry. The basis for recruitment difficulties is not found in 
the characteristics of transit agencies, rather it appears to be 
a function of the specific mix of transit and management skills 
sought. 
Beyond these observations is a general lack of certainty with 
regard to the unique demands on and requirements expected of 
transit managers in terms of skills and abilities. Without 
reference to actual performance, there are apparently a multitude 
of ways to organize and deliver transit service. Only the thread 
of hierarchy seems common to transit organizations. Moreover, 
size, location, population served and possibly revenue do not 
seem to dictate functional requirements for transit service. The 
general lack of clear, industry-wide patterns suggest that many 
of these agency characteristics, including recruitment problems, 
are the products of particularistic, probably local factors 
rather than more general forces associated with the delivery of 
transit services. 
The second phase of this study will focus specifically on the 
issues of training and experience for management personnel. The 
study will be based upon the responses of over 1300 individual 
managers to questions regarding their background, career 
development, and career expectations. In turn, these responses 
will be analyzed in relation to agency characteristics and the 
iii 
problem of managerial recruitment. The objective is to provide 
more detail to the questions raised and conclusions offered by 
this first phase report. 
iv 
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CHAPTER I 
IHTRODUCTION 
This report presents the results of the first phase of a three-
part study of management issues in the transit industry. The 
purposes of this first phase report are to present a. description 
of the context within which transit managers £unction, to examine 
the extent to which that context has changed over a five year 
period, to analyze issues surrounding the r~cr~itment of 
management personnel, This chapter offe+s some background 
information and reviews the process of information gathering for 
this study. 
BACKGROUND 
The recruit r:ten t of talented, qualified managers has been 
identified as a. critical need for the transit industry 
(Transportation Research Board, 1985: Fielding, et.al., 1978). 
TO some degree, the need has resulted from the. increasing 
specialization of management functions acc0p:ipanying technical and 
service' changes and the institutional. changes resulting from 
governmentalization. In 1973 Mundy qnd S,pychaski described 
transit with reasonable accuracy a.s an. ",µp-fr,0,m-the-rank s" 
industry. However, the current recruitin~nt .difficult.ies 
experienced by some transit agenc:ies indicat.e that this is a less 
apt characterization in the mid-1980's. From our review, we 
suggest that recruitment difficulties may be associated with four 
general fa.ctors: (1) agency size, (2). degree of chan'ge 
experienced by an agency, (3) degree of structurai comple~ity 
pr~st:git,.in the organization, and: (4) ,the i.nst.i tut.ional setting 
of a.n. agency.. ,,, ·. 
The im.portance of agency size and organiza,t.ionR.l complexity: .is 
sugg¥st~d py, t.he .in"'."depth study of s,ixt;een transit agencies 
conduct.ed by Gordon,. .flielding a,nd his 99ll·eague·s (1978) .which 
. explored.' t-he effects·,. 9,f a ·number of agency 1 attributes, on the job 
sat~sfacti9n and reten.tion of managemen:t persenne].. Of the 
factors discussed, the effects. of agency sJ..~e. ·and organizational 
complexity were identified as offering some promise for examining 
. the difficulties e;per·ienced in r~~~uiti,ng,,,qualified managers. 
In general; the ,study fi,nds t,hat j.Qb satis,t~~t..ion qnq retention 
inc;ease as ag~ncy si~e, and organizationaJ::::COm'pleXity increase 
(Fielding, et. al., 1978:13~-133). On the bas;i,s of thd.s finding 
we would ex.pact that larger, . more complex organiz.a.tion . will 
report. fewer recruitment problems than ·S·maller,· simpler 
organizations. 
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The importance of the degree and direction of change experienced 
by an agency is raised by the previously cited Transportation 
Research Board study wh~ch views the problem of managerial 
recruitment and its context as: 
... A long-term fundamental problem has been that new 
blood cannot be attracted into a declining industry. 
Only in the last decade has it been possible to attract 
some new managers as a result of modest growth that has 
occurred, and now these benefits are threatened by loss 
of revenues from all levels and by changing federal 
policy ... (TRB,1985: _123). 
The above quote establishes that transit has experienced a 
sustained period of turbulence regarding public policy, the shift 
from private to public ownership, and legal settings. We suspect 
that change, particularly decline, within the industry will 
significantly affect managers and the process of management. 
In addition~ these general images of industry change may mask 
recruiting disincentives which are related to specific 
characteristics of individual transit agencies. We suspect that 
changes in agency size might be particularly important with 
large additions res\iltin~ in recruitment needs and substantial 
decreases in size dimin'i·shing o'rganizational attractiveness. 
Thus, dependihg on the type and'd~gree of change, alterations in 
the char<lcteristics of transit agencies may have either positive 
or negative aff.ects on 'their ability to attract new management 
personnel. · 
The significance of organizational setting on transit managers 
and management. recruitment is ·an outgrowth of the shift in 
ownership experienced ·during the process of goverrimentaliz<ltion. 
From this process emerged not one but several dif£erent 
organizational forms. Indeed, one study of institutional 
structures extaht -within . the industry concluded that there' is' no 
generally accepte'd mode:l or form of gov.ernmerit enterprise for 
public transit (Hamilton artd Hami·lt:on, '1981-1• We suspect that 
this diverse array of instftutiona•l contexts' within which transit 
managers must fun.otion h'as a·dded· -to the general image of 
uncertainty and indUs'try turbulence.' · 
A central issue stem•l'niih9 from this i·nstitutiohal diversity ~s 
·that of organizat'.ional autonomy. 'Many transit agencies are 
organized as indepehdeht special distric.ts or operci'ting 
·authorities. Coris'equ·eritly, they are abie t_o control their own 
budgets and service policies; :other ·agencies are sub-units of a 
larger body, such as a city Or county. This structure may 
diminish management discretionary authority. The presence of 
parent government budgeting, personnel and other general 
administration functions may also reduce the need for transit 
management staff in these areas. 
The following report first describes the orqanizational 
characteristics and the service and staffing changes during 1979-
1983 for 207 transit agencies. Then, the effects of these 
factors on the problem of managerial recruitm~nt~is explored. 
The intent is to obtain a better understanding of the 
institutional context within which transit managers function and 
to link these factors to management recruitment issues. This 
information will also provide the contextual base for the second 
phase analysis of transit manager profiles. 
PROJECT OVERVIEW 
Methods and Sample Characteristics 
This first phase of the Transit Manager Study<leveloped from the 
need to identify persons functioning as transit managers for the 
purposes of a larger survey. From its inception,· the primary 
objectives of the Transit Manage~ Study have included gathering 
information on the career patterns, prior. training, self-
identified training needs, career expectations, and career plans 
of trans i t managers . The de rn o graphics of trans it agencies were 
identified as essential to describe the context within which 
transit managers function and integral to the analytic goals of 
the project. Therefore, in order to obtain access to management 
personnel and develop organizational background information, we 
developed the survey instrument on which this report i~ based. 
The principal objectives of the first phase were to obtain: (1) 
·access to management personnel: (2) information on ·the 
organizational structure of transit agencies: {3) information on 
agency demographics over a five year period: and, (4} some 
indication of the recruiting difficulties experienced by the 
responding agencies. 
Development of the survey Instrument 
To obtain the data: necessary for- the above objectives, a survey 
packet was developed· and sent to the general manage·r's' 1 or 
executive directors of every agency whi¢h operated teri or"'nfore 
vehicles.· The survey packet consisted of a tjuestionn·aire and a 
separate, personally addressed letter outlining· the purposes of 
the study and requesting a copy of each agency's organization 
chart and 1 is ting of management personnel. Initial drafts of 
all materials were reviewed by colleagues at Portland ·State 
University and also by individuals at UMT.A', the Oregon Department 
of Transportation , and the Washington Depart merit o f 
Transportation. Fol lowing revisions based on these reviews I 
the survey m~terials were sent to selected ~qencies in oretjon, 
Washington, and California for a "~re~test~fl Final fevisidns 
were made following our review of the responses and comments 
received. The final set of materials was prepared fof mailintj in 
December of 1983 (see Appendix B). 
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sample Selection 
Every public.and private agency oper:ating ten or more vehicles of 
any type received the first phase questionnaire packet. The 
decision to limit the survey to agencies operating at least ten 
vehicles was arbitrary. Based on.our review of available transit 
agency listings, however, we concluded that this criteria ·was 
sufficiently generous to include a full range of the structural 
and managerial characteristics within the industry. 
one of our major difficurties was the lack of a mailing list for 
transit agencies. None of the sources listed below included 
exactly the same information as any of the others. These sources 
were: 
Bus Ride, Bus Industry Directory 1982-83 
UMTA Urbanl51;'rectory 
~ Rural Directory 
Section 15 Repqrt ~ 
APTA. 1982 Membe,rship Directory 
APTA ~ Membership Directory 
The information in these sources varied not oniy with respect to 
information about the number of vehicles operated, but also 
differed even .. as :to the names and addresses of transit agencies. 
After our initial screening of these inconsistencies, 509 surveys 
were mailed. Subsequently, we Jo.und that this number included 
some duplicatic;>ns (e.g. two names l·isted for the same agency), 
some which no longer existed, and those which in fact did not 
ope~ate vehicles. Our final population consisted of 493 
ag~ncies. 
survey Process ~ Response Characteristics 
Questionnaires were sent initially in December, 1983. A first 
round of follow-up letters and packets was sent to non-
respondents during the first se . v.eral ·.months. of 1984. In some 
cases, the questionnaire was returned without .the organization 
chart: or listing qf management perso~nel, items critical to the 
second ph,a~e of the study. . This led us to cont,inue our follow up 
process. into early 1985. 
A significant factor affecting the re:;ponse rate for this survey 
was, a widely held assumption that much of the organizational 
information we requested was already available in some .central 
source. '.!'his was pa+ticularly true w.i th respect to questionnaire 
items concerning vehicle, pers9nnel, and budget changes over 
ti.me. we received several comments, and some complaints, that 
this and other information w~s available in the Section 15 
reports. However, assumptions about data availability ext~nded 
beyond just these items. As far as we can determine, there is no 
central source of information for the industry. 
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In all, 207, or forty-two percent (42%), of the 493 agencies 
contacted responded to the survey. This self--.selected sample 
includes a broad range in size (measured by the number of 
vehicles operated), drawn from forty-four states, the District of 
Columbia, and Puerto Rico. To examine the possibility of 
regional variation in the response rate, we grouped the states 
into eight regions, with the District of Columbia included in the 
Mid-Atlantic region and Puerto Rico considered separately. (In 
subsequent tables Puerto Rico is included in the Southern Region. 
See Table I-1.) We should note at this point that all tables 
discussed in the text are presented in Appendix A and that we 
present graphs or charts within the text only to highlight key 
information. 
Table I-1 shows that the regional response rate ranged from a 
high of fifty percent (50%) in the Pacific Coast states to a low 
of thirty percent (30%) in the Mid~Atlantic region (excluding 
Puerto Rico). Table I-2 shows the ~egional distribution of the 
agencies contacted and those responding. In general, the 
response rate in each region is quite close to its percentage 
contribution to the population of agencies, indicating that our 
sample does not over-represent or under-represent any one region. 
FIGllRE. l 
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With respect to agency size, as measured by the total number of 
vehicles operated, Table I-3 indicates that the very smallest and 
very largest agencies had the lowest response rates. However, 
Table I-4 which compares agencies contacted and responding in 
relation to size indicates that none of the size categories 
appears to be either significantly over- or under-represented. 
FIGURE 2 
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Thus, the results reported in the following chapters are based on 
a self-selected ·sample of agenc!'e.s,·.not a scientifically 
constructed random sar:iple. ··· Gg,neeqµ~nt~y, we. pannot generalize 
our findings with absolute cert.ain:t~ t;Q. alJ t.ra,ps it agencies. 
statistical si9ni.ficance. tests.~ ar:e· u~~ct1;.p l~~ntif¥ important 
relationships> rather than measuresof stati-ticai probability for 
drawing inferences about the popu!a_tion, 0£ tra'hsit agencies. 
However, the above tables show that ;b.e·.sample includes a cross 
section of the industry, wit,hr~spe9; to-t;;ize anqvlocation, and 
can, therefore, illustra .. te much Of the demographic and 
organizational diversity within the industry. As a result we are 
able to suggest trends which may ~enerally characterize the 
transit industry. 
SUMMARY 
What began as a sir.iple effort to define the population of 
management personnel in the transit industry became a much more 
ar.ibi tious undertaking, describing the context within which 
transit managers function and exploring the consequences of those 
contextual factors for transit managers. The studies discussed 
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suggest that size, organizational setting, change, and structure 
may be critical factors affecting managerial recruitment and the 
nanagement process. 
Chapter II describes 1983 agency demo9raphics, including fleet 
information, modes operated, personnel, and budgetary 
characteristics. These are described for the entire sample, and 
by institutional setting. Chapter III explores agency changes 
from 1979 to 1983 for the entire sample and by institutional 
setting. Chapter IV presents our analysis of or9anizational 
characteristics using agency organization charts and/or personnel 
lists. Chapter v focuses on management recruitment, reporting the 
application of fa-ctors discussed in Chapters II, III, and IV to 
an analysis of the reported agency difficulty in recruiting 
qualified managers. The final chapter offers an analysis of the 
implications of our findings. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE MANAGERIAL CONTEXT: 
AGENCY DEMOGRAPHICS AND INSTITUTIONAL VARIATION 
This chapter describes the characteristics of the agencies 
included in the sample and the extent to which the differences 
observed are related to institutional settings. The tables for 
the chapter provide a descriptive picture of these agencies for 
1983. The average and median values included in the tables were 
derived from the non-categorized data. For 'service area 
population, average monthly ridership, and the budgetary 
information, these figures have been rounded to the nearest 
1, 000. 
In general, the sample is composed primarily of small to moderate 
sized agencies. However, a very large agencies inflate industry-
wide averages for fleet information as well as personnel and 
budgetary statistics. Hence, the median is often a more reliable 
summary statistic. 
OVERALL SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
service Area Population 
Table II-1 presents the range of service area populations 
represented in the sample. This information will differ from the 
section 15 reports, which present the population for the Standard 
Metropolitan Statistic~l ~rea (SMSA) within which an ag~ri~y 
operates. ·Our survey asked the respondents to report the 
population of their service area which may or may not encompass 
the entire SMSA. Additfonally, some thirty-five percent {35%) of 
the sample are hot Section 15 reporting agencies which further 
differentiates this study from the information collected for the 
Section 15 reports. 
Most of our sample agencies :(75.4%) serve an area with less 'than 
five hundred thousand. in 'population~ The· average population for 
agency service areas (1'1399,000) is obviously inflated by.'a few 
very large agerfoies. Tlie median value of 200,000 more accurately 
reflects the service area population for most agencies in this 
sample. 
Ridership, Vehicle Inventory, and, Modes Operated, 
Table II-2 shows the dis·tributioh of the aveNtge monthly 
ridership reported by the sample. A majority of these agencies 
report a ridership· of less than 250,000 per mon'th with only 
twenty-four percent (24%) reporting an average of one million or 
more riders per month. The sample average -0f 1,187,000 is 
obviously influenced by the larger agencies. 
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Table II-3 summarizes the vehicle inventory for our respondents. 
From this information we determined the number of vehicle modes 
(types) operated by each agency (Table II-4). For our purposes 
Trolleys and Streetcars were combined into a single mode (vehicle 
type) category, as were vans and Mini-Buses. Thus, the maximum 
number of modes possible was six. The computation of this 
information was based upon a consideration of all possible mode 
combinations. The results show that almost half (48.4%) of the 
respondents operate two or more vehicle types. 
As a rough determination of agency size we added together the 
qumber of vehicles reported for each category (Table II-5). 
Nearly half 0£ the sample (48.5%) operate .fewer than 50 vehicles: 
only ten percent (H,.2%) operate more than 530. Again, the 
median of 52.17 vehicles more accurately describes the sample 
than the average of 195.64 vehicles. 
Fiscal Characteristi~s 
Tables II-6 through II-9 present agency budget characteristics 
for total operating budget, capital expenditures for equipment, 
total capital expenditures, and farebox recovery rate for the 
1983 budget year. These responses are self-reports and may 
differ from the dat~ pr69ided ~fi Section 15 afid other data bases 
where different definitional standards may apply. 
"Fare box Recovery" is defined as the pr,oportion of. total revenue 
gained from farebox receipts,.. "Operating Budgets" includes all 
non-capital expenditures. "Capital Expenditures" for equipment 
indicate annual gros~ exp~nditures for new vehicles but may also 
ref le ct buildings,, buswa_ys, rail ex tens ions or other 
appurtenances. "Total Capita~ Expenditure" is intended to be a 
rn.easure of the .gross size of ~11 physj,cal expeni:Iiture including 
new equipment, building ·;Of facilJties:, replacement and 
rehabilitation of v~hicles. 
Almost sixty percent (59.3%) of our sample report annual 
operating expend.i tur~s 9f less than $'500, ~00. Th.is. pat tern is 
also f9und with respe,ct to capit.al expend.itures for equipment and 
total capital expenditures.~:Ib ea~h c~se, ~bout half pf those 
agencies providing. this iriformption reported capita), expenditures 
of lea~ than one mi+lion dolla·rs for the 1983 pudgetary year. 
Nearly equal percentages of agencies are found at the high and 
low ends of the farebox recovery measure.~ Almost sixteen percent 
(15.3%) report that less than twenty~ifc•nt of th~ir revenu~s 
are generate~ by customers. while ~ornewha,t more than. thirteen 
percent (13.5%) gain eighty percent: or Jnore of their revenues 
from the farebox. In general, ihe Me(;i~n ( 33.3%) anc;i Mean (40. 7%) 
indic~te that most of the sample generat~ sorne~hing less than 
half of their revenues from the. farebox. 
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Personnel 
Tables II-10 through II-12 show the personnel characteristics for 
the sample. The numbers of management personnel reported need 
some qual if ica ti on. Each agency was asked to indicate whether 
the classification of a position as a "management" position was 
based on a written policy or some other basis. Slightly more 
than twenty-five percent (25.4%) indicated that cla~sification 
was based a written agency policy. This suggests that 
classification practices vary from agency to agency and may mean 
that the number of personnel classified as management by any 
particular agency will not be strictly ·comparable to the number 
reported by another agency. · 
The predominance of small and medium sized agencies in the sample 
is also reflected by the reported personnel stat·istics. Over 
half (53.9%) employ fewer than urn persags on a full .time basis 
and over eighty-two percent (82.1%) have fecw:.er than 500. 
Similarly,. over half ( 59. 3%) of the sample. repo.r.t having fewer 
than 10 employees classified as rrtariagenient perspririei. .Finally, 
the median nu~ber of part time employees r•ported i~ 9.7 persons. 
INSTVI'UTIONAL SETTING AND AGENCY VARIATION 
- . -·. 
A key element for our analysis iS'. the "institutipn~"l setting" of 
each agency. As noted in the· introduction, '.ehe shift from 
private to public ownership of transit agencies has resulted in a 
broad array of institutional forms. Differences in institutional 
form or setting are important as they define the "context" within 
which i;nanagers function. Additionally, the effects of t-hese 
cliffe~ence.s m;ay be important factors affecting .the attra<;:tiv~n~~·s 
of agencies tot management personnel. · · · · · · · ·· 
•. < .·-· .-, 
IIJst.i}tlt.i9_ha1. s.¢tt::i,'n~-ove~v1e,w 
Each ~ge_pcy w9~ asked' 1'tq identify wl'.lich of f;i ve sp)'ecif;:(i~ 
categories 'be.st' described its institutional setting. Ap. .• "Othe,r," 
category was",proyided as a.n option f,or those who b.1!lieved t~'t. 
none of the gener·ar categories was sufficiently acc.iitate.. .These 
responses are self-classifications using our terms. We found 'in 
our analysis of "Other" respondents some agencies. which. we,.:r,e 
perhaps more appropriately placed in one ·of· the· ·speci;f±ed 
,categor~es. 'I'h~se agencies were., reclassified. Thus, Slqme cc;tut.i.:qn 
is required in· interpretation .. The distx:;ibution of the respond.l:n'g 
ac1encies is p:r;-esented in Table II-13 ... The fifteien agenci.~s 
selecting the ... Qther"·· ca,teg~ity reflecte.d ·a rang,e 9.£ 
institutional variations which did not fit the categori:e~ 
.PH:ivided, oi wet~, in some cases, "no11...:organi'zations", existfn(j 
as a product of i l'l tergovernmen ta 1 a'.greemen ts, . or thr? ugh 
contracts for .. s.ervice with other organizations. 
Al,though the. t~ansit~on from private, to 
tt~n~it ierVices h~s been·f~r reachin~, it 
followed any particular institutional form. 
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public d.elivery ot 
has not necessari.ly 
There is substantial 
diversity within the ranks of the public and private 
organizations which provide mass transportation service~ 
FIGURE 3 
SAMPLE DISTRIBUTION BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPE 
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A majority of our responding agencies . (51!7%) appear to be 
subdivisions of Other agencies (c,i_t;:.y or ¢ol}nty governments and 
multi-purpose districts), rather than ·~utonomous entl'ties. To 
the extent that organizations are r-elatively in~ependent and ab~e 
to establish autonomous goals, tney:.~wi11· ·have~ 9reater Iati tude 
in responding to changes in b()th orga,nizational and ~ervice 
cbnctiti:6ns.'· The rel~tive autonorny· of .those 'agencies falling in 
the other institutibrfa;l· categorie;S iwouid;.~-: we exp~Ct, ' vary 
depending upon state . iaw a·nd the local histor.ies infiuencing th~ 
'evolution cit. the agency. -- . . . . 
Regional variation 
Table II-14 indicates 'the· dis't.~1bl1tiori of,ag~ncy settil'lgs by 
region. The. smali nurnber of responses irl'. some regions a,nd 
i'nstitutioiial settings limi'ts what can be 'inferred from this 
table. However, two obsefva'tiohs seem apparent •. First, the 
agencies from the southwest and J~ew Ell.g larid. e_xhibi t sornewh~"t 
different patterns. Thoss fro.m the Squthwest ~xist predominantly 
within a local gover-nrneht setting •.. Resl'ond~pts. from New Engiar:id 
are more likely to be special districts.·· ·The second observation 
is that, despite the pr,evicus two ~xceptions, _~he general pattern 
of ins ti tut ion al diversity is al~O four:i.d · wi-thin different 
geographic regions.· · · · · 
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Service Area Population 
Table II-15 indicates a relationship between the population ba~e 
served by a responding agency and its institutional setting. For 
areas with.less ~han 250,000 in population, the predo~inant 
pattern is for transit agencies to be part of either city or 
county government. For areas with a population base of greater 
than 500i000, special districts are the most cornmo~ 
organizational setting. However, with the exception of the very 
largest service populations, each population category includes 
all of the categories for institutional setting. 
Ridership, Fleet Size,' and Service ·Modes 
Table II-16 ~shows that institutional setting and average monthly 
ridership are not related. With the exception ·of the generally 
low rid er ship figures reported by the few privately owned 
agencies included in tb~ sample~ institutional types are 
generally distributed evenly across this rough measure of service 
delivery. Similarly, the relationship between the total number 
of vehicles operated and institutional setting i's not 
statistically significant. However, Table II-17 does show that 
agencies failing in the multi~purpose and. sp·ecial dtE.nrict 
categories tend to operate somewhat larger fleets. · Finally, the 
findings ·presented in Table II-18 indidat'e that the ,number of 
transportatiorr mode$ operated by an agen2y is not tel~ted to 
institutional' s~t ting. · 
Fiscal Characteristics 
In contrast ··to the measures of service delivery . and. fleet: 
characteristics, ·there is a statist.icCilly si<;J.ni':ficant 
relationship cbe'tween. institutional typ'e and operat.i,,n_g 
expenditures. over f:leverity-~wo percent (72.6%)''c~f the ,cl.ty~eounty 
agencies :reported operating' expenditures of 'less than $~@."~ 000 
for 1983 (Table II-19). Forty-three percent (43.2%) 'of tne 
special districts reported similar figures. Reference to the 
previous table on the total number of vehicles operated shows 
that this discrepancy is not accounted for by agency size alone. 
Rather, it is likely that· some of the functions necess . .:try to. th,e 
operation of a tr'ansit' agency 'are, i_n the cas'e. of c;fty~count,y 
agencies, carr-i·ed<-cifit by-·\lnits \,,ithin t.}le la'rger governmentaT 
entity~ ·' · Therefore, th~ costs of these. func.tions ( e~g. personneX, 
planning) may ·not "apptfar as patt of 'tha_t agency's direct. 
operating costs. . ' 
Neither tot:a 1 capital expenditures . (Table I I ;...2:3} rior ~aplta l 
expenditures for new;equipment (Tabl~· II-21) ·are .signifiC:afitly 
related to institutional. setting. For the 1983 b_udget year none 
of the iristiiutional 6ategories wa~ significantly more lik~ly 
than the others to purchase new equipment. · 
The relationship between institutiorfal setting and farebox 
iecoverY rat~~ i~ stafisti~aliy si~~i~icant and shows a·tr~nd 
which ~~Yb~ a ·r~sult of-the growing-emphasi~ on set~ice usei 
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fees (Table II-22). Nearly thirty-six percent (JS.6%) of the 
city-county agencies report a recovery rate of forty percent 
{40.0%) or greater with more than sixteen percent (16.4%) 0£ 
these agencies showing a recovery rate .of eighty percent (80%) or 
greater. In contrast, only twenty~six percent (26.5%) of the 
special districts report a recovery r,ate of forty percent (40.0%) 
or greater ~nd less than four pe~cent {3.8~) recover more than 
eighty percent (80%) of their revenue from the farebox. 
The finding that city-county agencies generally report higher 
farebox recovery rates than other forms of public ownership may 
be related to two factors. First, special districts may have a 
specific source of public support in the form of a taxing power. 
In contrast, transit agencies within local governments are b~t 
one of a range of services competing f,or available general fund 
support. Secondly, pressure on local ~overnments to impose or 
raise fees for services delivere_d may)1ave resulted in a shift of 
the burden of support for public transit from general .tax sources 
to t~ansit users. 
Personnel Characteristics 
The relationship of institutiq_nal setting with the size of the 
agency workforce (full and part time),, number o.f administrative 
personnel, provide some additional e,y.i,dence that city-county 
agencies receive some functional assistance from other units. 
within the l,oca 1 government. The -•re 1 a tionship bet we en 
institutional setting and the number of full time employees is 
statistically significant with city-county agencies tending to 
report fewer employees than other institutional forms {Table II-
23 ). Institu:tionaJ setting is; not significantly re Lated to the 
reported numbers 0£ part-timi ~mployees and management personnel 
(Tables II-24 and lI-25). __ However, these .. tables_ show_ a -tendency 
foI' city-county agl!ncies; to,c;luster at_ th~ low end of the sc:ale 
more freque_ntly than eithe.r·,nu,ilti-purpose agencies or special 
districts. - - -· -- -- - - -
. . J 
-_ ,. SUMMARY 
The information provided by o~~ _r~sponde.nts describes an industry 
which consists maJnly of sm~ll. to rrioQ~'rate size agencies, with a 
few -very_ large ag~ncies th~~ tend t.'6,'.skew 'sample averages a.nd, 
"dom.i,.nate." industry ,.characferi~tics. -Tn~ range - of institutional 
settings illustrates the lack of a of common organizational 
structure in the industry. This institutional diversity reflects 
the compl~x array of forces,, botQ. .. national and local, - which 
affected the industry during_ .~ts gover.nmen~alization. -
. . ' , . )'.1 '"·, ; ·.·I: '- - '. . . : ; .· 
The major.differences uncoverc!d byour: apalysis are b~tween city-
county agencies and agencies 'in qther: in.s~titutional settings with 
respect to their human resource'and fi.sc~l characteristics rather 
than with respect to the .rn.o.r:e. directly s.E!r:vice related attributes 
of ridership and, flef!t si.ie. _-_- c-i~y~cqur,ty agen.cies generally 
exhibit smc;iller numbers -- of 'emplC)yee.~ anc;i managem•mt personnel, 
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differences which cannot be fully explained by variations in 
ridership and fleet size. These differences most likely the fact 
that some functions, such as personnel or planning~ are performed 
by other, non-transit units in the parent government. In 
contrast, more autonomous agencies must incorporate these 
functions within their transit staff and/or budget. 
Fiscally, city/county agencies have smaller operating budgets but 
are not distinctly different in their capital spending 
propensities. Their farebox recovery rates are higher than all 
other types with the exception of private agencies. These 
findings suggest that they may indeed shift a portion of their 
operating costs to other, non-transit units but does not tell us 
if these costs are "charged back" or simply absorbed. 
In sum, this overview of agency characteristics reported by the 
sample describe an industry which includes a complex array of 
institutional forms which are the product of forces other than 
the direct requirements of delivering transit services. In turn, 
these differences also affect the human resource and fiscal 
attributes of these agencies. Thus, for the person entering 
transit management, the industry offers a number of varying 
contexts which will both define and affect management functions, 
autonomy, and career paths. The following chapter explores the 
extent to which these differences are also found with respect to 
agency changes over the five year period from 1979 to 1983 . 
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CHAPTER III 
AGENCY CHANGE 1979 TO 1983 
The transit industry has been generally portrayed as being in the 
midst of substantial change, if not turbulence, both 
organizationally and with respect to the delivery of transit 
services. The process of governmentalization which was 
accompanied by federal support £or expansion has been replaced by 
reductions in federal support and a movement toward 
privatization. In some respects, the industry is viewed as being 
in a state of decline, needing to develop new . responses to 
current challenges. To th~ extent that these images are correct, 
the changes experienced by the indust,ry may reduce its 
attractiveness to new managers as well as make it difficult to 
retain the current managerial core. As was suggested in the 
introduction to this report1 we expect that the degree and 
direction of change experienced by an agency will be related to 
its ability to recruit management personnel. 
To examine at least part of the change dimension, each agency was 
asked to provide demographic information for each of the five 
years between 1979 and 1983. The years include the last part of 
the Carter Administration and the early years of the Reagan 
Administration, a transition period in federal policy as well as 
a period when many state and local governments were confronted 
with increasing budgetary restrictions. 
The analysis below follows the same format as ·that fcfr the 
preceding chapter. The actual numeric changes ~n4 peicentage 
changes ar~ first presented for the entire sa~~l~ and then 
analyzed in relation to the insti tutiqnat settings · of the 
respondents. The findings t,end to reinforce the con,clu.sions of 
the previous chapter in the sense that they. clescrj,l:>e ,an.industry 
w}Lich is extremely diverse, seemingly without. cleax:~ "iridµ:?tr}'-
widi!" patterns. · · 
OVERALJ;. SAMPLE CHAMCTER1$TICS 
Numbet of Vehicles Operated 
The general absenc.e of clear trends within .the transit industry 
is illustrated by the change in the number of vehicles ope.rated 
by our responding agencies (fable IlI-1); Twenty~•lx p~rcent 
( 2 s.9%) of the agencies reported a declin·e .• while nearly sixty-
two percent (61.8%) operated more vehicles in 1983 than in 1979. 
However, the mean change of -2~6 vehicles indicate~ th~t a few 
agencies reduced their fleets subst.antially, at. least. in terms of 
raw numbers. The median value shows an increase of 3·.a vehicles. 
The spread of agencies across categories indicates thdt ~hile 
most reported at le as t some ri1 odes t i ri crease , t.h ere i s 
considerable diversity in the cha:hges they experienced. Further, 
each category of change contains similar percentages of the 
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sample, indicating that there is not a clea~ pattern defining 
industry-wide change at least with respect to this measure. 
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The percentage change in the number of vehicles operated (Table 
III-2) shows .an average increase of nearly sixty-four percent 
(63.8%), with a !1ledian increase of not quite nine percent (8:6%). 
Pe r cent age ch an g e can be c.o n s id ere d as a me a sure o f the 
compa.ra ti ve· amount of change experienced by an agency. Hence, 
the findings that over thirty percent (30.3%) of the agencies 
reported a twer:ity-five percent (25.0%) or greater increase in the 
number of vehfcles opera.ted, and that more than fifteen percent 
(15.4%) experienced a decline of greater than ten percent (1011, 
describe an industry which has been undergoing substantial 
change, both positively a,pd negativ,ely. To the extent that the 
size of an agency is rela~-ed·tothe number of vehicles operated, 
changes of these magnitudes are likely to affect a number of 
agency characteristics. 
,. 
Table III-3 show• that mbst (77.7%) of the agencies responding 
did not change the number of transit modes operated between 1979 
and 1983. Howevei, nearl'y four times as many agencies added new 
service modes as decreased the number operated. The trend seems 
to be that industry is slowly.diversifying the vehicle types 
operated. Whil.e this is perhaps largely accounted for be 
enhanced services for the elderly and handicapped, it also 
suggest~ that in at lea•t sdme respects transit services are 
becoming more diversified and that. demands upon management are 
also becoming correspondingly di
1
verse. 
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The reported changes (Table III-4) for average monthly ridership 
show relative stability or mode!;t growth. Forty-six percent 
(46.3%) of these agencies experienced a decline in average 
monthly ridership, withififte~n percent (15%) reporting decreases 
of greater than 100,000 per month. Even though a majority show 
increased ridership, the mean value of 13,980 and median increase 
of 188 riders per month· support tht!'·~ll\ase ,6£ modest change in 
this measure of service d.~~ivery. · ·· · · · · 
The results for percentage ·change (fabie ·III.-!:)) in ridership 
similarly indicate little growth in rid.ership arid, also emphasize 
the diversity in the experiences. of thes.a<.a.gencies. Ten percent 
(10.2%) report an increase of fifty p.er·cent. 1dt m'ore whil .. ~. oy~r 
fifteen percent (15.6%) incti·cated '1:hat ·tll,eir ridership had 
declined by more than twenty perc~l'l~ (20%ffl:''; "" " 
Operating Exp~Jlclit.ures .. 
Not surprisingly, most agencies exp~f.±e~~·i:i' dgerating expenditure 
increases during this f i ~.~~ye.~r3peJ:~Oc5':. C'!:~~·J!e., IlI-6 and I II -7). 
When inf la ti on is taken into ~~;¢~,~nt', .j,,f.,:ir~ likely that those 
agencies (13.4%) reporting modest increases of less than twenty-
f i ve percent (25%), as w_ell as those ind$cating that their 
operating budgets had deq-lJ,,ped (9.9%), actually experienced real 
decreases in their operating expenditures. 
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Farebox Recovery 
Most agencies (58.5%) indicated only modest increases or 
decreases or no change ~t ~11 in their farebox recovery rates 
(Tables III-8 and rrr~9). At the extremes, over twenty-five 
percent (25.7%) reported increases of greater than fifteen 
percent (15%) while for almost sixteen percent (15.7%) farebox 
recovery had decreased by the same amount. However, the overall 
range is such that it is not possible to identify an industry 
trend toward incre.asing .c:>r ,,decreasing. recovery rates. 
The reported changes in t:he nu!Ylbers of full- and part-time 
employees show two important trends. First, the range for full-
time employees encompasses both substantial decline as well as 
significant increases (Tables III-HJ and III-11). The second 
trend is an apparent substantial incr.ease in the use of part time 
employees (Table III-12 and III-13.). Nearly thirty-four percent 
(33.7%) of the responding agencies report increases of one 
hundred percent or greater. in their use of part time employees. 
This trend toward reliance upon part-time personnel will 
complicate, we suspect, the supervisory tasks of managernent and 
pos-sibly affect the recruitment of new managers. 
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Tables III-14 and III-15 ~how that stibstahti~~ly more .bf the 
responding agencies (43.4% to 17.2%) have increased the size of 
their manage~ent teams than have decreased them. over twenty 
percent ( 2 0. 7 % ) show manage~ent personnel addi t~qns of greater 
than fifty percent over this five year period~-~omparison of 
these tables with those describing changes with respect to fleet 
size, ridership, or employees, suggest that chang.es in the size 
of the management team are marginally related to these factors. 
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INSTITUTIONAL VARIATION 
With few exceptions diversity is also found within each of the 
institutional setting categories. For example, there is little 
evidence that special districts are-more likely to exhibit common 
patterns of change than are city-county agencies. There is 
little, therefore, to suggest that the degree and direction of 
the changes confronting transit management personnel are affected 
by ins ti 1;.utional setting. Reither the absence of clear patterns 
or trends is characteristic of these categories. 
Number· of Ve hi cl es 
---.·.-..... .. 
The relatio·hship between iris ti tutional setting and the change in 
the nu~be~ of v~hicles operated (Table III-16) is ~tatisti~ally 
significant and shows that special districts have been more 
likely to add large numbers of vehicles than have city-county 
forms. Conversely, Table III-17 evaluating the relationship for 
percentage change is not statistically significant, though more 
city-county agencies than special districts are found in the 
category showing the greatest percentage increase in fleet size. 
This difference between the tables is partially accounted for by 
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the fact that special districts tended to have larger fleets in 
the base year thari city~6ounty agen~ie~. · Therefore, it would 
take a larger number of vehicles for those agencies to show an 
equivalent percentage increase. 
Ridership 
Neither of the tables (III-18 and III-19) summarizing ridership 
changes in relation to institutional setting is statistically 
significant. The tables do reveal a few differences, such as a 
clGster of special districts in the moderate decline category and 
more evenly spread city-county for.ms. Overall, however, there 
are no significani dff£erences amortg the ins~itutional 
categories. 
Operating Expenditures 
Similarly, neither table (III-20 ~nd III-21) summarizing the 
institutional relation~~ip to operating expenditures is 
statistically significant.' City-county forf!ls report somewhat 
smaller actual increases, a dffference which would be expected if 
some functions are perf6rmed'by non-transit units of the parent 
gov e r nm e n t . Howe v er , .. the s i mi }. a r it y i n df s tr i but ion o f 
percentage change reported by· agencies in each of. the 
institutional categories indicates a pattern of c:Hversity ~i'thin 
each of these institutional categ6rie~~ 
Farebox Recovery 
Tables III-22 and III-23 indicate that no one institutional t.ype 
was more likely than the others to increase or d.ecrease the 
percent of total revenu~' :frorn the .. fa:reoox. Giyen the previously 
reported ·finding that cit}T-couht:y ·agenci~s. h~ve ·'a higher ~arebox 
re'cov.ery rate, the dif.fere.qces in cU.rrent 'J,.evels were not a 
result of change!3 exp~rient:ed'l,etweer· J.979 and 19133. 
,_ . ',, - - - .. ,; . ·'' 
Full Time and Part Time Employees 
Tables III-24 and III-25 indicate that while special districts 
were more likely to have greater increases in full-time 
employees, a higher proportion of city-county agencies had a 
greater percentage increase. Conversely, special districts are 
more likely to have experienced greater increases in their use of 
part time staff (Table III-26 and III-27). Despite these 
tendencies, change in staffing patterns does not follow any 
clearly observable pattern that distinguishes one agency type 
from another. 
Number of Managers 
Tables III-28 and III-29 show that special districts were more 
volatile than other institutional types with respect to the size 
of their management team. These agencies were more likely than 
the others to have experienced both increases (48.7%) and 
decreases (30.8%) in management personnel. City-county agencies 
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seem somewhat more stable, thqugh a slightly higher proportion of 
these agencies report inc;reases of -fifi;,y percent (SO.Cl%) or more. 
SUMMARY 
Overall, the changes in agency demographics reported by the 
sample support a picture of transit as an industry which has 
experienced substaritial change. However, the. changes observed do 
not form any particular pat tern or trend. We find both i,ncreases 
and decreases reported antj the direction of change is n6t related 
to institutional setting. The diversity . of agencies within the 
industry is clearly established by these findings and the lack of 
patterns e~en within institutional categories suggests that 
change is a product of particular, localized factors mediating 
industry-wide trends. 
Within th~s overall diversity there is some evidence that special 
districts stand ~~me~hat apart, though there are substantial 
differences among these agencies. Special dis~ricts are 
genera:l.ly autonomou.s agencies and must adjust· to.·· ch.anging 
contexts solefly within their own organizations. As a result some 
of the ~hange~ noted; e.g. fleet and personnel adjqstments, 
appear td be more extre,me thari for city-county agencies which 
appear to be more ab.le tO absorb change, possibly through shifts 
in other units of the parent government. · 
With respect to the possible implications of these. findings for 
management recruitment, two observations seem appareli.t. First, 
the industry is nqt, generally in. decline. Some agencies have 
experienced _sub9t~ntial _growth. Instead, the range of 
experfenc;:·es <;iescrlbe ·a cpmplex set ting for potential recruits . 
. This div~rsity lead's, to ... the s;econd observation that difficulties 
_at~·racting i:ie~' m.ariag~.fial talent may be more related ,to the 
characteri:stics of par·ticular agencies than the . t.ransi t ·industry 
in general. This point is explored more specifically in Chapter 
v. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 
The final set of descriptive information sets forth the 
structural and organizational characteristics of our responding 
agencies. These were determined through an analysis bf 
organization charts (171 agencies) and by extrapolation from 
personnel lists (5 agencies). The four measures derived from 
this analysis were: number of vertical levels, number of major 
departments, number of management s~ecialties, and a: measure 
created by adding these three tQgethE;!r to provide a rough index 
of organizational complexity. ·. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Vertical Levels 
The number of vertical or hierarchical le~E!ls was determined by 
couI)ting the number of vertical divisions, beginning with the 
General Manager or Executive Director, whicl:i was defined as the 
highest administrative level through fltst lin~ supervisory 
personnel. Some professional specialists with no direct 
supervisory responsibilities also were included. The greater the 
number of levels, the !':lore hierarchical a.nd, presumably, the more 
centralized the organization. As Table.IV-I sho~s the average 
numb e r o f v er t i ca 1 le v e 1 ? i s 4 • 0 , th~· med i an 3 • 9 . The 
distribution. also shows that. thirty percent q0%) of.· the sample 
is more hierarchical than th'e average. Hhen .~considered in light 
of thE:! distribution .found for thE;? I)Umb¢r 'q; ·venl,cles (th.e primary 
measure of 'size), ·the similarity betw~en' the m:ean a11d the median 
indicate that the' ~xterit of organizational hierq._rchy is not 
sblel.Y a. function bf agency .. size.. · · . 
Major D~partments 
To determine the num):>er of major de.partm~rits within an agency, 
eight. broad department cati:fgories were developed. These were 
derived from an analysis of the organization charts. The 
categories are: . ( 1) Admi.n.,istra ti on , ( ip.ql uciJng . the Genera 1 
t·tanager or Execut,i ve Di recto( ario suppott staff): (2) Operations: 
(3) :.i.\faintenance: (4') Finance;' (ST.Marketing and Customer 
Informa t.i,on: ( 6) I?ersonne 1: (7) 'p la'ririlni arid pevefopment: and I 
(8) "Other". Departments placed iri the '"Other" ·:c·~t,egory included 
those ~er.forming either a cpmbiriati6~-~f aptiyjti~s or unique 
activities. Some e:ic~mples of d~partmeht~ plac~d in the "Other..,' 
category are trai1sit safety, po\v'er and f~cilities, and combined 
departmer:.its such as marketing and·. pl.ahriinif (Table IV-2). 
\ .. : _-·" . - - : . 
Table IV-3 shows the frequency with which. these departments were 
found within the responding agencies. Nearly all have separate 
Administration and Operations departments but the frequencies for 
other types are substantially smaller. For example, only 
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slightly more than twenty-five percent (25.1%) of the agencies 
have a separate personnel department. This may reflect the large 
number of agencies in the sample which are part of city or county 
governments. In these case~, the functions of personnel or 
planning may be performed by parts of the local government and 
not under the direct control of the agency. Similar 
circumstances may account for the general absence of other, 
sepa~ate administration departments, e.g., finance . 
.. 
• ~dtni.nistrative Specialties 
The numb~r bf speciaities refers to the nu~ber of spec{fic 
functional activities within major departments. This was 
determined by counting job titles correspon.d.ing to specific 
activities listed in the organizational charts; Some examples of 
specialties are Supervisor of Scheduling and Contract Specialist. 
Specialists may or may not have supervisory responsibilities. 
Their duties may include supervising a specific activity within 
the organization or a specific function within a broad depa~tment 
category. Table IV-4 indicates that about one third (36.6%) of 
the responding agencies have six to ten (6-10) specialties •. This 
would be consistent with poth the small size of most agencies and 
the probability that for city-county agencies many of these 
fdncti9ns may be p,erformed by other unit,s of the parent 
government. 
Org~nizational Complexit;:{ 
A composite picture of vertical, horizontal, and special, ty 
di.ff erenti at ion prov~cjes an overa 11 il'l;lpre s s ion qf an 
o~g~·aniza tio/i' s complexity. Complexity indicates not only the 
capacity of an or§C1nization but .als.o its ability to provide 
er:lpla,yrne,nt oppof"turtl.ties, manqgement challenges, and development 
p~t):is! 'To derJye a me~sure of ·ayeral.1 prgan~zatiohal complexity 
we·· added to'gether the number· of vertic.al .Jevels,. majdi:-
departments, and specialties for each agency. The resuttlng 
index provides a measure of organizational and functional 
differentiation. The higher the score on this measure· t·he mo:Fe 
complex the organization within which management personnel, 
function (Tcible IV-5). •rhe mean organizational cornplexi~y score 
is 19.69... · · ' · 
The· range of' values f.6r these measures: of ind'icates the presence 
of considerable diversity among these agencies. This s4qg~sts 
that' ~as the industr'y has gon~ ·t;.hrough the process of 
go,vernmeritalization, .. the resultant organizationai structures~ may 
bef' ri'to~re a product of ·localized. histories t"!ian the product of 
structural ~emands inherent. in the c1elivery ··of tr.ansit se~v~ces. 
Thi~ suggests that for the transit,manager the industry off.e-rs an 
extremely diverse org(in,i~ational context, not only for the. 
performance of management functions, but also for planning and 
pursuing individual career objective~. 
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AGENCY SIZE ~ ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
·The next set of tables (Tables IV-6, IV-7, IV-8, IV-9) establish 
that each of these ~easures of organizational attributes is 
significantly related to agency size (total number of vehicles 
operated). However~ the measure of the strength or closeness of 
the relationship (Cramer's V) indicates that there are some 
differences among these factors. 
The measures for organizational hierarchy (number of vertical 
levels) and the breadth or spread of an organization (number of 
major departments) are modestly related to fleet size (Cramer's 
V=.258 and .296 respectively). In contrast, the number of 
functional specialties and the index of organizational complexity 
are found to be more sensitive to differences in fleet size 
(Cramer's V=.435 and .463 respectively). In sum, it would appear 
that as transit agencies grow in fleet size, the need for staff 
specialization also increases. Coupled with the apparent 
propensity for all transit agencies to be hierarchical in nature, 
the result is an increasingly complex organization and larger 
management cadre. 
None of the relationships between these organizational attributes 
and agency size meets our standard for 'a strong or close 
relationship (Cramer's V=.60 or greater). Therefore, while 
agency size clearly affects structural characteristics, the 
differences among these agencies must also be. products of other 
factors. 
'" INSTITUTIONAL SETTING AND ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
An additional factor which may be related to the structural 
diversity among the agencies in our sample is institutional 
setting. The following tables indicate that with the exception 
of the number of vertical levels, the organizational 
characteristics of the responding agencies are significantly 
affected by their institutional settings, though none of these 
relationships exhibits. mare than a· modest degree of strength. 
These tendencies suggest that ma,nagel')1ent personnel in different 
institutional settings function within very different 
organizational contexts~ 
Number of vertical Levels 
The association between number of ve.ttical levels found in an 
agency and institutional setting is n¢1:. statistically significant 
(Table rv-10). However, there appears to be a tendency for 
special districts to have more levels and, therefore, be more 
hierarchical. With this exception, the institu't,ional categories 
reflect the same diverse patterns. · · 
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Major Departments 
The association between the number of major departments within an 
agency and institutional setting is statistically significant 
(Table IV-11). Slightly more than one-half ( 50. 7%} of the city-
county agencies have three or fewer major departments, while not 
quite nineteen percent (18.8%} of the special districts fall in 
this range. At the other end of the scale over fifty percent 
{50.9%) of the special districts have five or more major 
departments, while slightly more than thirty-one percent {31.2%} 
of the city-county agencies have this many departments. 
Administrative Specialties 
The resu.lts presented for administrative specialties (Table IV-
12) are statistically significant. City-county agencies are 
clustered at the low end of the scale, while over half (50.9%) of 
the multi-purpose ag.encies show eleven or more administrative 
specialties. Th.us, even though the table shows some differing 
tendencies, the distributions indicate a spread of agency types 
across all categories, with multi-purpose agencies showing the 
most marked tendency toward large numbers of specialties. 
overall Organizational Complexity 
The findings for institutional categories with respect, to 
organizational complexity are statistically significant. Multi-
purpose forms tend toward greater organizational complexity, 
while city-county agencies cluster at the lower end of the scale 
(see Table IV-13). While agencies in each of the institutional 
categories can be.found at both the high and low ends of these 
scales, these relationships indicate that the ~rganizational 
context for transit managers is, in part, a function of the 
institutional setting of ap agency. 
SUMMARY 
The results for the four organizational m.eas.ures considere.d here 
sug.gest that organizational patterns !)iay reflect localized 
histories. rather than unique de.mands inherent in the delivery of 
transit services or the numbers of vehi'cles p.perated. The single 
exception to the theme of diversity may be the commonality of 
hierarchy. We do not have comparative data to assess how 
hierarchical transit is in relation to other industries but it 
appears that regardless of size or organizational type that there 
is a common bias in that direction. This is. particularly 
striking given the small size of most agenC:~es in the industry. 
The theme of organizational diversity appears clearly in the 
differentiation indicated by the departmental analysis. 
Administration and operations are departmental designations 
common to most transit agencies. Other common departmental 
identifiers are far less frequent. The complexity analysis, 
further indicates that despite the preponderance of city/county 
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forms there is considerable differentiation within agencies and 
typ~s of agencies. 
Agency size does affect agency structure, however the 
relationship is not particularly strong indicating that other 
factors are also important. With the exception of vertical 
differentiation, organizational attributes are related to 
institutional setting. In particular, the tendency for city-
county agencies to be somewhat less complex confirms earlier 
observations that some functions may be performed by other, non-
transit units within the parent government. 
In sum, transit is an organizationally diverse industry despite 
its tradition of single function and purpose. Local conditions 
have obviously shaped the organizational development of many 
agencies producing a wide variety of approaches to the functional 
process of transit service. As a result, it would appear that 
the individual transit manager while serving in an "industry" 
will experience and be expected to perform in a wide variety of 
management circumstances. Consequently, transit managers should 
not expect a clear path of career development to emerge unless 
they serve within a single large organization. 
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CHAPTER V 
MANAGERIAL RECRUITMENT'A.ND AGENCY CHARACTERISTICS 
In the introduction to this study the recruitment of qualified 
management personnel was identified as a major problem 
confronting the industry. Further, we suggested that the size, 
institutional setting,· degree of change, and organizational 
structure may be related to the recruitment difficulties 
experienced by transit agencies. In this chapter we set forth 
some dimensions of the problem and review responses by our sample 
agencies. Th.en we examine the relationship of agency 
ch a r act er i s t i c-s de$ c r i bed i n pre vi o u s ch apt er s w i th the 
recruitmE!nt diffic.~lties ·reported by our sample. The objective 
of this analysis is'to determine whether some particular types of 
transi\,agencies, defined by agency characteristics, are more 
likely tha,r:i ·others. to report problems attracting new managers or 
whether ·the pripblem is s·pread throughout the .industry 
irrespective of gen~ral agency attributes. 
THE RECRUITMENT PROBLEM 
Extent of Recruiti.ng,.pif ficul ty 
In order to determih'et the extent of the recruitment problem, each 
agency was asked to respond to the following: 
It has been suggested that one of the difficulties currently 
facing the transit industry is the recruitment of quali£ied 
"managerial" personnel. With a "l" indicating that this. has 
been a: major proble.ni for your agency and a "5" indicating 
that :·your agency has had ntr problem at all recruiti?lg 
qualified· pers:6nne1 ,' please indicate how serious this 
di ff icul~y has· been for your agen6y . 
. , . . 
As summarized in 'l'abie V-i over half (SS. 7%) of the respondents 
indicated that managerial recruitment has been ei the.r a mi?lor 
problem or no probl~m· ~€ all. At the other end of the ~cale 
nearly twenty percent {19.9%) ·responded that this has been a 
severe •to major probl'eltl for their agencies.·· The remainder 
(25.4%) indicated that the attraction of new managers has been a 
moderate problem. Whether these responses to the question are 
descriptive of an industry iri trouble with respect to its 
attempts to replace and expand its managerial core is un~lear, 
since no measu:temeht standard exists~, . However, even though over 
half report little or no difficulty, a substantial proportion of 
the sample (45.3%) have experienced moderate to severe problems 
in their recruitment efforts. · · 
Those agencies indicating th~t managerial recruitment was a 
modera-te to major problem were' asked to indicate whether there 
were any particular positions for which they had experienced 
recruiting difficulty. SixtY~nin~ percent (~9%) of these 
agencies said that there were specific problems. Thus, most of 
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those reporting moderate to severe recruitment difficulties see 
the problem as being related to specific management needs, rather 
a more general recruitment problem. 
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This issue was pursued further by ,asking those indicating 
specific problem areas to identify th9se needs (Tabl~ v-2); Some 
agencies identified more than one problem area whi.ch .accounts for 
the number of area.a identified being greater tha~,:-.the rrnmber of 
agencies responding. Nearly half of the f,if:t;.y-e~ght riesponding 
agencies identified maintenance supervisors as the most difficult 
to , recruit. Oper,a tions management. anc:l _admin.i,s:t;.rators with 
special skills we.re also defined as proble.m areas. ~eemj.ngly; 
the problem for many agencies is the need~or manag~rs with a mix 
of s.pe,cific knowledge of transit functions or parti·cu.lar 
admini.strative skills, and training and/or exper,ie_nce in 
management. 
Toe definition of the recruitment problem was further .r~finecl by 
asking th6se ~nd~cating that they had experienqed ~oderate to 
sev·ere recruitment problems to identify the reasons for 
difficulties (Table v-3). Seventy-n,ine ag~ncies r,,e~ponded to the 
question, some identi fy.ing · more than one reason. Financial 
i ss'ues· and a lack of qua 1 if i.ed applicants were the most 
frequently mentioned factors. The importance of applicant 
qualifications is further supported by the responses to the 
question about the steps ,agencies are taking to r.esolve 
recruitment problems. Table v ... 4. shows .that. the most f.1;.-equent step 
has been to provi~de in-house ·training. 
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Agency Characteristics and Recruitment Problems 
The above information does not tell us if the recruitment problem 
is shared generally throughout the industry or is centered in 
particular agency types as defined by size, change, 
organizational complexity, and institutional se-tting. Should 
some or any of these factors be related to the recruitment 
prbblerns reported by our s~mple, then the attraction of new 
managers would appear to be an issue only for certain classes of 
agen6i~s and not a problem inherent in the industry. Conversely, 
if the analysis finds that none of these factors are 
systematically related to recruitment problems, then this would 
s~gg~st that the problem may indeed be an industry-wide concern. 
From our review of these factors in the previous chapters, we 
expect tha~ larger, more organizationally complex agencies will 
off er more career opportunities to new r:ianager s and w i 11, 
ther~fore, ~ncounter fewer recruitment problems than smaller 
agencies. Agenci~s which have experienced greater change, 
~articularli~eclines, may be perceived as less stable career 
settings and will therefore be less attractive to potential 
re c r. u i ts . The i mp a c t o f ins ti tu t ion a l s et t i n g i s not 
anticipated. 
The results ptesented in Tables V-5 through V-9 establish that no 
single fac1::.ot is significantly associated with recruitment 
di ff icul ty. The only discernible trend revealed by these tables 
is a tendency for those agencies which increased fleet size to be 
somewhat more likely to indicate that recruitment is a problem. 
These findings lend support to the proposition that the problem 
is spread throughout ~he industry and is not confined to any 
particular cl_as.s or type of transit agency. 
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While none of the agency characteristics was found to be related 
to the degree to which an agency had experienced ~~~ruitment 
problems, it was still possible that the combination of agency 
attributes would impact recruiting difficulties. In order to 
examine this possibility, multiple regression analysis was 
applied. 
Table V-10 shows the individual correlations between fleet size, 
fleet change, and organizational complexity with the measure of 
recruitment problems. The extremely low correlations lend strong 
support to the conclusions dr~wn from the examination of the 
individual tables. Clearly, the extent to which an agency has 
experienc~d problems attracting new personnel t6 its management 
team cannot be accounted for by any one of these characteristics. 
The results of the multiple regressicin (Table V-11) show that 
even in combination these demographic characteristics of transit 
agencies are only minimally related to the problem of 
recruitment. The addition of "dummy" variables representing the 
categories for institutional setting did not markedly improve the 
explanatory power of these measures of agency demograpnics. 
In sum, the results of the regress ion analysis confirm the 
findings of the preceding analysis. The problem of recruiting 
new managers is not related either singly or in combination to 
agency size, change, institutional setting, or organizational 
structure. 
SUMMARY 
The findings reported in this chapter lend added strength to our 
earlier observations on the di~ersity 6haracteriting of these 
transit agencies. While many {44.3%) indicate they· have 
experienced moderate to severe difficulties attracting new 
managers, an even greater pr'oportion { 5 5. 7 % ) reported that 
attraction of new personnel .was either a minor problem or no 
problem at all.· Tl'le lafk of C:;otnparative data prohibit us from 
drawing specific conclusions~. about the extent to which these 
results define an industry experiencing trouble attracting 
qualified managers. 
Among those agencies which had experienced difficulties, most 
indicated that there were paI'.~ic:~iar management needs they were 
having di ff icul ty filling, r~th"er thari management positions in 
general. Further, these problems seemed to be most severe for 
operations and maintenance managers. T}1is latter point suggests 
that the recruitment problems reported are related to the need 
for perscinnel with a mix of transit specific skills and 
management skills, a combinat~on \thich may necessitate recruiting 
from a 'mall pool of qualifl~d aOplicants. The frequency with 
which the lack of qualified applicants i~ identified as a major 
problem contributing to recruit~erit p~Oblems lends support to 
this point. 
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Finally, we explored the extent to which the problem of 
recruiting qualified managerial personnel was associated with the 
demographic and/ or institutional characteristics of the sample. 
Our analysis established that no particular class of agencies was 
more likely to experience problems than any other. This finding 
supports the assertion that the problem is spread throughout the 
industry, irrespective of agency size, institutional setting, 
past change, or organizational complexity. The absence of any 
industry-wide patterns or associations with respect to the 
problem of recruitment conforms with earlier observations about 
the lack of clear trends with respect to agency change or 
organizational patterns. It is clear that recruitment 
difficulties are not related to agency characteristics as 
measured and that other factors not included in this study (e.g. 
local histories or financial stability) may be more important. 
These findings invite one further observation about the 
recruitment problem. The frequency with which agencies 
identified particular management positions (operations and 
maintenance) as especially difficult recr~itment areas suggests 
that the problem of managerial recruitment may, in part, be 
accounted for by the particular combination of skills required 
for some management positions within the industry. As noted 
above, our results suggest that the pool of persons with the 
desired combination of transit experience and management training 
is relatively small. It may be, then, that the problem of 
managerial recruitment is more a product of the availability of 
opportunities for appropriate training and experience than a 
result of attractiveness or lack thereof or the transit industry. 
This issue is a primary focus of the second phase of this study. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIOLJS 
The objectives of this report were to describe the context within 
which transit managers function and to explore the problem of 
managerial recruitment. The central theme of ou~ f~ndings is 
that of diversity. Even though the agencies included iri our 
sample are primarily of small to moderate size, there are no 
clear patterns with.respect to organizational characteristics, 
a9ericy changes between 1979 and 1983, ot the problem of 
recruiting qualified management personnel. Our results indicate 
that there is little, if any, relationship between the 
characteristics of transit agencies and their ability to·recruit 
qualified managers. From this we conclude that the recruitment 
problem is not confined to any particular class or typ'e of 
transit agency. ·· · 
As noted in the first chapter, our findings are based on the 
responses of the general managers or executive directors of 207 
agencies. He also showed that even though this is a self 
selected sample of the 493 transit agencies operating tenor-more 
vehicles, there was a c'lose representation of the ·populati-On with 
respect .to region and agency size as measured by the number of 
vehicles operated. Thus, even though the sample is not randomly 
drawn, it is reasonably represen'tative of the industry. 
Throughout the· report we hav·e explored-· 'the effect of 
institutional setting on the characteristics of :tra·nsit ageric·ies. 
In -the .first chapter we noted that the process ··of 
governmentalization resulted in not one, but several different 
types of organizational ·forms. In general, the impact of tl:fes'e 
di.fferences on Cfgency characteri·stics (vehicle's operat·ed-, 
budgets, or personnel) is minimal with the s<::>le··,exception being 
the indication that for city-county agencies some functions may 
be .'performed by other units of the cparerit ~ov·erhnferitl '''In 
general, the diversity which characterizes the industry is: also 
evidenced within each of the in-s-titutiorfal sett'ing·categories. 
Thus, >while the process 'of governmentalizatioh has resulted· ih a 
variety of d.nstitutional,:forms within the·industry, there has not 
been a corresponding pattern· of differentiation with respect to 
agency characteri,stics. ~ · · 
The third chapter ·presented -the findings regarding' agency changes 
in v~hicles, budgets, and personnel over the five year period 
fro,m. 1979 to 1983•: The results describe a degre·e of diversity 
indicative of industry changes mediated by local conditi6ns~ The 
median and mean changes for most measures were close to zero, but 
the range included substantial increases in ridership, vehicles 
operated, and :personnel as well as significant "cilecreases in these 
characteristics. From these results, it is not"pbssible'- to 
conclude that transit is an industry in decTine any more thari 
there is a pattern indicative O·f growth.._ One po•ssitile trend is 
established by the f"iriding that an iric'reasing number· of agencies 
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provide two or more types of transit service. While this may in 
large part be accounted for by the increasing demands for service 
for elderly and handicapped persons, it nonetheless indicates a 
diversification of transit services and consequent demands upon 
transit management. 
The analysis of organizational patt~rns in Chapter IV found that 
in general transit agencies are more hierarchical than might .·be 
expected given the predominance of small to medium size agencies. 
However, the exten:t to whic:h .this is the case cannot be 
determined due to the lack of comparative information. The 
structural patterns exhibited by our sample suggest that \:h.e 
institutional make-up of transit agencies is more the product of 
the local conditions which shaped their evolution than the. result 
of common functional requirements for the delivery of transit 
services. For the prospective-transit manager .the result i•.a 
complex array o.f career settings lacKing in clear paths for 
career development. The exception would be for those managers 
who plan to remain within the few large, complex transit 
organizations. 
Following the description and analysis of the characteristics of 
these agencies, .. we then sought to define the problem of 
managerial recruitment and to determine the extent to which that 
problem ~s rela1;.eQ. to differenees in) agency demographics. With 
respect to the repru4tment problem, our results indicated that a 
substanti.al proportion of th_e•, sample (28,1%) did .not find 
recruitment of qualified managerial personnel to be a problem. 
Conversely, nearly. tw~nty percent (19.9%}. reported that. they had 
experienc~ major to s.evere difficulties replacing or expanding 
their managerial core. The lack of comparative information 
limits our ability t9 draw conclusions ~s to whether this is a 
severe pr-0blE;1m area .for the industry. However, .. these results· do 
show that recr\l.ii.tment .diffj,._pulty is not universally experienc.ed 
by transit agencie_s. 
, ' ~· . .' 
The def~nit·~9n 9f t;ile:. ·:recruitment. prob,lem. included an effort to 
de1termin.e whi.ch, if .~riy,,_ .,m9-nagerne:nt ·areas. w'.ere particularly 
dif ficul-t to fi.H., the rea15;ons for any rec.rui tment problem:S 
experie.qced, and what st~ps, if any, h.ad .. be.en taken to a·ddress 
any proplem~s encount,ei;~d. The responses to these questions 
sugge~t that re.cr.uitment difficulties ·may be ;a product of the mix 
of qualifications sought. Most of the aqencLes responding to 
these questions indicated that recruiting difficulties centered 
on specific manag.arnent positions, operations and management, and 
tt1at. the_· Jack· ·of qJJalified. applicants was almost as much a 
contributory factor as .W.a$ low financial compensation. · Finally, 
the inost co.f(lmqn l;;esponse to the proble.m was reported to be in-
ho1,1se training. 
our analysj.s of the .~xtent t,o which the characteristics of these 
agencies .C size, ins ti tqtiOfl.al :setting, change, and organizational 
complexity) were ,:-elat,ed, to the differing recruitment experiences 
estei,blished t.hat no part:i.cular t.-ype of t.r.ansit agency was more 
lik.ely than any o;t}Jer,:t:G> report p,roblems attract:ing new 
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management personnel. These relationships were examined through 
the use of contingency tables and multiple regression analysis 
and the results clearly showed that these factors were· not even 
marginally related, either singly or in combination, to reported 
recruitment difficulties. 
These results invite the following observations. First, while 
the industry includes agencies which differ along a number of 
service and organizational dimensions, these are not related to 
problems in replacing or expanding the managerial base. None or 
our initial suppositions were confirmed. :. Larger, more complex, 
or expanding agencies were just as likely to report moderate to 
sever~ proble~s as were small, less complex, and'even declining 
agencies. Therefore, our results indicate t'~at not only is the 
problem not universal within the industry, it is also not 
possible to predict what types or classes of agencies might be 
more likely to experience recruitment difficulties. Thus, in 
this respect it is an "industry" problem likely to confront any 
transit agency, irrespective of organizational or service 
characteristics. 
The second observation follows from and may offer at least a 
partial explanation for the general lack of association between 
recruitment and agency attributes. Those agencies which had 
experienced moderate to severe recruitment problems tended to 
identify positions requiring a mix of "core transit" and 
management skills, e.g. operations and maintenance. To the 
extent that the recruitment problem centers upon these and 
similar management areas, the attraction of qualified management 
personnel is an industry problem. We suspect that the pool of 
individuals with transit specific training and experience coupled 
with management training and experience is relatively limited. 
The message from our sample seems to be that the lack of 
qualified applicants is a major reason for the recruitment 
difficulties they have experienced. 
The above establishes that the recruitment of new, qualified 
managerial talent is an industry problem, but its dimensions are 
somewhat different than we expected. We cannot say that transit 
as an industry is unable to attract new managers, though the 
diversity of managerial contexts would seem to be a detriment for 
the industry. Rather, our findings define the problem as one of 
appropriate training and experience relevant to the recruitment 
needs of the industry. It is precisely these issues which are 
the primary focus of the second phase of this study. 
In sum, the study has established that to the extent our sample 
is representative of the industry, transit is primarily comprised 
of small to medium sized agencies, many of which are sub-units of 
city or county governments. During the five year period examined 
(1979-1983) the industry did not experience any clear patterns of 
change with the exception that many added service modes. 
Recruitment of qualified managerial personnel is found to be a 
problem for many, but it is not-universal throughout the 
industry. The basis for recruitment difficulties is not found in 
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the characteristics of transit agencies, rather it appears to be 
mor• a function of the specific mix of transit and manag~ment 
skills sought which limits the available pool of qualified 
persons. 
The second phase of this study will focus specifically on the 
issues of training and experience for management personnel. The 
study will be based upon the responses of over 1300. individual 
managers to questions regarding their background, career 
development, and career expectations. In turn, these responses 
will be analyzed in relation to agency characteristics and the 
problem of managerial recruitment. The objective is, of course, 
to provide more detail to the questions raised and conclusions 
offered by this first phase report~ 
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APPENDIX A: Tables 
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?acific 
>:est/Rockies 
Southwest 
Great Plains 
North Central 
New England 
clid-.1\tlantic 
South 
Puerto Rico 
'!:OTAL 
7.J\BL2 ~ - l 
'<eso:>ondents 
.. . 
36 (50. O I 
20 [36. 4 I 
:2 (~8 .0) 
17 (44. 7 I 
50 (45. 5) 
16 ( 15. 6) 
16 '3 D. 2 l 
39 ( 4 J . "l i 
(2 0. 0) 
207 ( 42. Q'.; I 
Non-Responden r .~ 
N 
36 (so. 0) 
JS (63. 6) 
13 1s2. al 
21 rss. J J 
60 (54. 5 ! 
29 ( n 4. 4 I 
37 16 9. 8) 
:.1 ( 56. 7) 
(80. 0) 
286 (5 3. 0 '6 )'A 
•NOTE: Colu~ns do not always add to 100\ due to rounding. 
~ 
Pacific 
;·:est/Rockies 
Southwest 
Great Plains 
~iorth Central 
:·:ew England 
:-!id-Atlantic 
South 
?:Jerto Rico 
'COTAL 
TABLE I-2 
REGIONAL DI ST-RIBUTION OF AGENCIES 
CONTACTED .>.ND AGENCIES RESPONDING 
Contacted Responding 
N % N ~ 
72 (14. 6) 36 ( 17. 4) 
55 ( 11. 2) 20 9. 7) 
25 I 5 .1) 12 5. 8) 
38 7. 7) 17 a. 21 
110 (22. 3) 30 124.2) 
45 ( 9.:) 16 7.7) 
53 ( 10. 8) 16 7. 7 
90 ( 18. 3) 39 (18. 8) 
( l. 0) 1 ( 0. 5) 
4 93 (100.0%) 2 07 (100.0\) 
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TABLE I-3 
RESPONSE RATE BY AGENCY SIZE 
Respondents Non-Respondents 
N (' J N (' ) 
Less than so lOS ( 37. 2 ) l 77 ( 62. 8 ) 
50 - 99 39 ( 42. 4 ) S3 ( S7. 6 ) 
lOO - 24 9 27 ( 4 9. l ) 28 (so. 9 ) 
250 - 4 99 16 ( S5. 2 ) l3 ( 44. 8 ) 
so 0 - 999 10 ( 66. 7 ) s ( 33. 3 
1,000 - l,999 7 ( 70. 0 ) 3 ( 30. 0 ) 
2,000 + 
N of Vehicles 
Less than 50 
50 - 99 
ioo - :!49 
250 - 499 
500 - 999 
1000 - 1999 
2000 + 
TOTAL 
3 ~) 7 ( 70. 0 ) 
207 (100.0\) 286 (100.0\) 
TABLE I-4 
AGENCY SIZE AND THE DISTRIBUTIONS OF 
AGENCIES CONTACTED AND AGENCIES RESPONDING 
Contacted Responding 
N • N ' 
282 (57. 2) lOS (50. 7) 
92 ( 18. 7) 39 ( 18. 8) 
55 (ll. 2) 27 (13. Ol 
29 6. O) 16 7.7) 
15 3. Ol 10 4. Bl 
10 2. Ol 7 3.4) 
10 2.0) 3 1. 4) 
493 t100. o•> 207 (100. 0\) 
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TABLE II-'l 
1963 SERV!CE AREA POPULAT!ON 
Service Area 
PoEulation N 
LT l00.~00 54 
l00-249,999 59 
250-499,999 37 
500-999,999 22 
1000-9,999,999 25 
10,000,000+ 2 
TOTAL 199 
x = 1398.784 
Md = 200.)33 
TABLE II-2 
MONTF.I.Y RIDERSHIP 1983 
Cate~or;;i: <~n thousands) ' ! 
t-ss that> 100,000 56 
l00-249,999 45 
250-499,999 25 
s 00-999' 999 lO 
l,000-2,499,999 20 
2,500-4,999,999 ll 
5 ,000,000 + 12 
TOTAL 179 
% 
27.l 
29.6 
18.6 
ll.l 
12.6 
l. 0 
100.00 
...... 
!. 
( 31. 3) 
(25. l) 
(14. OJ 
( s. 6) 
(ll.2) 
6. l) 
6. i) 
(l:J0.0\) 
Median• ~06,000 
41 
TABLE II-3 
1983 AGENCY VEllICLE INVENTORY 
N Of Vehicles 
(in \) Vehicle ~ N LT 25 25-49 50-99 100-249 250-499 500-999 1000 x Median ---- --- ---
St~ndard Buses 179 24.6\ 26. )\ 17.3\ 15.1% 6. 7% 7. )\ 2. 8\ 167.8 46.0 
Articulated Buses · 15 26.7 20.0 40.0 13.3 83.3 50.0 ~ 
"' Rail Cars 14 21. 4 14.3 21. 4 21. 4 14. 3 7.1 277.6 124. 0 -
Street Car-s 9 33.3 22.2 11.1 22.2 11.1 92.1 38.3 
'l'rol ley Cars 11 63.6 18.2 18.2 33. 8 7.0 
Vans 53 83.o 13.2 1. 9 1.9 18.6 5.3 
Mini-buses 65 93.8 3.1 3.1 10.7 6.8 
Other 22 86.4 9.1 4.5 12.4 3. 3 
-
TABLE II-4 
NUMBER OF MODES 
-
1983 
C:ateg:o;::t N 
' 
One mode 95 (5l.6l 
Two modes 56 (30. 4) 
Three modes :Z9 (15. Bl 
F01Jr modes 4 ( 2. 2) 
TOTAL 184 (100.0%) 
+A.BL.E I I ,. S 
TOTAL NUMBER OF VEHICLES OPERATED - 1963 
N of. 
Vehicles N 
' Less than 50 95 (48. s} 
50-99 33 (16. 81 
100-249 29 (14. 8} 
250-499 19 (9. 7} 
500-999 10 (5 .1) 
1000-1999 6 (3.l) 
2000+ 4 (2. 0) 
196 (100.0~) 
iC • 195.64 
Md .. 52.17 
43 
Cate~ 
Less than 
20 - 39\ 
40 
- 59\ 
60 - 79\ 
BO\ + 
TOTAL 
x = 40. 7' 
TABLE II-6 
PERCENT OF TOTAL REVENUE 
FROM FAREBOX 
N 
20\ 27 
82 
31 
a 
23 
171 
Md "' 33. 3' 
TABLE II-7 
' 
(15. 8) 
(48. 0) 
(18. l) 
( 4. 7) 
( 13. 5) 
(100.0%) 
OPERATING EXPENDITURES - 1983 
Cate~ (in thousands) 
Less than SlOO 
$100 - 499 
$500 - 999 
$1,000 - 4,.999 
$5,000 - 9,999 
$10,000 + 
TOTAL 
x .. 30,132,000 
Md = 344,800 
44 
N 
29 
73 
23 
27 
19 
l 
172 
_,_ 
( 16. 9) 
( 42. 4) 
( 13. 4) 
(15.7) 
(11.0) 
( 0.6) 
(100.0\) 
' 
0 
( 
TABLE II-8 
CAPITAL EXPENDITURES FOR EQUIPMENT - 1983 
Category (in thousands) 
Less than $100 
$100 - 499 
$500 - 999 
$1,000 - 4,999 
$5,000 - 9,999 
$10,000 - 49,999 
$50,000 + 
TOTAL 
x .. 13,171 
Md .. 847,000 
TABLE II- 9 
N 
19 
22 
12 
30 
3 
lo 
5 
101 
( 18. 8) 
(2 l. 8) 
(ll. 9) 
(29. 7) 
3. 0) 
9. 9) 
5. 0) 
(100.0%) 
TOTAL CAPITAL EXPENDITURES - 1983 
Cate!J:or;i:: (in thousands) 
less than SlOO 
SlOO - 499 
$500 - 999 
$1000 - 9,999 
Sl0,000 - 99,999 
$100,000 + 
TOTAL 
x : 11215. 702 
Md : 995.500 
45 
...!!_ 
21 
25 
16 
37 
10 
15 
124 
' 
( 16. 9) 
(20. 2) 
(12.9) 
(29. 8) 
( 8. l) 
( 12. l) 
(100.0\) 
• 
TABLE II-10 
FULL TIME EMPLOYEES - 1993 
Cate2or",l N 
' 
Less than 25 30 ( 15. 4) 
25 - 99 75 ( 38. 5) 
100 - 499 55 (28.2) 
500 - 999 12 6.2) 
1000 - 1999 8 4.l) 
2000 + 15 7. 7) 
TO':AL 195 (l00.0%) 
0 
:< .. 529. 2 
Md • Sl.J 
TASLE II- ll 
PAR'l' T!ME EMPLOYEES - 1983 
Categ:or,t 
.JL 
-·-Lesa than 10 7l i49. OJ 
10 - 24 32 (22. l) 
25 - 99 30 (20. 7) 
100 - 499 10 6. 9) 
500 + 2 l. 4) 
TOTAL 145 (lOO.O\J 
iC • 39.9 
Md "' 9.7 
46 
Categ:or;t 
Less Than 
5 
- 9 
10 - 24 
25 
-
49 
so 
-
99 
100 + 
TOTAL 
x 36.l 
Md "' 6.9 
5 
TABLE II-12 
M.ANAGE:1ENT PERSONNEL - 1983 
N 
64 
47 
33 
18 
10 
15 
182 
TABLE II-13 
( 34. 2) 
(25. l) 
( l 7. 6) 
9. 6) 
3. 3) 
8. 0) 
(l00.0%) 
AGENCY INSTITUTIONAL SETTING 
N of 
~ Ac:i:encies ' . 
City-County 89 43.4 
Multi-Purpose 17 8.3 
Special District 60 29.3 
NonProfit 9 4.4 
Private 15 7.3 
Other 15 7.3 
·---
TOTAL 205 100.0 
47 
TABLE II-14 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF 
( 
INSTITUTIONAL TYPES WITHIN REGION { 
Institutional Type 
COUNT I 
ROW PCT ICITY·COU "ULTl-PU SPECIAL NONPROFI PRIVATE OTHER ROW 
COL PCT INTY RPOSE DISTRICT T TOTAL 
I 1.1 2.1 3.1 4.1 5.1 6.1 
Region --------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
1. I 13 1 I 12 I 2 I 0 I 5 I 33 
PACIFIC I 39.4 3.0 I 36.4 I 6.1 I 0. I 15.2 I 16.1 
I 14.o I 5.9 I 20.0 I 22.2 I O. I 33.3 I 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1-------1--------I 
2. I 1 I 1 I 1 I 0 I 1 I 0 I 4 
WEST-ROCKIES I 25.0 I 25.0 I 25.0 I O. I 25.0 I 0. I 2.0 
I 1 .1 I 5. 9 I 1. 7 I O. I 6. 7 I 0. I 
-I--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
3. I 9 0 I 2 I 0 1 0 I 0 I 11 
SOvTHWEST I 81.8 a. I 18.2 I o. I o. I o. I 5.4 
I 10 •. 1 I 0. I 3. 3 I O. I 0. I 0. I 
-1-------- I------- -1--------1-------1--------1------1 
4. I 10 I 1 I 4 I 0 I 0 I 2 I 17 
bRcAT PLAINS I 58.8 I 5.9 I 23.5 I O. I O. I 11.8 I .8.3 
I 11.2 I 5.9 I 6.7 I O. I O. I 13.3 I 
-1--------1--------1--------1-------1--------I--------I 
5. I 25 I 3 I 19 I 3 I 1 I 1 I 52 
NOkTH CENT I 48.1 I S.8 I 36.5 I 5.8 I 1.9 I 1.9 I 25.4 
I 28.1 I 17.6 I 31.7 1 33.3 I 6.7 I 6.7 I 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
6. I 1 I 1 I 11 I 0 l 3 I 1 I 17 
Hh ENGLAND I 5.9 I 5.9 1 64.7 1 0. 1 17.6 I 5.9 I 8.3 
I 1.1 1 5.9 1 18.3 I O. I 20.0 I 6. 7 1 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------I 
7. I 10 1 4 .l 2 1 3 1 7 1 4 I 30 
"IO-ATLANTIC I 31.3 1 13.3 1 6.7 l 10.0 I 23.3 I 13.3 I 14.6 
I 11.2 1 2l.5 I 3.3 1 33.3 I 46.7 I 26.7 1 
-1--------I--------1--------1------,--1--------1-------1 
8 • 1 20 1 6 1 9 1 1 1 3 I 2 I 41 
SOUTH I 48.8 1 14.6 1 22.0 I 2.4 1 7.3 I 4.9 I 20.0 
1 ZZ.5 1 35.3 1 15.C 1 11.1 1 20.0 I 13.3 1 
-1--------1--------1--------1------,..-1--------1--------1 
COLUl'!N 89 17 60 9 15 15 205 
T~TAL 43.4 8.3 29.3 4.4 7.3 7.3 100.0 
Jb OUT Of 48 < 79.2%> OF THE VALID CELLS HAVE EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY LESS THAN 5.0. 
MlNIHU" EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY • Q.176 
CHI SQUARE a 68.81032 WITH JS DEGREES CF FREEDO" SIGNIFICANCE • 0.0006 
CMAMER 0 S V = 0.25910 
NUMBER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS • 2 
48 
( 
( 
TABLE II-15 
SERVICE AREA POPULATION BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPE 
Institutional Type 
COUNT l 
ROW PCT ICIT'f-COU MULTI-PU SPECIAL NONPROFI PRIVATE OTHER ROW 
COL PCT INT y RPO SE DI STRICT T TOTAL 
I · 1.I 2 •. 1 3.1 4.1 5.I 6~I 
Po,:_;,, •on "erved ----1-- ------.J--------l--------I--------1-------- 1--------1 
I 31 I 1 12 I 4 I 2 I J I 5 3 
lT 100,obo I 58.5 l 1.9 22.6 I 7.5 I J.8 I 5.7 I 26.9 
l JS.6 I 5.9 I 21.1 I 44.4 I 16.7 I 20.0 I 
-1--------.i--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
I 30 I 2 I 18 I 2 I 3 l 4 I 59 
lOU-249,999 I 50.8 I 3.4 l 30.5 I 3.4 I :5.1 I 6.8 I 29.9 
I 34.5 I 11.8 I 31.6 I 22.2 I 25.0 I 26.7 I 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------I 
I 16 I 5 I 8 I 1 I 2 I 4 I 36 
25u-499.999 I 44.4 I 13.9 I 22.2 I 2.8 I 5.6 I 11.1 I 18.3 
I 18.4 I 29.4 I 14.0 I 11.1 I 1~.7 I 26.7 I 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
I 6 I 2 I 9 I 1 I 3 I 1 l 22 
500-999,999 I 27.3 1. 9.1 I 40.9 I 4.5 I 13.6 I 4.5 I 11.2 
I 6.9 I 11.s I 15.8 I 11.1 I 25.o I 6.7 I 
-1--------1-------~1-----~--1--------1--------1--------1 
I 4 I 7 I 8 I 1 I 2 I J I 25 
1000-91999,999 I 16.0 I 28.0 I 32.0 I 4.0 I 8.0· I 12.0 I 12.7 
I . 4.6 I 41.2 I 14.0 I 11.1 I 14~7 I 20.0 I 
-1--------I.-------I--------I--------I--------I-·-------1 
I 0 I 0 I. 2 I 0 I 0 I 0 1 2 
10,0QQ,QOO+ I O. I O. I 1-00.0 I O. I O. I O. I 1.0 
l O. I O. I 3. 5 I O. 1 · O" I 0. I 
-1-- ------1--------v--------1--------1--------1--------1 
COLUMN 87 17 57 9 12 15 197 
TOTAL 44.2 8.6 28.9 4.6 6.1 7.6 100.0 
25 OUT OF 36 ( 69.4%) OF THE VALID CELLS HAVE EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY LESS THAN 5.0. 
MINIHU.M EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY = 0.091 
CHI ~~UARE • 39.16018 WITH 25 DEGREES OF FREEDOM SIGNIFltANCE • 0.0355 
CR.A'/llE.R'S ~V • 0.19939 . 
1.u~BER OF. 111SSIHG· OltSERV.ATIONS • 10 
49 
TABLE II-16 
AVERAGE MONTlil..Y RIDERSHIP BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPE 
Institutional Type 
COUNT l 
ROW PCT ICITY-COU ~ULTI-PU SPECIAL NONPROFI PRIVATE OTHER ROW 
COL PCT INTY RPOSE DISTRICT T TOTAL 
Ridership --------:------~::------~:~------~:~------~:~------~:~------~:~ 
1 • I Z9 I 3 I 15. 1. 3 I 3 I 2 I 5 5 
lT 100,000 1 52.7 I 5.5 1 27.3 i 5.5 1 5.5 1 3.6 I 31.1 
I 36.7 I 18.8 1 Z8.3 I 42.9 1 33.3 I 15.4 l 
-1--------1--------I--------I--------1--------1--------1 
Z. I 19 I 4 I 1Z I 2 1 5 I 3 I 45 
100-241,999 I 4Z.Z I 8.9 I Z6.7 I 4.4 I 11.1 I 6.7 I 25.4 
I 24.1 I 25.0 I 22.6 I 28.6 I 55.6 I 23.1 I 
-I--------1--------I--------1--------1--------1--------1 
3. I 13 I 3 I 5 I 0 I 0 I 3 I 24 
250-499,999 I 54.2 I 12.5 I Z0.8 I O. I O. I 12.5 I 13.6 
I 16.5 I 18.8 I 9.4 I O. I O. I 23.1 I 
-1--~-----1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
4. I 4 I 0 1 5 ·1 0 I 1 I 0 I 10 
500-999,999 I 40.0 I O. I 50.0 1 O~ I 10.0 I O. l 5.6 
I 5.1 I O. I 9.4 t · O. 1 11.1 I Q. 1· 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
5. I 8 I 3 1 7 I 1 I 0 I 1 I 20 
1,000-2,499,999 I 40.0 I 15.0 I 35.0 I 5.0 I o. I 5.0 I 11.3 
I 10.1 I 18.8 I 13.Z 1 · 14.l I O. 1· 7.7 I 
-1------'--1--------I--------1-.;-__ .; __ 1--------1--------1 
6. I 3 I 1 I 5 · 1 0 1 0 I 2 I 11 
z,soQ-4,999,999 I 27.3 I 9.1 1 45.5 I o. I o. I 18.2 I 6.2 
I 3.8 I 6.3 I 9.4 I O. I O. · I 15.4 I 
-1--------1-,-------1--------1 ... ·------1--------1--------1 
7. I 3 I 2 l 4 1· 1 I 0 I 2 I 1 2 
5,000,000+ I 25.0 I 16.7 I 33.3 I 8.3 I O. I 16.7 I 6.8 
I 3.8 I 12.5 I 7.5 l 14.l I O. I 15.4 I 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------I--------I 
COLUMN 79 16 53 ·· 7 9 13 177 
TOTAL 44.6 9.0 29.9. 4.0 5.1 7.3 100.;o· 
33 OUT OF 42 < 78.6%) OF THE VALID CELLS HAVE EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY LESS THAN 5.0.; 
MINIMUM EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY • 0.395 
CHI SQUARE • 26.09987 ~ITH 30 DEGREES Of FREEDOM SIGNifICANCE • 0.6700 
CllA1'1f.R'S V • C.17173 
~UMBfR OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS • 30 
so 
( 
( 
t 
( 
( 
TABLE II-17 
NUMBER OF VEHICLES BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPE 
Institutional Type 
COUNT I 
ROW PCT IClTY-COU MULTI-PU SPECIAL NONPROfI PRIVATE OTHER ROW 
COL PCT INTY RPOSE DISTRICT T lOTAL 
I 1.1 2.1 3.I 4.I 5.I 6.I 
~.of vehicles -------I--------1--------I--------I--------1--------I--------I 
1. I 46 I 6 I 22 I 4 I 9 I 6 I 93 
.LT 50 I 49.5 I 6.5 I 23.7 I 4.3 I 9.7 I 6.5 l 47.9 
I 55.4 I 37.5 I 37.9 I 50.0 I 60.0 I 42.9 I 
-r--------I--------I--------I--------1--------1--------I 
2. l 15 I 1 I 12 I 1 l 2 l 2 I 33 
50-99 I 45,5 I 3.0 I 36.4 I 3.0 l 6.1 l 6.1 l 17.0 
l 13,1 l 6.3 I 20.7 l 12.5 l 13.3 l 14.3 l 
-r--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
3. l 13 I 2 l 8 l 1 I 2 I 3 I 29 
IOJ-249 I 44.3 I 6.9 I 27.6 l 3.4 I 6.9 I 10.J l 14.9 
l 15.7 I 12.5 l 13.8 I 12.5 I 13.3 I 21.4 I 
-I--------1-~-----1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
4. 5 I 2 I 9 l 1 l 1 I 1 l 19 
250-49~ 26.3 I 10.5 I 47.4 I 5.3 l 5.3 5.3 I 9.8 
I 6.0 I 12.5 ! 15.5 I 12.5 I 6.7 l 7.1 l 
-I--------I--------1--------1--------1--------1----~---I 
5. I 3 I 1 l 4 l 0 l 1 l 1 I 10 
SU0-999 I 30.0 I 10.0 I 40.0 l O. I 10.0 1 10.~ 1 5.2 
l 3.6 l 6.3 l 6.9 l o. l 6.7 .l 7.1 l 
-1--------I--------I--------1--------1--------1--------I 
6. I 1 I 3 I 2 I 0 I 0 I 0 l 6 
~ 0 u ll- 1 9 9.9 I 1 6 • 7 I 5 0. Q l 33. 3 I 0 • l 0 • I 0 • l 3 • 1 
I 1 • 2 I 1 8. 8 I 3. 4 I O. I 0. l 0. l 
-1--------I--------1--------1--------1--------1--------I 
7. l D I 1 I 1 l 1 l 0 J 1 I 4 
2JOG+ l a. I 25.0 25.C I 25.0 I a. l 25.0 I 2.1 
I O. I · 6.3 I 1.7 1 12.5 l 0. 1 7.1 I 
-I--------I--------I·-------I--------1--------I--------I 
COLUMN 83 16 58 8 15 14 194 
TOTAL 42.8 8.2 29.9 4.1 7.7 7.2 100.0 
31 OUT OF 42 ( 73.B~l OF THE VALID CELLS HAVE EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY LESS THAN 5.0. 
~INIM~M EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY = 0.165 
~hI 5~UARE • 34.63217 WITH 30 DEGREES OF FREEDOM SIGNIFICANCE : 0.2544 
C~A~tR'S V = 0.13909 
huM~i~ OF ~ISSING OSSERVATIONS • 13 
51 
_TABLE II-18 
NUMBER OF MODES I3Y INSTITUTIONAL SETTING 
Institutional Type 
COUNT I 
ROW ?CT !ClT•-COJ ~ULTI-PU SPECIAL ~ONPROFI PRIVATE OTHER 
C 0 l. ? C T INT T RPO SE 0 l ST R l Cf T 
1.r 2.r 3.1 4.1 5.r 6.1 
·- ~· ~0~2 --------1--------1--------1--------1--------r--------1--------1 
'• I 40 7 l 25 l 6 I 11 4 I 
1 ,, ;, o ~ I 4 3 • 0 7. 5 I 2 6. 9 I 6. 5 I 1 1 • 8 4 • 3 I 
l Si.9 I 46.7 I 45.5 I 75.0 I 73.3 l l3.3 I 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
2. I 21 I 3 I 22 I 1 l 3 l ~ 
,~'JOES I 37.5 I 5.4 I 39,3 l 1.8 l 5.4 l 10.7 
l 27.3 l 20.0 I 40.tl I 12.5 l 20.0 I so.a I 
-1--------r--------1--------1--------1--------:--------1 
3. I 16 I 5 I 8 1 l I 2 I 
;-. MJ~ES l 48.5 l 15.Z 24.2 3.0 l 3.u 6.1 I 
I 20.s I 33.3 I 14.5 I 12.5 1 6.7 16.7 [ 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------:--------1 
COLUMr-. 77 15 55 B 1) 12 
TOTAL 42.3 i'..2 30.2 4.4 8.2 6.6 
RO~ 
TOTAL 
~3 
5 1 • 1 
56 
30.8 
33 
1 8. 1 
182 
100.C 
Y OUT OF 18 50.0!:;> OF TliE 'i~LIO CEL.LS HAVE EXPECTED CELL FRclJUENCY LESS THAN 5.0. 
~l~l"~~ EXPECTED C!LL FRE~UENCY = 1,451 
Crll ,.uA~E ~ 12.6091? UlTH 10 DEGREES Cf FRE~OOM SIGNIFICANCE • 0.2464 
u ~ ~ ~ ~. s v • c. 1861 2 
~U~~c& OF ~lSSl~G OOSE~VATlONS ~ 25 
52 
( 
( 
( 
TABLE II-19 
OPERATING EXPENDITURES BY INS'f'ITU:TIONAL TYPE 
!nstit~tional Type 
COUNT I 
ROW PCT ICITY-COU ~LlLTI-PU SPECIAL NONPROFI PRIVATE OTHER ROW 
C.OL PCT INTY llPOSE DISTilICT T TOTAL 
. I 1.1 Z.I -3.I 1•.I 5.1 6.l 
Operac~ng --------1--------I--------1-.;------1--------I------.;-1--------1 
Expenca tures 1. I 15 l 1 I 3 I 4 I 3 I 3 l 2 9 
LT 10.0 I 51.7 I 3.4 l 10.3 I 13.:8 I T0.3 I 10.3 l 17.1 
I 20.5 I 6.3 I 5,;9 I 50.0 l 33.3 I 23.1 I 
-I--------1--------I--------I--------I--------I--------1 
2. I 38 I 6 l . 19 I 2 I 4 I 2 I 71 
HiC-499. I 53.5 l 8.5 l 26.3 I 2.8 I 5.6- I 2.8 I 41.8 
I 52.1 I 37.5 I l7.l I 25.0 I 44_;4 I 15.4 I 
-1-------- l -------I--------1-------•1--•-----I--------I 
3. I 8 l 2 l 8 I 0 I' 1 I 4 I 23 
Suu-9•9'9 I 34.8 I 8.7 I 34.8 I . o. I 4.3 I 17.4 I 13.S 
I 11;Cl 1 12.5 l 15•7 I O.' I 11.'1 I 30.8 I 
-I--------I--------1-------•I-.;------I----.;--·I--------I 
4 • l 8 I 3 l 13 I 1 I ·O I 2 I Z 7 
10uu.:4·~99 l 29.6 I 11.1 r 48.o1 I 3.·7 I o. I 7.4 I 15.9 
I 11 • 0 I 1 8. 8 l 2 5 • 5 :•I 12. 5 I 0. I 1 5. 4 I 
- I -- ------ I------ -1--------1..; _____ -..;I----~- -- I ------•-I 
5 • I 4 I 3 I· 8 I ' ' 1 '1 o . 1 l 2 I 1 9 
500(J--9'99g l 21.1 r 15.1:1 I 42.1'1 ·'j.'3·I··s •. 3 I 10.5 I 11.2 
I 5.S I 13.8 I 15.7 I 12.5 I 11.1 .1. 15.4 I 
- I--------I --------I-..;.- • ..;.---I---------1•-------I--"'-;,.---I 
6 • I 0 I 1 I 0 L IO t. " 0 l 0 I 1 
1 a.:iuo I o. l 100.0 I o. l O.'. t o·. I o. I 0.6 
I 0. l 6. 3 I 0. •I 0. 'I 0. I 0. I 
- I.;- ------1--------I-----.--..;J,,.'..;--...;_'---1--:..-----I ••·•-•--I 
COLUMN 73 16 51 8 9 13 170 
nnAL 42.9 9.4 10.•o 4~-r • 5.3 7.6 100.0 
24 OUT l>f' 36 < 66. 7%> OF THE VALID CELLS HAVE EXPECT•EO CE:..L FREQUENCY LESS THAN 5.0. 
MINIMUM EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY ~ 0.047 
ck1' SQU'AR'E .• 40.88661 .;ITH' 25 DEGREES 'OF VREE'ooi4 -SIGlHF'ICANCe • 0.0236 
CRAM£R'S V • 0.21932 · · 
NUMcER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS • 37 
53 
TABLE II-20 
CAPITAL .EXPENDITURE BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPE 
COUNT 
ROii PCT 
COL PCT 
I Institutional Type 
lCITY-COU MULTI-PU SPECIAL NONPROFI PRIVATE OTHER 
INTY .RPOSE DISTRICT T 
I 1 •. I . 2.t 3.I 4.I 5.I 6.I 
Exp~nJiture --------I-------•I--------I--------I-------·I--------I-------·I 
1 • I 11 I- 3 I 4 I 2 . 1 0 i 
LT 11JO 
lOU-499 
500-999 
lOOU-9999 
1 OuCI0-99999 
I. 52.4 I .. 14.3 I 19.0 l 9.5 4.8 O. I 
I 19.6 I 25.0 I 11.1 I 40.0 I 25.0 I o. I 
-I--------I--------I--------1--------1--------i--------I 
z • I 15 ' l ·, ;o l 6 I a I 2 I 1 I 
.I 62.5 1- O. I 25.0 I O. I 8.3 I 4.2 l 
l 26.8 I 0.; I 16.7 I O. I 50.·0 I 10.0 I 
-I--------I--------I--------1--------I-------~I--------1 
3. I ,8 ( c. 2 I 4 I 0 l 0 I 2 I 
I- . 50 .O 1 ... 12.5 I Z 5 • 0 I . . 0. I 0. I 1 2. 5 I 
I 14.3 I 16.7 I 11.1 I O. I O. I 20.0 I 
-I--------I-------~I--------I--------I--------I--------I 
4. I 1 5 : ( 15 i 1 2 I 2 I 1 I 2 I 
I ·40.:5· J..- .. 1-3<5 I -32.4. l 5.4 I 2.7 I 5.4 I 
I 26.8 ~I 41.:7 1 33.3 I 40.0 I 25._0 l 20.0 I 
-l-------·I--------I--------1--------1--------1--------1 
5 • I -S : I ·: · .0 l 3 l 1 I 0 I 1 I 
I 50 • .0· · I .. 0-. I 30. 0 I 10. 0 I 0. I 10.0 I 
l 8 .•9 '.I 0. . I 8 • 3 l 2 0 • 0 1 0 • I. 1 0. 0 l 
-1----~---I·-------I--------1--------I--------I--------I 
6 • I · Z I> :z I 7 1 0 I , 0 I 4 I 
100000-499999 I Th3 -I.---1-J-.:3 ··1 46.7 I O. l O. - l 26.7 I 
I 3. 6 c;l 1 6, 7 I 19. 4 I 0 • l 0. I .. 4 0. 0 I 
COLUl'IN 
TOTAL 
- I.--------:I_-.-------I--.------I--------1--------I-.. ------ I 
56 12 36 5 4 10 
- f•5·:5•n .. ,.9.8 . 29.3 4.1 3.3 a.1 
ROii 
TOTAL 
• 
21 
17.1 
24 
19. 5 
16 
13.0 
37 
30.1 
10 
8.1 
15 
12.2 
1 23 
100.0 
211 OUT O' .3.6: .< 7 .. 7,8.;> 01 Jji~. VALH CEl.LS HAVE E-XP.ECTEO C,El,l 'REQUENCY .LE.SS THAN 5.0. 
MIUIM~M EXPECTEO CELL FREQUENCY • 0.325 
'hl SYUARE • 30.25168 WITH 25 DEGREES 0' FREEDOM SIGNIFICANCE • 0.215~ 
CRAMER'S V • 0.22179 
~~~d~~ CF MISSING OBSERVATIONS • 84 
54 
I 
( 
{ 
TABLE II-21 
EQUIPMENT EXPENDITURE BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPE 
l~st1tutional Type 
C 0U NT I 
ROW ?CT !C!TT-COU ~ULTI-PU SPECIAL ~DNP~OF! PRIVATE OTHER ROW 
COL PCT INTT RPOSE Or5TR!CT T TOTAL 
I 1.; 2.I 3.1 4.I S.! 6.I 
2x~c~diture ------~I--------I--------1--------I--------1--------1--------1 
. 1. I 11 2 l 3 I 0 I 2 I 0 I 18 
LT 10C l 61.1 11.1 l 16.7 I O. I 11.1 I 'J. I 18.0 
l 26.2 l 2J.O 8.8 l O. I 50.0 I O. [ 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------I 
2. I 10 I 2 l 6 I 0 l 1 I 3 l 22 
101.J-499 l 45.5 I 9.1 I 27.3 I l.l. I 4.5 I 13.6 I 22.0 
I 23.8 I 20.0 I 17.6 1 O. I 25.J I 33.3 i 
-1-~------1--------r-----•--i--------1--------1--------1 
3. I 5 2 I ·4·1 0 1 1 I 0 I 12 
~uG-999 I 41.7 16.7 I 33.3 l O. I 8.3 I O. l 12.0 
'1 11.9 I 20.0 l 11.8 l O. l 25.0 I O. I 
-r-~------r--------1--------1--------1-~------1--------1 
4. I 15 I 1 I 11 1 1 I 0 ! 2 I 30 
1Cl.l0-4999 I 50.0 I 3.3 I 36.7 I 3.3 I O. l 6.7 I 30.0 
I 35.7 I 10.0 I 32.~ 1 100.0 t Q.· l Z2.2 I. 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
5. I 0 I 0 I 2 l . 0 I ·c 1 1 3 
·. 5000-9999 I a. I O. I 66. 7 I O. I O. i 33. 3 3.0 
l O. I O. I S.9 I O. I O. I 11.1 I 
-1-••-----1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 6 • · I ·1 I 2 I 5 I 0 I . • 0 I 2 I 1 0 
·1ooo:io-49999 t 10.a r zo.o r so.a 1 a. 1 o. r 20.0 1 10.0 
l . 2. ~ I 2 a. a I 14. 7 I o. I . ' 0. I 2 2. 2 I 
-1--------1--------1--------I--------1--------1--------I 
7. 1 0 I 1'I 3 I 0 I. 0 i 1 I 5 
50000+ I o. I 20.0 I 60~0 I a. I o.i I 20.0 'I s.o 
I 0. · l 10.0 l IJ. d I 0. . 1 0; 1 1 1 • 1 I 
- r--------1 --------1-- ------1--------1---..:-~'"--i------'"-1· 
COLUl'IN 42 10 34 1 ~ 9 100 
TOTAL 4Z.CJ 10.0 34.0 1.0 4.0 9.0' 10"0.0 
35 OUT Of 4Z ( 83.3Xl OF THE VALID CELLS HAYE EXPECTED CcLL 'REQUENCT LESS THAN 5.0. 
MINI~Ufll EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY ~ 0.030 
CHI S~UARE • 30.73268 WITH 30 DEGREES OF FREEOO~ SIGNIFICANCE = 0.4286 
CKA~ER'S ~ s 0.24792 
huM~Eri OF MISSING QBS~AVATIONS • 107 
55 
TABLE II-22 
FAREBOX RECOVERY RATE BY INSTITUTIO.NAL TYPE 
COUNT 
ROW PCT 
COL PCT 
Institutional Type 
I 
ICITY-cou MULTI-PU SPECIAL NoNPROFI PRIVATE OTHER 
rnTY RPO SE DIS TR 1 CT T 
I 1.1 2.1 3.1 4.1 5.1 6.1 
.. 
Recov~=·/ R3te -------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
LT 20% 
40-39% 
o0-79% 
3J:;+ 
1. I d 1 0 13 I 1 1 0 1 4 I 
1 l0.8 O. 50.0 1 3.8 I O. I 15.4 1 
1 11.0 1- O. 1 24.5 1 14.3 1 O. 1 30.8 1 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
Z • I l9 l 6 1 26 I 5 1 1 I 5 I 
1 47.6 l 7.3 I 31.1 I 6.1 I 1.2 I 6.1 l 
1 S3.4 l 40.~ l 49.1 l . 71.4 1 12.5 I 38.5 l 
-1--------1--------.1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
3. l 11 I, 6 1 9 1 0 1 Z l 3 1 
I 35.5 I 19.4 l 29.0 1 O. 1 6.5 l ~.7 1 
l 15.1 l 40.0 l 17.0 -I O. l ZS.O I 23.1 1 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
4. I 3 I 0 .1. 3 I 1 1 1 l 0 I 
l 3?.5 1 o. I 37.5 I 12.s I . 12.s l o. l 
I 4.1 l o.· 1 s.7 ... 1 .14.3 I -12.5 l o. l 
-1--------1---------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
S. l 12 l l l 2 l 0 1 4 l 1 I 
COLUMN 
TOTAL 
l 54.S I ,13.6 I 9.1 1 O. l 18.2 1 4.5 l 
l 16. 4 1 2 0. 0 l 3. S I - 0. 1 SO. 0 l 1. 7 l 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
73 15 53 1 8 13 
43.2 8.9 31.4 4.1 4.7 7.7 
ROW 
TOTAL 
26 
1 5. 4 
82 
48.5 
31 
18. 3 
8 
4.7 
2Z 
13.0 
169 
100.0 
4U OUT OF 30 66. 7::::> OF THE •VALID CELLS .-ffAVE EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY LESS THl.'I 5.0. 
lllldMUl'I EXPECTED CELL FREQ,UENCY • _0.JJ1 · 
Crd :;r.uAH ~ 37.2090? WlTlt .20 DEl.iR.EES OF FRE,EDO" Sl.CiNlFlCANCE " 0.0110 
C~AME~'S .V • d • .23461 . 
• ~UMtiE~ OF ,.,_ISSlNG OBSEllVATlON·S • J8 
56 . 
f 
i 
( 
TABLE II-23 
FULL TIME EMPLOYEES BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPE 
Institutional Type 
COUNT I 
ROW PCT ICITT•COU MULTI-PU SPECIAL NO~PROFI PRIVATE OTHER ROW 
COL PCT INTY RPOSE DISTRICT T TOTAL 
I 1 • I 2 • I 3. I 4. I 5. I 6. I 
FTE -----·--I---·----I--------I--------I--------I--------I--------I 
1, 16 I 2 I 4 I 2 I 3 I 3 I 30 
U 25 53.3 I 6.7 I 13.3 .I 6.7 I 10.0 I 10.0 I 15.S 
l 19.0 I 11.8 I 7.1 I 22.2 I 23.1 I 21.4 l 
·I--------1--------1--------I·-------1--------I--------I 
2. I 38 I 4 I 20 I 3 I 7 I 1 I 73 
ZS-99 I 52.1 I 5.S I 27.4 I 4.1 I 9.6 I 1.4 I 37.8 
I. 45.2 I 23.5 I 35.7 I 33.3 I 53.8 I 7.1 I 
-I--------I--------I--------1--------I--------1--------1 
3. I 23 4 11l I 2 I 1 I 7 I 55 
11.lv-499 I 41.8 7.3 32.7 I 3.6 I 1.8 I 12.7 I 28.5 
I 27.4 I 23.S 32.1 I 22.2 I 7.7 I 50.0 I 
·I--------1--------I--------I--------I--------1--------1 
4. I 3 I 1 I 5 I 0 I 2 I 1 I 12 
Sllu-999 · I. 25.0 8.3 I 41.7 I O. I 16,7 I 8.3 I 6.2 
I 3. 6 .I S. 9 I 8, 9 I 0. I 1 S. 4 I 7. 1 I 
-I--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
5. I 2 I 3 I 2 I 1 I 0 I 0 I 8 
10Ju·1999 I 25.o I 37.5 I 25.0 I 12.s I o. I o. I 4.1 
I 2.4 I 17,6 I 3.6.I 11.1 IO. IO. I 
-1--------I--------I--------I--------1--------1--------1 
6. I 2 I 3 I 7 I I I 0 I 2 l · 15 
20CG+ I 13.3 I 20.0 I 46,7 I 6.7 I 0. I 13.3 I 7.8 
I .Z.4 I 17,6 I 12,S I 11.1 I O. I 14.3 I 
·I····--·:.. •• I ·····---I ·-······1:.. •• :.. ..•. 1·---·-·· I···-···· 1 
COLUMN 84 17 56 9 13 14 193 
TOTAL 43,5 8.8 29.0 4.7 6,7 7.3 1Q0.0 
26 OUT Of 36 C 72,2%1 OF THE VALID CELLS HAVE EXPECTED CELL fREOUEN~Y LESS THAN 5.0. 
HINIH~M EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY • 0.373 
CHI SQUARE • 38.90221 WITH 25 DEGREES Of FREEDOM SIGNIFICANCE • 0.0377 
CRAMER'S V • 0.20078 
~~~BER Of HISSING OBSERVATIONS • 14 
57 
TABLE II-24 
PART TIME EMPLOYEES BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPE 
Institutional Type 
COUNT I 
ROW PCT ICITY-COU MULTI-PU SPECIAL NONPROFI PRIVATE OTHER 
COL PCT INTY RPOSE DISTRICT T 
I . 1.I 2.I 3.1 4.1 5.1 6.I 
F~E --------I--------I--------I--------I--------I--------I--------I 
1. I 31 I 6 I 25 I 3 . t 3 I 3 I 
i.T 10 I 43.7 I 8.5 I 35.Z I 4.2 I 4.2 I 4.2 I 
I so.a I 50.0 I 51 .') I 60.0 l 42.9 I 27. 3 I 
-I--------I--------I--------1--------1--------I--------I 
2. I 16 I 0 l 10 I 1 I Z t 3 I 
HJ-.:• l so.a I o. I 31 .3 I 3. 1 1 6.3 I 9.4 I 
I 2~.2 I O. I Z0.4 I 20.0 I 28.6 I 27.3 I 
-I--------1--------1--------I--------1--------1--------1 
3. l 12 I 3 I 11 I 0 I 1 I 3 I 
25-99 I 40.0 I 10.0 I 36. 7 I O. I 3.3 I 10.0 I 
'! 19.7 I 25.0 l 22.4 I O. I 14.3 I 27.3 I 
-I·-------I--------1--------I--------I--------I--------1 
4. l 1 1 2 I 3 I 1 l 1 I Z I 
1CG-4Q9 I 10.0 t zo.o I 30.0 I 10.0 I 10.0 I 20.0 l 
l 1.6 I 16.7 I 6.1 I ZO.O I 14.3 l 18.2 I 
-1--------1--------1--------I--------1--------1--------1 
5. I 1 I 1 l 0 I 0 l 0 I 0 I 
3 Jc.. I 5 a. 0 I 5 0. 0 I Q. I 0. I Q. I 0. 
I 1 .6 l 8.3 I O. I O. I O. I O. I 
-1----J---1--------I--------1-------~1--------!--------l 
COLUl'IN 61 12 49 S. 7 11 
TCTAL 42.1 8 •. 3 33.8 3.4 4.8 7.6 
ROW 
TOTAL 
71 
49.0 
32 
2 2. 1 
30 
zo. 1 
1 0 
o.9 
2 
1 • 4 
1 4 5 
100.0 
2~ OUT OF 30 < 73.3%> Of THE VALID CELLS HAV.E EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY LESS THAN 5.0. 
:1l/;lo':\,M EX!'~CTEll CELL FREQUENCY • 0.069 . .. 
CHI s~uARE • 19;61317 WITH 20 DEGREES Of FREEQOM SIGNIFICANCE • 0.4823 
~~AMtR'S V • 0.18389 
Mil'IBtR OF MISSING O!!SERVATlONS • 62 
58 
( 
" . 
( 
TABLE II-25 
NUMBER OF MANAGERS BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPE 
rnstitutional Type 
COUNT l 
ROW PCT lCITY-COU "ULTl-PU SPECIAL NONPROFI PAl~ATE OTHER AOW 
COL PCT INTY RPOSE DISTRICT T TOTAL 
I 1.l 2.1 3.1 4.I 5.1 6.1 
N of Managers -----1-------~1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
1. 1 36 5 I 11 I 3 I 4 l 3 I 62 
LT 5 l 58,1 B.1 I 17.7 I 4.8 1 6.5 l 4.8 1 33.5 
I 42.9 I 33.3 I 22.0 I 33.3 I 30.8 l 21.4 I 
-1--------1-~-----1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
2. 1 18 l 4 I 16 I 1 1 4 I 4 I 47 
5-9 1 38.3 l 8,5 I 34.0 I 2.1 1 8.5 I 8,5 I 25.4 
l 21,4 I 26,7 l 32.0 I 11.1 l 30.8 I 28.6 I 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
3, I 18 l 0 l 6 I 2 I 3 1 4 I 33 
10-24 I 54.5 l 0. I 18,2 1 6.1 I 9,1 1 12.1 I 17.8 
l 21.4 l O. 1 12.0 1 22.2 I 23.1 1 28.6 l 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
4, I 7 l 3 I 6 I 2 I 0 I 0 I 18 
25-49 l 38,9 I 16,7 I 33.3 I 11.1 I o. I o. I 9.7 
I 8.3 I 20.0 I 12.0 I 22.2 I O. I 0. 1 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
5. I 4 I 0 I 3 I 0 I 2 I 1 I 10 
50-99 I 40.0 I a. I 30.0 I o. I 20.0 I 10.0 I 5.4 
I 4. 8 I O. I 6, 0 I 0. I 1 5. 4 I 7. 1 I 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
6. I 1 l 3 I 8 1 1 I 0 I 2 I 15 
100+ l 6.7 l 20.0 I 53.3 I o.7 I o. I 13.3 I 8.1 
I 1,2 I 20.0 I 16,0 I 11.1 O. I 14.3 I 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
COLUl'IN 84 15 50 9 13 14 185 
TOTAL 45,4 B.1 27.C 4.9 7.0 7.6 100.0 
27 OUT OF 36 C 75.QXl OF THE V~LID CELLS HAVE EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY LESS THAN 5.0. 
MlN!l'IUM EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY • 0.486 
CHI SQUARE • 35,78450 WITH 25 DEGREES OF FREEDOM SIGNIFICANCE• 0.0749 
CHAl'IER'S V • 0.19669 
hUl'laER Of ~ISSIN~ OBSERVATIONS a 22 
59 
TABLE III-1 
1979-83 CHANGE IN NO. OF VEHICLES 
Vehicle 
Increase/Decrease 
Decline GT-10 
-1 ::o -10 
No change 
+l to +9 
+10 to +49 
+SO or more 
TOTAL 
X=2.574 
~d. = 3. 750 
TABLE 
Absolute 
~-
21 
21 
28 
45 
33 
22 
162 
III-2 
1979-83 PERCENT .CHANGE IN NO. 
\ Vehicle Absolute 
Incre~se/Oecrease · Fre'l:_ 
Decline GT -.10 25 
-.01 to -.10 17 
No change 20 
+.01 to +.09 23 
+.10 to +.249 28 
+. 25 to +.49 21 
+.50 or more 28 
TOTAL 162 
60 
OF 
Adjusted 
Freq. 
-~ 
lJ. 0 
l]. 0 
12.3 
27.8 
20.4 
l3. 6 
100.0 
VEHICLES 
Adjusted 
Freq. 
(PCT) 
15.4 
l0.5 
12.3 
14.2 
17.3 
13.0 
~ 
100.0 
( 
( 
TABLE III-J 
CHANGE IN MODES 1979-83 
N of 
Agencies % 
Decrease 7 4.7 
Same 115 77.7 
Increase 26 17.6 
TOTAL 148 100.0 
TABLE II I-4 
1979-83 .'\VERAGE RIDERSHIP CHANSE 
Ridership Absolute 
Chan~ Freo. 
- GT 100,000 22 
-1 to -100,000 46 
+O to 2 4. 9 99 34 
+25 to 9 9' 99 9 24 
+100,000 and up 21 
TOTAL 147 
x : 13.980 
Md. = D.188 
61 
Adjusted 
Freq. 
(PCT) 
15.o 
31.] 
2 3.1 
16. 3 
_14. 3_ 
roo. o 
TP.BLE III-5 
1979-83 PERCENT CHANGE IN RIDERSHIP 
% Ridership 
Change 
-.21 or more 
-.01 to -.20 
+0 to .249 
+. 2 5 to • 499 
+. 50 or more 
TOTAL 
x = 0.190 
Md. s 0.000 
Absolute 
F'req. 
23 
45 
41 
23 
15 
147 
TABLE III-6 
Adjusted 
freq. 
(PCT) 
15.6 
30.6 
27.9 
15.6 
~ 
100.Q 
1979-83 CHANGE IN OPERATING EXPENDITURES 
Expenditure 
Change 
Decrease 
+ 0-499,999 
+ 500-999,999 
+l,000-4,999,999 
+5,000,000 or mere 
TOTAL 
x s 13,761.317 
Md. = 841. 500 
62 
Adjusted 
Absolute Freq. 
Fre9. (PCT) 
14 9.9 
27 19.0 
35 24.6 
34 23.9 
-1.L -11:...L 
142 100.0 
( 
( 
( 
( 
TABLE I II-7 
1979-83 P2RCENT CllANGE IN OPERATDIG EXPENDITURES 
Expenditure 
-~~~~--
Decrease 
+ O. O to . 249 
+ .25 to .499 
+ .SO to .999 
+ l. 0 or me re 
TOTAL 
x 1. 294 
:-Id.= 0.474 
Absolute 
Freq. 
14 
19 
40 
46 
23 
142 
TABLE III-8 
Adjusted 
Freo. 
(?CT) 
9.9 
l3. 4 
28.2 
32. 4 
16.2 
100.0 
1979-83 CHANGE IN FAREBOX RECOVERY RATE 
Adjusted 
Absolute Freq. 
Rate Chanqe _F:_~ ~L 
Declin!'! GT -5 27 19. 3 
-1 to -5 32 22.9 
No Chang!'! 17 12.l 
+l to +4 25 17.9 
+5 to +9 28 20.0 
+10 or more 11 7.9 
TOTAL 140 100.0 
x 0. 471 
Md. = 0 .14 7 
63 
( 
TABLE III-9 
1979-83 PERCENT CHANGE IN FAREBOX RECOVERY RATE 
Adjusted 
Absolute Freq. 
% Rate Change Freq. (PCT) 
---
( 
Decline GT - . ls 22 15. 7 
-.Ol to - • l 5 37 26.4 
No Change 17 l 2. l 
+.01 to +.14 28 20.0 
+.15 to +.49 26 18.6 ( 
+.50 or More lrl 
-----2..:..!_ 
TOTAL 140 100,0 
j( = 0. 131 
Md. = 0.000 
TABLE III-.10 
1979-83 CHANGE IN NO. OF FULL TIME EMPLOYEES 
Adjusted 
!\.bsolute Freq. 
Em;>lovee Chan~ Freq. ~L 
-11 or more 21 lJ. 7 
-1 to -10 JS 24.8 
No Change 15 9.8 
+l to 9 Jl 20.3 
+10 to 49 25 16.3 
+SO or More 2~ 15.0 ( 
TOTAL 153 100.0 
x : 53.876 
Md. = l. 000 
64 
TABLE III-11 
1979-83 CHAN1~E IN PART THIE EMPLOYESS 
Adjuste:l 
Absolute l'req. 
___£_reci.:__ _(~'Cl') 
Decline 15 l 3. l 
No Change 11; l 9. 3 
+l to 9 27 32. 5 
+10 to 24 13 15. 7 
+25 or More 12 14. 5 
TOTAL eJ 100.0 
x 32.843 
~!d. = 3. 250 
TABLE III-12 
1979-83 PERCENT CHANGE IN NO. OF FULL TIME EMPLOYEES 
~loyee Change 
- GT -.10 
-.001 to -.10 
No Change 
+.01 to .09 
•.10 to .249 
+.23 or More 
TOTAL 
x 0.225 
~td. = 0. 018 
65 
Absolute 
_Fre~ 
26 
33 
15 
29 
21 
29 
153 
Adjusted 
F'rea. 
(PCT) 
17.0 
21. 6 
9.8 
19.0 
l3.7 
19.0 
100.0 
TABLE III-13 
l'l79-83 PERCENT CHANGE IN PART TIME EMPLOYEES 
Decline 
:;o Change 
+. 01 to • 4 9 
+.SO to .39 
+l. 0 oc- Moc-e 
x c 2.827 
Md. = 0.294 
TOTAL 
Absolute 
__ Fc-eq._ 
15 
16 
15 
9 
28 
83 
TABLE I!I-14 
1979-83 CHANGE IN NO. OF MANAGERS 
''lanager ChangEO 
Decline 
No Change 
+l to 9 
+10 or More 
x= 4.276 
Md. = 0. lJJ 
TOTAL 
Absolute 
_f_~9.:__ 
25 
57 
47 
_!L 
145 
TABLE III-15 
Adjusted 
freq. 
(PCT) 
----
18. 1 
19. 3 
lg. l 
10.8 
3 3. 7 
100. 0 
Adjusted 
Fc-eq. 
(PCT) 
17.2 
3 9. 3 
J2 .4 
__!:.!.~ 
100.0 
1979-83 PERCENT CHANGE IN NO. OF MANAGERS 
Adjusted 
Absolute Freq. 
\ Manager Chan~ Freg. (PCT) 
Decline 25 17.2 
No Change 57 39.3 
+. 01 to . 49 33 22.8 
+. 50 or Moc-e 30 20.7 
TOTAL 145 100.0 
x 0.302 
:-Id.= 0.001 
66 
( 
Chanqe in N 
of 1/ci1ic.;..0s 
COUNT 
ROW PCT 
COL PCT 
TABLE III-16 
1979-83 CHANGE IN NO. OF VEHICLES 
BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPE 
Institutional Type 
l 
IClTY-COU MULTI-PU SPECIAL NONPROFI PRIVATE OTHER 
INTY . R"OSE DISTRICT T 
1 1.1 2.1 3.1 •.1 s.1 6.1 
-----1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------I 
1. I 9 I 3 l 6 I 0 0 l 2 I 
OECL!NE. GT -10 I 45.0 I 15.0 l 30.0 1 o. (). I 1C.D 
l 12.2 l 23.1 l 12.8 I O. I O. I 18.2 l 
-1--------1-~-----!--------1--------1--------1--------1 
2. I 11 I 2 I Z l 3 l 1 l 2 l 
-1 ro -10 I 52.4 l 9.5 I 9.5. I 14.J I 4.8 I 9.5 l 
l 14.9 l 15.4 I 4.J I 75.0 l 9.1 I 18.2 
-1----•---1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------I 
3. I 7 I 1 I 6 I 0 I 4 I 1 
NJ CHAN~E· I 36.8 I 5.3 l 31.6 I O. I 21.1 I 5.3 
I 9.5 I 7.7 l 12.8. I O. I 36.4 I 9.1 I 
-1~-------1--------1-------:1--------1--------1--------1 
4. ZS 1 l 1Z I 0 I 2 l 5 I 
+1 TO +9 .. Sj.6. 2.2 I 26.7. I O. I .4.4 l 11.1 I 
I 33.~ l 7.7 I 25.5 I O. I 18.2 45.5 I 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------r 
+11) 10 +!,~ 
5. l 14 I· J I 12 I 0 I 4 I 0 I 
42.4 l 9.1 I. 36.~ 'i O. i~ 12:1 l C. I 
I 18;'/ I 23.1 .1 25.5 I o, I 36.~ I O. 1 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
6. I .8 J 3 ,! 9 q 1 I :a I . 1 I 
+Su OR l'IORE I 36•4· I 13,6 I 40~9 1. 4,S I D. I 4.5 I 
.I 10,8 I 23.1 I 19.1 I 25.0 I O. I 9.1 I 
-l--------1--------1----: .. : I ,.-------I":"------: t ----- ---1 
CQLU"N 
TOTAL 
74 . 13 47 . 4 . . 11 11 
4~.3.. 8.1 .. 29.4 2.5 . 6,9 6.9 
ROI.I 
T JT A~ 
2C 
j 2. 5 
2, 
13 .. 1 
1 9 
11 • ~ 
45 
zs.1 
33 
20.6 
22 
1 3. 8 
160 
100.0 
24 OUT Of 36 ( 66,7%l•Qf THE VALIO CELLS HAVE EXPECTED ~ELL FREQUE~tY LESS THAN S.O. 
"'INIMUM EX~ECTEO CELL FREGUE~tY • 0.47i 
~HI SQUARE s 40.09217 WITH 25 OEGREES OF FREEDO~ SiGN!FICANCE 0.0285 
CHA,..ER'S V ~ 0.22336 
N~HSER OF HISSING OBSERVATIONS • 47 
67 
TABLE III-17 
1979-83 PERCENT CHANGE IN NO. OF VEHICLES 
BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPE 
Institutional Type 
COUNT 1 
ROW PCT ICITY·COU MULTI-PU SPECIAL NONPROFI PRIVATE OTH:R ROW 
COL PCT INTY RPOSE DISTRICT T TOTAL 
I 1.1 2.1 3.1 4.1 5.1 6.I 
% Chanqe N --------1--------1-------~1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
0 f Vch l.c les 1 • I 14 I i! I 5 I 2 I 0 I 1 I 2 4 
OHLU<E GT -.10 I 58.3 I 8,3 I 20.8 I 8,3 D. I 4.2 I 15.0 
I 18.9 I 15.4 I 10.6 I so.a o. I 9.1 I 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
z, I 6 I l I 3 l 1 1 I 3 I 17 
-.U1 TO -.10 I 35.3 I 17,6 I 17.6 I 5,9 5.9 I 17.6 I 10.6 
I 8.1 I 23.1 I 6.4 I 25.0 I 9.1 1 27,3 I 
~1--------I--------1--------1--------1--------I--·----·I 
l. I 7 I 1 I 6 I 0 1. 4 I 1 I 19 
tlO CHANGE I 36,8 I 5.3 I 31.6 I O. I 21 .1 1 5.3 I 11.9 
I 9 • 5 I 7, 7 I 1 2. 8 I 0, I 36. 4 1 9, 1 I 
-1--------I--------1~-------I--------I--------1-----·--I 
4, I 9 I 2 I 9 I 0 I 1 I 2 I 23 
+,u1 TO +,09 I 39,1 I 8.7 I 39.1 I a. I 4,3 I 8.7 I 14.4 
l 1Z.2 I 15.4 I 19.1 I O. l 9,1 I 18,2 I 
•1--------1--------1--------1--------I--------I------·-I 
5. I 12 l 1 I 11 I 1 I 3 1 C I 28 
+.1U TO +.249 I 42•9 I 3,6 I 39,3 I 3,6 1 1::1,7 I O. I 17.5 
I 16,2 I 7.7 l 23,4 I 25.0 I 27,3 I 0, I 
-1~-------1--------1--------I--------1--------I--------1 ii. I 11 I 1 I 7 I 0 I 1 I 1 I 21 
+.~5 TO +.49· . I 52.4 I 4.8 I 33:.3 I O. I 4.8 I 4,8 13.1 
I 14,9 I 7,7 I 14,9 I 0. I 9,1 I 9.1 
-1~------~1-------~r~-------1--------I-·------1--------r 
7. I 15 I. 3 I 6 I 0 I 1 I 3 I 28 
+.50 OR .MOR£ - I 53:6 10.7 I 21,4 I O. I 3,6 I 10.7 I 17.5 
f 20.3 I 23.1 I 12.8 I O. I 9.1 1 27.3 I 
·I~-------I--------1-------~1--------I--------1--------I 
COLUMN 74 13 47 4 11 11 160 
ToTAL 46.3 8.1 29,4 2.'> 6.9 6•9 100.i.l 
2Y OUT Of 42 < 69•0%> Of THE VALID CELLS HAVE EXPECfED CELL FREQUENCY LESS THA~ 5.0. 
~INIMUM EXPECTED CELL FaEQUEHCY • 0.425 
'HI S~UARE • 30.57749 wITH 30 DEGREES Of FREEDOM SIGNIFICANCE • D.4~b4 
CHAM~H'S V • 0,19550 
~UM~lR OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS • 47 
68 
TABLE III-18 
197 9-83· AVERAGE RIDERSHIP CHANGE 
BY INSTITUTIONALTYPE 
Institutional Type. 
COUNT I 
ROW PCT IClTY•COU MULTI~PU SPECIAL NONPROFl PRIVATE OTHER ROW 
COL PCT lNTY RPOSE DISTRICT T TOTU 
I 1.I Z.I 3.·I t..I 5.I • 6.I 
Ridership --------I--------1--------1--------1--------I--------I--------1 
Change 1 • I 1 4 l 1 I 1 l 1 I 1 I 4 I Z 2 
- li T 1 0 0, 0 0 0 I 6 3 • 6 I 4 • S I 4 .:5 I 4 • 5 I 4 • 5 1 1 8 • 2 1 1 S • 2 
I 20.J I 7.7 I . 2.s· I 20.0 I 12.s I 40.D 1 
-I--------I--------I--------1--------1--------1--------1 
2. I 17 I J I 18 I 3 I 3 I 1 1 45 
-1 TO ·100,000 I 37.8 1 6.7 I 40.0 I 6.7 I 6. 7 I 2.2 I 31.0 
I 24.6 · 1 23.t· I 45.0 1 60.0 1 37.5 I 10.0 l 
-1-----~--I--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
3. I 17 I 3 I 8 I 0 I 3 I 2 1 33 
+O TO 24,999 51.5 I 9.1 l '24.2 l O. I 9.1 I 6.1 I 22.8 
1 24.6 I 23.1 l 20.0 ·I 0• I 37.5 I 20.0 I 
··I·-------I--------1-----•--1----·•--l--------1--------1 
4. I 14 1 Z I 5 l 0 I 1 I 2 1 24 
+ ~5 TO 99,999 I 58.3 I. 8.3 I 20.8 I O. I 4.2 I 8.3 I 16.6 
I 20.3 I· 15•4 I 12.5 I· -0. I 12.5 20.0 I 
-I--------1--------1--------I--------I--------1--------1 
5. I 7 I 4 l 8 I 1 I 0 I 1 1 21 
• iuo,ooo ANO ~p I 33.3 l 19.0 1 38.1 I 4.8 I o. I 4.8 I 14.5 
I 10~1 1 30;8 1 20.0 I 20.0 I -O,. I 10.0 1 
-I--------I--------1--------1--------1--------I .... ------1 
COLUMN 69 13 40 5 8 10 145 
TOTAL 47.6 9.0 27.6 ).4 5.5 6.9 100.0 
ZO OUT OF 30 66.7Xl OF THE VALID CELLS HAVE EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY .LESS THAN 5.0. 
I'll NI MUM EXPECTS~ CELL FREQUENCY '!' 0.724:: .• 
CHI SQUARE• 26.32118 WITH 20 DEGREES OF FREEDOM SIGNIFICANCE 2 0.1555 
CKAllE~'S V • 0.21303 
NUMBER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS• 62 
69 
i Change 
Ridership 
TABLE III-19 
1979-83 PERCENT CHANGE IN RIDERSHIP 
BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPE 
Institutional T1pa 
COUNT I 
ROw PCT ICITY-COU MULTI-PU SPECIAL NONPROFI PRIVATE OTHER 
COL PCT INTY RPO$£ DISTRICT T 
I 1.1 2.1 3.1 4.1 5.1 6.1 
--------1--------1--------1--------1------~-1--------1--------1 
1. I 13 I 0 I 3 1 I 1 I 4 I 
-.21 OR MORE I 59.1 I O. I 13.6 4.5 I 4.5 I 18.2 
-.01 TO ·.20 
+Q TO .249 
+ • .!5 TO .499 
+.so c" ri10RE 
I 13.8 l o. I 7.5 I. 20.0 I 12.s I 40.0 I 
-1--------1--------1--------1.,.-------1--------1--------1 
2. I 18 I 4 I 16 I 3 I 3 I 1 I 
I 40. 0 I 8. 9 I 3 5 • 6 I 6. 7 I 6. 7 I 2. 2 
I 26.1 I 30.8 l 40.0 I 60.0 I 37.5 I 1-0.D 
-1------ -- I------ -1 --------1--------·I ----- ---1--------I 
3. l 16 I 4 I 14 I 1 I 3 I Z I 
I ,J.O l 10.0 l 35.0 I 2.5 I 7.5 I 5.0 I 
I 23.2 I 30.8 I 35.0 I 20.0 I 37.5 I 20.0 I 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--.,.-----1--------1 
4. I 15 I 3 I 4 I 0 I 0 I 1 I 
I 65.2 I 13.0 1 17.4 I O. I O. I 4.3 I 
I 21.7 I 23.1 I 10.0 I o. I ·o. I 10.0 l 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
5. I 7 l 2 I 3 I 0 I 1 I 2 I 
I 46.7 I 13.3 l 20.0 I O. I 6.7 I 13.3 I 
I 10.1 I 15.4 I . 7.5 I O. I 12.5 I 20.0 I 
-1--------1.,.-------1-.,.------1--------1--------1--------1 
COLUMN 
TOTAL· 
69 13 40 s a 10 
47.6 9.0 Z7.6 3.4 5.5 .•6•9 
ROii 
TOTAL 
22 
i 5. 2 
,5 
31. 0 
40 
Zi.6 
23 
15.9 
1 5 
1 0. 3 
1' 5 
10G.O 
21 OUT Of 30 ( 70.0Z> OF THE VALID CELLS HAVE EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY LESS THAN 5.0. 
MINIMUM EXPECTED CELL F~EQUENCY = 0.517 
~HI ~QUARE • 21.86901 WITH 20 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 'SIGNIFICANCE • 0.:~477 
CRAMEt'S V • 0.19418 
~UMBER Of ri!ISSING OBSERVATION~ • 62 
70 
• 
TABL.E III-20 
1979-83 CHANGE IN OPERATING EXPENDITURE 
BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPE 
Instituticnal Type 
COUNT I 
ROW PCT !C!TY-COU MULTI-PU SPE,IAL NONPROFI PRlVATE OTHER 
" • C 0 L P C T I IH T . R l'O SE 0 I S TR I C T T 
C .. ange. rn I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 l S I 6 I Opcrat~ng ________ 1 _______ : 1 _______ : 1 _______ : 1 _______ :1-------=r-------:: Cxpc~!1dlturc 1. I 6 I 1 I 4 I 1 I 1 I 1 ; 
n<.kEA;: 1 42.9 I 7.1 I 28.6 I 7,1 I 7.1 I 7.1 
1 9,4 I 7,7 I 9,8 I 20.0 I 16.7 I 9.1 I 
-I--------1--------I--------1--------1--------1--------! 
2. 1 14 I . 1 I 7 I 1 I 1 I 3 I 
+ i.i-499,999 I 51,9 I 3.7 I 25.9 I 3.7 I 3.7 I 11.1 
I 21.9 7.7 I 17.1 I 20,0 I 16.7 I 27.3 I 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------I 
3. I 21 I Z I 7 I 0 I 3 I 0 l 
+ ~Oll-999,~99 I 63.6 .I 6.1 I 21.Z I 0. I 9.1 I D. I 
I 3 2 • i! I 1 5. 4 ·I · 17. 1 I 0. I 5 0, 0 I 0. I 
-1--------1--------r-~------1--------I--------1--------r 
4, I 14 I 5· I 9 I 2 I 0 I 4 I 
+1,uoo-4,999,999 I 4~.2 I 14.7 t 26.S I 5.9 I o. I 11.8 l 
I 21.9 I 38.S i· 22.0 I 40.0 I O. I 36.4 I 
-J--------r--------I--------1--------I--------r--------1 
5. I 9 I 4 "I. · 14 I 1 I 1 I 3 I 
+ ),uoo.ooo OR M I 28.1 I 12.5 I 43.S I 3.1 I 3.1 I 9.4 I 
l 14.1 I 30.8 I 34.1 I 20.0 I 16.7 I 27.3 I 
•l--------I--------1--·-----I--------I--------!--------I 
'0 LUM N . 64 13 41 5 6 1 : 
TOTAL 45.7 9.3 29,3 3,6 4,3 7.9 
ROI/ 
TC 7 ~ i.. 
1 4 
1 :J. 0 
27 
19. 3 
33 
2 3. ci 
34 
2.;. 3 
32 
22.9 
140 
~oo.o 
21 OUT OF 30 C 70,0Xl Of THE VALID CELLS HAVE EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY LESS ThAN 5.D. 
MINIMUM EXPECTE~ CELL FREQU~NCY·• Q,500 
Cid SllUARE :t 20.43037 WITll 20 DEGREES OF FREEDOI~ SIGNHICu;ce = 0~43i3 
CRAl'lifR'S V ~ IJ.19i01. ·•' ,. 
NuHa£R OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS • 67 
71 
TABLE III-21 
1979-83 PERCENT CHANGE IN OPERATING EXPENDITURES 
BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPE 
Institutional Type 
CClUtl T I 
ROW PCT ICITY•COU MULTI-PU SPECIAL NONPROFI PRIVATE OTHER ROW 
COL PCT INTY RPOSE DISTRICT T TOTAL ~ Chan'?e I 1. I 2. I 3. I 4. I 5. I 6. I 
~pcra~ing --------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
txpenai ture 1 • I 6 I 1 l 4 I 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 4 
DECREASE I 42,9 I 7.1 I 28.6 I 7,1 I 7.1 I 7.1 10.0 
I 9.4 I 7.7 l 9.8 I 20.0 I 16.7 l 9.1 I 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 2. I 9 I 4 I 4 I 1 I 0 I 1 I 19 
+ u.o-.249 I 47,4 I 21.1 I 21.1 I 5.3 I o. I 5.3 I 13.6 
I 14.1 I 30.8 I 9.8 I 20.0 I O. I 9.1 l 
-1--------1--------1-----:.--1--------1--------1--------1 
3. I 18 I 3 I 12 I 2 I 2 I 3 I 40 
+ .25-,499 I 45.0 I 7.5 I 30.C I 5.0 I 5.0 I i.S I 28.6 
l 28.1 I 23.1 I 29.3 I 40.:l I 33.3 I 27.3 I 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 4. 1 20 1 3 l 14 1 1 1 0 1 t:, . ! 4 4 
+ .so-.999 l 45.5 1 6.8 1 31.8 1 2.3 1 o. 1 13.6 31.4 
I 31.3 1 23.1 l 34.1 l 20.0 l O. 1 54.5 I 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 5. 1 11 1 2 1 7 1 0 J 3 I 0 1 23 
+ 1,0 OR MORE l 47.8 1 8.7 1 30.4 1 O. I 13.0 O. 1 16.4 
l 17.2 I 15.4 1 17.1 I O. 1 50.0 1 O. 1 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 COLUMN 64 13 41 5 6 11 140 
TOTH 45.7 9.3 29.3 3.6 4.3 7.9 100.0 
21 OUT OF 30 70.0%l OF THE VALIO CELL~ HAVE EXPECTE~ CELL FREQUENCY LESS THAN 5.0. 
MINl~UM.EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY • 0.500 
CHI )QUARE a 16.85296 WITH 20 DEGREES OF FREEDOM SIGNIFICANCE c 0.6625 
CkAMEk'S V • 0.17348 
NUMHtR OF MISSING OHSERVATIONS • 67 
72 
( 
TABLE III-22 
1979-83 CHANGE IN FAREBOX RECOVERY· 
RATE BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPE 
COUNT ;nstitutional Type 
ROW PCT !CITT-COU MULTI-PU SPECIAL NONPROFI PRIVATE OTHER RO~ 
COL PCT INTY RPOSE Dl5TRICT T TOTAL 
Chan•JC in I 1.1 2.1 3.1 4.1 5.! 6.1 
Recove~y Rate ------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------! 
1. I 12 I 1 l 7 I .2 I 1 I 4 l 27 
DECLINE GT -5 I 44.4 I 3.7 I 25.9 I 7.4 I 3.7 I 14,8 I 19.6 
I 19.4 I 8.3 l 16.3 l 40.0 I 20.0 I 36.4 I 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
2. I 13 I 2 I 10 I 2 I. 2 l 2 I 31 
-1 TO -5 I 41,9 I 6.5 I 32.3 I 6.5 I 6.5 I 6.5 I 22.5 
I 21.0 I 16.7 I 23.3 I 40.0 I 40.0 I 18,t I 
-1--------1--:------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
3, I 10 1 I 4 I 0 I 1 I 1 I 17 
NO CHANGE I ss.a 5.9 1 23.5 I o. I 5.9 I 5.9 I 12.3 
I 16.1 I 8.3 1. 9.3 I 0. I 20.0 I 9.1 I 
-1---------1-----"'."--I "'."-------1-,-------1--------1·--··-··1 
4, I 12 J 3 -1 9 I 0 I 0 I 1 I 25 
+1 TO +4 I 48.0 I 12.0. l 36.0 1 0. I 0. I 4.0 I 18.1 
I 19.4 I 25.0 I .~0.9 I O. I 0. I 9,1 I 
-1--------1--------1--------r--------1-------·1·-······1 
5. l lc3. I - 4 l S I 0 I 0 I 2 2 7 
+5 TO +9 I 48.1· I 14.8 I 29.6 I O. I O. I 7,4 19,6 
I 21.0 l 33.3 1- 18.6 I o. I a. I 1a.2. I 
-1~-----~-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------l 
6. I 2 I 1 I 5 I 1 I 1 I 1 11 
+1u OH MORE l 18.2: I 9.1 I: 45.5 I 9.1 I 9.1. I 9,1 8,0 
I 3 • 2 I 8. 3 I 11 • 6 I 2 0 • 0 1 20 • 0 I 9 • 1 I 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
COLUMN 6i .12. 43 5. 5 11 138 
TCTAL 44.9 8.7 31.2 3.6 3,6 8.0 1GC.O 
. , 
2o OUT OF 36 ( 72.2il OF THE VALID CELLS HAVE EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY LESS Trl~~ 5.0. 
MIN1MUM EXPECTEO CELL FREQUENCY·• 0.399 
CHI SQUARE = 17,91067 WITH 25 DEGREES OF FREEDOM . SIGNIFICANCE s 0.8462 
CRAMEK!S V • 0016111 
NUMSER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS • 69 
73 
TABLE III-23 
1979-83 PERCENT CHANGE IN FAREBOX RECOVERY 
RATE 3Y INSTITUTIONAL TYPE 
Institutional Type 
COUNT I 
ROW PCT ICITY•COU MULTI•PU SPECIAL NONPROFI PRIVATE OTHER ROW 
COL PCT lrlTY RPOSE DISTRICT T TOTAL 
% Change I 1.1 2.1 3.1 4.1 S.I 6.I 
Recovery Rate ------I--------I--------1--------~--------I--------1-----·--I 
1. I 10 I 1 I 7 I 1 I 0 I 3 I 22 
DECL1NE GT ·.15 I 45.5 I 4.5 I 31.8 I 4.5 I 0. 13.6 I 15.9 
I 16.1 I 8.3 I 16.3 I 20.0 I 0. I 27.3 I 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
2. I 15 I 2 I 10 I 3 I 3 I 3 I 36 
-.v1 TO -.15 I 41.7 I 5.6 I 27.8 I 8.3 I 8.3 I 8.3 I 26.1 
I 24.2 l 16.7 I 23.3 l 60.0 I 60.0 I 27.3 I 
-1--------1--------I--------r--------r--·-----1--------1 
3. I 10 I 1 1 4 I 0 I 1 I 1 I 17 
110 CHANGE l 58.8 l 5.9 I 23.5 I O. I 5.9 I 5.9 I 12.3 
I 16;1 I 8.3 I 9~3 I O. I 20.0 I 9.1 I 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
4. I 16 I 4 I I I 0 I 0 I 0 I 28 
+.U1 TO +.14 I 57.1 I 14.3 l 28.6 I O. I O. I O. I 20.3 
I 25.8 I 33.3 I 18.6 t O. I O. I O. I 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
5. l 10 I 4 l 9 I 0 I 1 I 2 I ~6 
+.15 TO +.49 I 38.5 I 15.4 I 34.6 I o. l '3.8 I 7.7 l 1a.s 
I 16·. 1 r· 33.3 I 20.9 I O, I 20.0; I 18. 2 I 
• 1··-··-.·-1---·-~--I ··--·-··1·-·-··--I·------· I·-----·· I 
6. 1 1 I 0 I 5 I 1 I 0 l 2 I 9 
+.so OR MORE I 11.1 I o. I 55.6 1 11.1 1 o. l 22.2 I 6.5 
I 1 • 6 I 0. I 11 • 6 I 20 ~{) 1 0 ~ I 1 8. 2 I 
·I···-----1~-----··I·-·-----I~~---··-1--·--·-·l··--·•-•I 
COLUl!N 62 12 43 5 5 11 138 
TOTAL. 44.9 8. 7 31,2 3.6 3.6 8.0 100.0 
2o OUT Of 36 C 72.2X> Of TttE VALIO CELLS HAVE EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY LHS THAN 5.0. 
MiNIHUM EXPECTE~ CELL JREQUENCY • 0.326 
CHI SQUARE • 27.05563 WITH 25 DEGREES OF FREEDOM SlGNlF~CANCE • 0~3531 
CHAHlH'S V • 0.19802 
NUM6ER Of ~ISSING OBSERVATIONS • 69 
74 
TABLE III-24 
1979-83 CHANGE IN NO. OF FULL TIME EMPLOYEES 
BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPE 
Change N 
of F"l'E 
COUNT 
ROW PCT 
CCL PCT 
Institutional Type 
I 
ICITY-COU "ULTI-PU SPECIAL NONPROFI PRIVATE OTHER 
lNTY RPOSE DISTRICT T 
I 1.I 2.I 3.I 4.I 5.I 6.I 
--------1--------I--------I--------I----~---I--------I--------I 
1. I 10 1 I 7 I 0 I 1 l 2 I 
·11 OR MORE l 47.6 4.8 I 33.3 I O. I 4.8 l 9.5 1 
. -1 TO - 1 0 
NO CHANGE 
+1 TO 9 
+10 TO 49 
I 14.1 I 7.1 I 16.3 I O. 1 9.1 I 28.6 1 
-I--------1--------1~-------1--------1--------I--------I 
2. I 17 I 3 I 10 .I 3 I 2 I 2 I 
I 45.9 l 8.1 I 27.0 I 8.1 I 5.4 1 5.4 I 
I 23.9 1 21.4 I 23.3 1 60.0 I 18.2 r 28.6 I 
-I--------I--------I--------I--------1--------1--------1 
3. ·1 6 I 1 I 1 I 1 I 5 I 1 1 
I 40.0 l 6.7 I 6.7 1 6.7 I 33.3 I 6.7 I 
I 8.5 1 7.1 1 2.3 I 20.0 I 45.5 1 14.3 I 
-I----·---I--------1•~---~--I--------I-----~-I--------1 
4. I 18 l 3 I 5 I 0 I 3 l 1 I 
I 60.0 I 10.0 I 16.~ i° O. I 10.0 I 3.3 l 
I 25.4 I 21.4 I 11.6 I O. I 27.3 I 14.3 r 
·I--------1--------I------"--I--~-----I--------1--------I 
5. i 12 I 3 i 10 f 0 I 0 I 0 I 
I 48.0 I 12.Q I 40.0 ! _ O. I O. I O. I 
I 16.9 I 21.4: I 23.3 I ·o. I O. I O. I 
·I·-~-----I~~------r--------I-----•--I-~------I--------I 
6. 1 8 I l .. I 10 I 1 I 0 I 1 I 
+50 CR "ORE I 34.8 I 13.0 I 43.5 I 4.3 I O. I 4.~ I 
I 11.3 I 21.4 I 23.3 I 20.0 I O. l 14.3 I 
COLU"N 
TOTAL 
-1~-------I~-------I--------I--------I--------1--------1 
. 71 . . 14 43 5 ,, 7 
47.0 9.3 28.5 3.3 7.3 4.6 
ROW 
TO TAl. 
21 
13. 9 
37 
24.S 
1 5 
9.9 
30 
19.9 
25 
16. 6 
23 
15.2 
151 
1 oo.o 
25 OUJ OF 36 ( 69.4%) OF THE VALID CELLS HAVE EXPECTeo CELL FREQUE~CY LESS THAN s.o. 
f'IINir1UM EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY ii. 0;·497 
LriI S~UARE • 36.67828 WITH 25 DEGREES OF ·fREEDO" "SIGNIFICANCE 0.0619 
CRAMER•s V • 0.22041 
NUf'IBER OF "ISSING OBSERVATIONS • 56 
75 
' Change 
fTE 
- (.if -.10 
TABLE III-25 
1979-83 PERCENT CHANGE IN NO. OF FULL TIME 
EMPLOYEES BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPE 
COUNT 
ROW PCT 
COL PCT 
Institutional Type 
1 
ICITY-COU MULTI-PU SPECIAL NONPROFI PRIVATE OTHER 
INTY RPOSE DISTRICT T 
I 1.I Z.I 3.I 4.I 5.I 6.I 
--------I------~-I--------I--------I--------I--------I--------I 
1. I 1Z I 0 I 9 I 1 I 2 I 1 I 
I 46.0 I O. I 36.0 I 4.0 I 8.0 I 4. 0 I 
I 16.9 I O. I Z0.9 I 20.0 I 18.Z l 14.3 I 
-r--------1-~-----1--------I--------I--------1--------r 
2. I 15 I 4 I 8 l Z 1 1 l 3 
-.001 TO •.10 I 45.5 1 1Z.1 l 24.Z l 6.1 I 3.0 l 9.1 
NO CHANGE 
+.01· TO .09 
1 21.1 I 28.6 1 18.6 I 40.0 I 9.1 l 4Z.9 I 
-I--------I--------I--------1--------1-----~--I--------r 
J. I 6 1 1 I 1 1 1 l S 1 1 1 
1 40.0 1 6.7 1 6.7 I 6.7 I 33.3 I 6.7 I 
1 8.5 l 7.1 I 2.3 I 20.0 1 45.5 1 14.3 I 
-I--------1--------1--------1-----•--1--------I--------1 
4. I 10 I S I 12 1 0 1 Z I 0 1 
I 34. 5 I 17. Z I 41. 4 I O. I 6. 9 I 0. I 
I 14.1 I 35.7 1 27.9 1 O. I 18.2 I O. 1 
-I--------I-----~--1--------r--------1-----~--I--------I 
ROW 
TOTAc 
2 5 
16.6 
33 
Zl.9 
1 5 
9.9 
Z9 
19.2 
5. I 12 1 Cl I 7 1 0 I 0 I 1 I. 20 
t3. z +.10 TO .Z49 I 60. 0 I 0. I l 5 • 0 1 0. 1 0. I 5. 0 I 
I 16. 9 l O. 1 1 ti • .3 I 0 • l . 0. 1 14. j 1 
-I-----•--I--------1--------1----~---I·----~--1--------I 
6. I 16 I 4 l 6 I 1 1 1 I 1 I 
+.Z5 OR MORE 
COLUMN 
TOT AL 
I 55.2 1 13.8 l za.? l .3.4 l 3.4 I 3.4 i 
I Z2.S I. Z8.6 1 1, .• 0 l ZO.O I 9 0 1 I 14 • .3 I 
- 1-- ------1--------1--------1--------1-------1 ····-.---I 
71 . 14 43 5 11 . . 7 
47.0 9.3 Z8.5 3.3 7.3 4.6 
Z9 
1~.2 
151 
100 .o 
25 OUT OF 36 69.4Xl OF THE VALID CELLS HAVE EXPECTEO CELL FREQUENCY LESS THA~ 5.0. 
Mltll:1UH EXPECTED CELL FRfQ.UENC.Y " 0.4.97 
CHI S~UARE" 38.08247 WITH 25 DEGREES OF FREEDOM SIGNIFICANCE O.d4$4 
CRAHE~'~ V • 0.22459 
NUMBER OF HISSING OBSERVATIONS • 56 
76 
Char.9e 
~:-: r':'<:: 
~!;CLINE 
;10 CHAtlGE 
+ 1 TO ? 
+-10 TO 24 
TABLE III-26 
1979-83 CHANGE IN PART TIME EMPLOYEES 
BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPE 
COUNT 
ROW PCT 
COL PCT 
I 
Institutional Type 
ICI n-cou MULTI-PU SPEC I.AL NO.l~PROFI PRIVATE OTHER 
INT'f RPOSE orSTRICT T 
I 1.1 2.1 3.I 4.I 5.1 6.1 
--------I------~-I--------I--------I--------I--------1--------I 
1. I 7 I 0 I 5 l 3 I G I 0 I 
l 46.7 1 o. I 33.3 I 20.0 I o. I o. 
l 17.5 l u. I 18.5 I 75.0 l o. o. I 
-1~-------1----•---r--------I--------I--------I--------I 
2. I 11 I 1 I 2 I 0 I 2 I 0 I 
I ..;a.a I o.3 1 12.5 1 o. 1 12.s I c, 1 
I 27.5 I 25.0 I 7.4 I O. I 50.0 I O. I 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------r--------1--------I 
3. l 13 l 1 I 10 I 0 I 1 I 2 
48.1 l 3,7 l 37,0 l J. I 3.7 I 7.4 
i n;s I 2s.a z 37.o I o. z 2s.o I sci.a I 
-: z.:--:.:':'---- I --'------1- -------1--- -----1- .... ------ I-------- I 
4. I S l 1 I 6 I 1 I 0 l 0 I 
I· 38,5 I 7.7 I 46.2 7.7 .I 0. I O, :t 
I 1 2 ,5 I Z 5. 0 l 22 • 2 I 2 5. 0 I 0. I 0. l 
• r-·-------l--------I ------'."·I-·------1.-------- I--------I 
5, l A 1 I 4 I 0 I 1 I Z 'I 
+25 OR MORE I 33,'3 8.3 I 33.3 l O, I 8,3 I 16.7 J 
COlUl'!N 
TOT,\L 
l 10.b I 25,0 I. 14.8 l O. I 25.0 I 50,0 I 
'."' I••.•---,,-l-----,---I ----.----1--------f-------- I --------1 
4·0 4 27 4 4 4 
4s.z 4.8 3z.s 4,8 4.s 1..s 
RO\I 
TOTAL 
, 5 
1 B, l 
1 6 
1 9. 3 
27 
32.5 
n 
15,7 
12 
14. 5 
83 
iCO.O 
2.) our Of •. :so.( 76:.7'1.), oF •. l+tE VALID CELLS H,t.VE EX.PECTEO CELL FREllUEtlCY .LESS ilH:-t s.c. 
l'llllll'IUM EXPECTED c'eu FREQUEN6 • 0.578 
CH! S~UARE " 2,6.2'7~5:.VHH Z-0 DEGREES O~ FREEDOM SIGNlFICAflCE ,,· .0.H88 
CkAl1E"'S V • 0,28101 
NUMHE~ Of l'llSSING OBSERVATIONS • 124 
77 
\ Change 
in PTE 
OECLINE 
NO CHANGE 
TABLE III-27 
1979-83 PERCENT CHANGE IN PART TIME 
EMPLOYEES BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPE 
C O!JN T 
ROii PCT 
COL PCT 
Institutional Type 
I 
ICITY-COU MULTI-PU SPEtIAL NONPROFl PRIVATE OTHER 
INTY RPOSE DISTRICT T 
I 1.I 2.I 3.I 4.I S.1 6.I 
--------1------~-I--------t----~---I..;_..; _____ 1--------i--------I 
1. I 7 1 0 I S I 3 l 0 'l 0 I 
l 46.7 I O. I 33.3 l 20.0 l O. l O. I 
I 17.5 I O. 1 18.S l 75.0 1 0. l O. I 
-1--------1--------I--------i--------1--------1--------1 
2. l 11 I 1 l 2 1 0 l 2 I 0 I 
l 68.8 I 6.3 l 12.S 1 O. I 12.5 I O. I 
I 27. 5 I 2 S. 0 l 7. 4 l O. l 50. 0 l 0. l 
-I--------1--------I--------1--------1--------1--------1 
3. l 7 I 1 l 3 I 1 1 '1 l 2 I 
+.01 TO .49 l 46.7 l 6.7 l 20.0 I 6.7 I 6.7 I 13.3 l 
1 11.s I 25.o 1 11.1 ·1 15.0 1 25.o 1 so.a 1 
-1--------1--------I---'--..;--1------..;-1--------1--------1 
4. l 4 l 0 l 4 I 0 I 0 1 1 
+.:iU TO .99 I 44.4 I o. 1 44.4 I o. I o. I 11.1 
I 10.0 I O. 1 14.8 1 O. I 0. l 25.0 I 
-1-----..;·--1-··-------I--------1--------1..;-------1--------1 
S. I 11 I 2 I 13 I 0 I 1 l 1 I 
+1.0 OR MORE 
COLUMN 
·TOTAL 
I 39.3 I 7.1 I 46.4 I'' O. I 3.6 l 3.6 I 
I 27.5 I 50.0 l 48.1 I O. I 25.0 I 25.0 I 
-1-- ---••-1 ------- -f'-"--'-';..--'-1_.- _;.. ____ I_..;_.:_ ____ I----- ---1 
40 4 27 4 4 ;, 
48.Z 4.8 32.S 4.8 4.8 4.8 
ROW 
TOTAL 
1 5 
18.1 
1 6 
19.3 
1 s 
18.1 
9 
1c.a 
28 
33.7 
83 
100.0 
24 OUT OF 30 ( 80.0ll OF THE VALID CElLS H~'VE ExPECTED CElL FREQUENCY LBS TH•N s.o. 
MI~IMUM EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY • 0.434 
CHI SQUARE • 26.03007 WITH 20 DEGREES ·OF FREE-DOM SIGNifICANCE .- 0.1648 
CRAMER'S V • 00 28001 
hUM~ER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS • 124 
78 
D 
TABLE III-28 
1979-83 CHANGE IN NO. OF MANAGERS 
BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPE 
C 01) NT 1 
Institutional Type 
ROW i'CT ICITJ-COU l'IULTl-PU SPcCIAl NONPROfl PRiVATE OTHER ROW 
C 0 L PCT INT Y II POSE D 1 STRICT T TC TA~ 
i 1.1 2.1 3.1 4.1 5.1 6.1 
Cha~ge N --------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------r 
of Managers 1. I 10 I 2 1 1Z I 1 I 0 I 0 I 25 
DECLINE I 40.0 I 8.0 I 48.0 I 4.0 I O. l Q, I 17.S 
l ,4,5. I 15.4 1 30.8 1 33.3 I O. 1 O. I 
-1--~-----1--------1-~------1--------1~~------1--------1 
2. 1 30 I 5 1 8 I 2 1 a I 3 1 5 6 
NO CHANGE I 53,6 1 8.9 I 14,3 I 3.6 I 14,3 I 5.4 1 3?,2 
I 43,5 I 38.S I 20,5 I 66.7 l 72.7 I 37.S 1 
-I~-------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
3 •. 1 · .25 I 4 .1 11 1 0 1 2 I 4 1 46 
+1 TO 9 1 54,3 I 8,7 1 23.9 I O. 1 4.3 I 8,7 l 32.2 
I 36.2 1 30.8 1 28.2 1 O. 1 18.2 l 50.0 I 
-1~~----~-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
4, I .4 l 2 l 8 I 0 l I 1 1 I 16 
+10 OR Jl'IORE 1 .!5.0 I 12,5 L 50.0 I 0, I 6.3 l 6.3 l 11.2 
l .5.8 l 15,4 I 20.5 I O. I ,y.1 I 12.5 I 
-1-~------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
COl-.UJl'IN 69 13 39 3 11 II· 1.43 
ToTAL 44.3 9.1 27.3 2.1 7.7 S.6 100.0 
11> l>llT OF 24 66~7%> OF THE VALID CELLS HAVE EXPECTED CELL FREil:JH(CY t.E,SS THAii S.O. 
"INIMUM EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY • 0.336 
CHI SQUARE • 24.01597 WITH 15 DEGREES Of FREEDOJl'I SIGNHltAHCE ·~. 0,0648. 
CRAMER'S V • 0.23660 
~UMBER OF Jl'llSSlNG OBSERVATIONS • 64 
79 
'! Change 
i:i Managers 
DECLINE 
NO CHANGE 
TABLE III-29 
1979-83 PERCENT CHANGE IN NO. OF MANAGERS 
BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPE 
COUNT 
RO:< PCT 
COL PCT 
1 
Institutional Type 
ICITY-COU MULTI-PU SPECIAL NONPROFI PRIVATE OTHER 
INTT RPOSE DISTRICT T 
I 1.I Z.I 3.I 4.I 5.I 6.I 
--------1~-------1--------1~-------1~-------1---~----1--------1 
o 1. I 10 I Z I 12 I 1 I 0 I 0 l 
I 40.0 I 8.0 I 48.0 I 4.0 I O. I O. l 
I 14.5 I 1"5.4 30.8 . I 33.3 I 0. I O. I 
-1--------1--------1--------1------~-1--------r--------1 2. I 30 I 5 I 8 I 2 I 5 I 3 I 
I 53.6 I 8,9 I 14-3 I 3.t I 14.3 I 5,4 I 
I 43.5 I 38.S I 20.5 l 66~7· l 72,7 I 37.S I 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 3. I 13 I 4 I 11 I 0 I 2 I 2 I 
•.01 TO ,49 I 40.6 I 12.S I 34.4 I O. 1 6.3 I 6,3 l 
I 18,8 I 30-8 I 28.2 I O. I 18.2. I 25.0 I 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1------~-1--------1 4. I 16 I 2 I 8 I 0 I 1 I 3 I 
•.)Q OR MORE 
COLUMN 
TOTAL 
I 53.3 I 6.7 I 26.7 I O. I 3.3 I 10.0 I 
I 23.2 I 15;4 I 20.S· I. O •. 1 9.f I 37.5 I 
-1--------1--------1--~---~-1~-------1--~---~-1--------1 69 13 39 3 11 8 
48.3 · 9.1 Z7.3 2.1. · .7 •. 7 S.6 
ROii 
TOTAL 
25 
1 7. 5 
56 
39.2 
32 
22-4 
30 
2 1. 0 
143 
100.0 
15 OUT OF 24 C 62.5X> OF THE VALID C~LLS ~AVE EXPECfED CELL FREQUENCY LESS TH~N 5,0 •. 
MINIMUM EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY ~ 0.524 
CHI S~UARE • 20.55674 WITH 15 DEGREES OF ~REEOOM SIGNIFICANCE • 0.1515 
CRA~~~·s V • 0.21891. . . 
NUMl!ER OF· i'llSSING OBS!RVAT!!ONS • 64 
80 
( 
TABLE IV-1 
NUMBER OF VERTICAL LEVELS 
Vertical Levels 
1-2 levels 
3 levels 
4 levels 
5 levels 
6+ levels 
x = 2.960 
Md= 2.905 
TOTAL 
Absolute 
-~-
18 
45 
58 
30 
22 
173 
TABLE IV-2 
mJMBER OF MAJOR DEPARTMENTS 
Number of 
Maj_or Depts. 
1-2 Depts. 
3 Depts. 
4 Depts. 
5 Depts. 
6 Depts. 
7+D.epts. 
x = 4.540 
Md = 4.194 
TOTAL 
81 
Absolute 
-~'-
22 
41 
36 
29 
21 
27 
176 
Adjusted 
Freq. 
(PCT) 
10.4 
26.0 
33.5 
17.3 
12.7 
---
100.0 
Adjusted 
Freq. 
(PCT) 
12.5 
23.3 
20.5 
16.S 
11. 9 
15.3 
100.0 
TABLE IV-3 
NUMBER OF AGENCIES SPECirYING 
DIFFERENT MAJOR DEPARTMENTS 
Administration - Executive 
Operations 
Maintenance 
Finance 
Narketing - Public Information 
Personnel 
Planning - Development 
Other 
~f agencies responding 175 
Number of 
Specialties 
1-5 
6-10 
11-15 
16+ 
TOTAL 
x = 4.540 
Md= 4.194 
TABLE IV-4 
NUMBER OF SPECIALTIES 
Absolute 
Freq. 
38 
64 
33 
40 
175 
N 
173 
170 
109 
99 
48 
44 
55 
85 
TABLE IV-5 
ORGANIZATIONAL COMPLEXITY MEASURE 
Absolute 
Complexity Index _ Fre'l..:.._ 
1-10 26 
11-20 81 
21-30 40 
31-100 26 
TOTAL 173 
x = 19.688 
Md= 17.631; 
82 
i; of 
l\qencies 
98.9 
97.l 
62.3 
56. 6 
27.4 
25.l 
31. 4 
48 .6 
Adjusted 
Freq. 
_ _IT_~ 
21.7 
36.6 
18.9 
22.9 
100.0 
Adjusted 
Freq. 
(PCTL 
15.0 
46.8 
23.l 
15.0 
100.0 
TABLE IV-6 
NUMBER OF VERTICAL LEVELS BY FLEET SIZE 
N of Vehicles 
COUNT l 
ROil PCT lLT 50 50-99 100-249 250-499 500-999 1000-199 2000+ ROil 
COL ~CT l 9 TOTAL 
·' c~ \'e::-tical I 1.I 2.; 3.1 4.I 5.I 6.I 7.1 
La~ei 3 --------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
1. I 12 I 2 2 I U I 0 I 0 I C I 16 
1-2 LEVELS I 75.0 I 12.5 12.5 I o. l o. I o. I o. I 9.6 
I 15.2 I 6.7 I 8.3 I o. I o. l o. I o. I 
-1--------1--~-----1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 2. I 26 I 8 l 4 I 5 I 1 l 1 I 0 I 45 
J LEVELS l 57.8 I 17.8 I 8.9 1 11.1 I 2.2 I 2.2 I O. I 27.1 
1 32.9 I 26.7 1 16.? I 29.4 I 12.5 I 20.0 1 O. I 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 3. I 26 I 14 I 5 I J 1 4 1 2 I 1 I 55 
4 1.fl/ELS I 47.J I 25.5 I 9.1 I 5.5 l 7.3 l 3.6 l 1.8 l 33.1 
I 32.9 I 46.7 1 20.8 I 17.6 I 50.0 l 40.0 l 33.3 l 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 4. l 12 l 4 l ? I 3 1 0 I 2 I 1 29 
5 LcVELS l 41.4 1 13.8 l 24.1 I 10.3 l 0. 1 6.9 I 3.4 17.5 
l 15.2 I 13.3 l 29.2 1 17.6 1 O. I 40.0 1 33.3 l 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 S. l 3 l 2 l 6 l 6 I 3 I 0 1 l 21 
b+ ~EVHS l 14.3 I 9.5- l "28.6 l 28.6 I 14.3 I O. 4.8 I 12.7 
I 3.8 l 6.7 l 25.0 1 35.3 1 37.5 1 O. 1 33.3 l 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 COLUPIN 79 30 24 17 8 5 3 166 
TOTAL 47.!J 18.1 14.S 10.2 4.8 J.O 1.8 100.0 
Z4 OUT OF 35 ( 68.6Xl OF THE VALID CELLS HAVE EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY LESS THAN 5.0. 
MLN:MUPI EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY • 0.289 
CHI ~Q~AAE • 41.05645 wlTHc 24 DEGREES OF FREEDO~ SIGNIFICANCE• 0.0164 
'RAMER'S V a C.24866 
~UPIStR OF PIISSING OBSERVATIONS• 41 
83 
Dep:H·t:ne:1ts 
TABLE IV-7 
NUMBER OF DEPARTMENTS BY FLEET SIZE 
COUNT 
ROii PCT 
COL PCT 
N of V"hir.les 
l 
ILT 50 5o-99 1oa-249 250-499 sno-999 ,000-199 2000+ 
I 9 
I 1.I 2.I 3.I 4.I 5.1 6.I 7.1 
--------I--------I--------1--------1--------I--------I--------1--------I 
1. l 17 I 1 I I 2 I 1 I 0 I 0 I 
1-2 DEPTS l 77•3 I 4.5 4.5 I 9o1 I 4.5 I O. I O. I 
3 Oi:PTS 
5 OEPTS 
o OEPTS 
· 7+0~PTS 
l 21.s I 3.2 I 4.0 I 11.8 .1 12.5 I o. I o. I 
-1--------I--------I----~---I--------I--------I--------I--------r 
2. I 27 I 4 I 4 I 2 I 0 I 1 I 0 
I 71.1 I 10.5 I 10.5 I 5.3 I O. I 2.6 I 0. 
I 34.2 I 12.9 I 16.0 I 11.8 I O. I 20.0 I 0. I 
-1--------1--------I--------I--------1--------!------~-I--------1 
3. I 20 I 5 I 5 I 1 I J I 0 I 0 I 
l 58.8 I 14.7 I 14.7 I 2.9 I 8.8 I O. I 0. I 
l 25.3 ·I 16.1 I 20.0 I 5.9 I 37.S I O. I O. I 
-I--------I--------1-------·I--------1~-------I-----~·-1--------I 
It. I 7 I 10 I J I 4 I 0 I 2 I 2 I 
I 25.0 I 35.7 I 10.7 I 14 •. 3 I O. I 7.1 I 7.1 I 
I S.9 I 32.3 l 12.0 I 2l•5 I o. I 40.0 I so.a I 
-1--------I--------I--------I--------1--------I--------I--------I 
5. l 2 I 4 I 7 I 4 l 3 I 0 I. 1 I 
I 9.5 I 19.0 I· 33.3 I 19.0 I 14.J I O. I 4.8 l 
I 2.5 I 12.9 I 28•0 I 23.5 I 37.5 I o. I 25.0 I 
-I--------I--------I~---~---l-·------I--------1----~~--1---·----I 
6. 1- 6 I 7 l S I 4 I , 2 I 1 I 
COLUMN 
TOTAL 
I 23.1 I 26~9 I 19.2 ·I 15.4 l 3.8 7.7 I 3.8 I 
I 7.6 I 22.6 I 20.0 I 23.5 I 12.5 l 40.0 I 25.0 I 
-1--------I-------~1--------1--------1--------I--------I--------I 
79 31 2 5 1 7 8 5 4 
46.7 18.3 14.8 10.1 4.7 3.;0 2.4 
AOll 
TOTAL 
22 
13.G 
38 
22.5 
34 
20.1 
28 
16.6 
2 1 
1 2. 4 
26 
1 5. 4 
169 
100.0 
31 OUT OF 42 C 73.8%) OF THE VALID CELLS HAVE EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY .. LESS THAN 5.0. 
MINIMUM EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY = 0.497 
CHI S~UARi • 64.96990 WITH JO DEGREES OF FREEDOM SIGNIFICANCE • 0.0002 
CRAH~R'S V • 0.2772~ 
hU~eER Of HISSING OBSERVATIONS • 38 
84 
TABLE rv-a 
NUMBER OF MANAGEMENT SPECIALTIES BY FLEET SIZE 
~! of '.'ehicles 
COUNT 
ROW PCT ILT 50 S0-99 1ao-z49 250-499 5C0-999 1000-1~9 2000+ RO~ 
COL PCT I 9 TOTAL 
~~ o: I 1 • I 2 • I 3. l 4 , I 5. I 6. I 7. I 
Sp2cialties --------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------!--------1 
1 • I 27 I 2 I 4 I 3 I 1 I 0 I 0 I 37 
1-5 SPECIALT:ES l 73.0 5.4 I 10.8 I 8.1 I 2.7 I O. I O. I 22.0 
I 34.2 I 6.5 I 16.7 I 17.6 I 12.5 I O. I O. I 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------!--------1--------1--------1 
2. I 42 I 14 I 1 I 2 I 1 I 0 I 1 I 61 
6-10 I 1>8.9 I 23.0 I 1.6 I 3.3 I 1.6 I 0. I 1.6 I 36,3 
I 53.2 I 45.2 I 4.2 I 11.8 I 12.5 I O. I 25.0 I 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
3. l 8 l 11 I -9 I 2 I 2 0 I 0 I lZ 
11-15 I 25.0 I 34.4 I 28.1 I 6.3 I 6.3 O. I O. I 19.0 
I 10.1 I 35.5 I 37.S I 11.8 I 25.0 l O. I O. I 
-1--~-----1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
4. I 2 I 4 I 10 I 1 0 I 4 I 5 I 3 I 38 
1o+ SPECIALTIES I 5.3 I 10.5 I 26.3 I 26.3 I 10.5 I 13.2 I 7.9 I 22.6 
l 2.5 I 12.9 I 41. 7 I 58.8 I so.a I 100.0 I 75.0 I 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 COLUl'!N 79 31 24 17 8 5 4 168 
TOTAi. 47.0 18.5 14.3 10.1 4.8 3,0 2.4 100,0 
1c OUT OF 28 ( 57.1Xl OF tHe VALio CELLS HAVE EtPECTED CELL FREQUENCY LESS-TH•N 5.0. 
~:~IMJH EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY D 0,762 
Ch! ~JUARE ~ 95.34066 WITH 18 DEGREES OF FREEOOH SIGNIFICANCE m 0.0000 
CRAHti'S W • 0.43493 
~~HD£R OF MiSSING OBSERVATIONS • 39 
85 
Co;;iple:~i t~· 
Index 
1 -1 u 
11-20 
21-30 
31-100 
TABLE IV-9 
ORGANIZATIONAL COMPLEXITY BY FLEET SIZE 
N of '/ehicles 
COUNT l 
RO\j PCT !LT 50 S0-99 100-249 250•499 500-999 1000-199 2000+ ROW 
COL PCT I 9 TOHL 
I 1.I 2.I 3.I 4.I S.I 6.1 7.I 
--------I--------1--------I--------I--------I--------I--------I--------1 
1. I 17 I 2 I 3 I 2 l 1 I 0 I 0 I 25 
I 68.0 l 8.0 I 12.0 I 8.0 I 4.0 l O. I O. l 15.1 
l 21.5 l 6.7 I 12.s l 11.s I 12.5 I o. I o. l 
-I--------I--------1--------I--------I--------I--------1--------I 
2. l SS I 15 I 2 I 4 I 1 I 0 I 0 I 77 
I 71.4 l 19.5 I 2.6 I 5.2 1 1.3 I O. I O. l 46.4 
l 69.6 l so.a I 8.3 1 23.5 I 12.5 I o. I o. l 
-I--------I--------I--------I--------I--------1--------I--------I 
3. I 7 I 11 I 14 I 4 l 3 I 1 I 0 I 40 
17.5 27.5 I 35.0 1 10.0 I 7.5 I 2.5 I O. I 24.1 
I 8.9 I 36.7 I 58.3 I 23.5 I 37.5 l 20.0 I O. I 
-I--------I--------I--------I--------1--------1--------I--------I 
4. I 0 l 2 I 5 I 7 I 3 I 4 l 3 I 24 
I O. I 8.3 I 20.8 I 29.2 l 12.5 l 16.7 1 12.5 I 14.5 
I O. I 6.7 I 20.8 l 41.2 1 37.5 I 80.0 I 100.0 I 
-1--------1--------I--------1--------I--------1--------1--------I 
CO~UMN 79 30 24 17 8 5 3 166 
TOTAL 47.6 18.1 14.5 10.2 4.8 3.0 1.8 100.0 
1~ OUT Of 28 ( 67.9%) OF THE VALIO CELLS HAVE EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY LESS THAN s.o. 
HlNIMUM EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY • 0.434 
CHI SQUARE • 106.77132 ~ITH 18 DEGREES Of FREEJOM SIGNIFICANCE • 0.0000 
CRAMEk'S V • 0.46303 
~U"SER ~f HISSING OBSERVATIONS • 41 
86 
N c:" 
Ve::-t:cal. 
TABLE IV-10 
VERTICAL LEVELS BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPE 
Inscitutional Type 
COUNT I 
ROW PCT lClTY-COU MULTI-PU SPECIAL NONPROFI PRIVATE OTHER 
COL PCT lNiY RPOSE OlSTillCT T 
l 1.1 2.1 3.I 4.I 5.1 6.1 
--------I--------I--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
1. 12 l 0 l S l 1 l 0 1 Q l 
1·2 LEVELS 66. 7 I 0. I 27. ! I 5. 6 I (}. I 0. l 
3 :..EvELS 
4 u:vEL.S 
6+ LEVELS 
15.8 l O. I 9.4 l 14.3 l O. 1 0. I 
-1--------!--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
2. l 23 l 4 l 10 I 1 I 2 l 5 l 
l 51.1 l 8.9 l 22.2 I 2.2 4.4 l 11.1 l 
l 30.3 l 26.7 l 18.9 I 14.3 l 33.J l 35.7 l 
-I--------I--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
3. l 24 7 l 1 7 l 2 l 2 I S I 
l 42.1 .12.3 I 29.8 3.5 I 3.5 I 8.8 I 
I 31.6 I 4o.7 I 32.1 I 28.6 1 33.3 1 35.7 l 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------I 
4. I 11 l 4 I 9 l 2 I 1 1 2 l 
I 37.9 I 13.8 I 31.0 I 6.9 I 3.4 I 6,9 l 
l 14.5 I 26.7 I 17.0 I 28.6 1 16.7 I 14.3 I 
-I--------1--------1--------I--------1--------!--------I 
5. I 6 I 0 l 12 I 1 I 1 I 2 l 
COLUMN 
.TOTAL 
I 27.31 O. l 54.S l 4.5 I 4.5 l 9,1 I 
l 7.9 I O. l 22.6 -I 14.3 I 16.7 I 14.3 1 
- 1-------- I---·----1--------1--------1-------- 1-..,------1 
76 15 53 7 6 14 
44.4 8.8 31.0 4·.1 . 3.5 8.Z 
ROW 
TOTAL 
1 8 
10.5 
45 
26.3 
57 
33,3 
-H 
17.0 
171 
1co.o 
19 :>l:T CF 30 .63.3%> OF THE VALID CELLS H_AVE EXPECTED CELL FREQUEt<CY LESS THAN 5,0, 
INllhi/11 EX?etTEo CELL, FREQUENCY • 0.632 
HI S~UARE • ld.49312 ~ITH 20 DEGREES OF FREEDOM SIGNIFICANCE • 0.5550 
i<Al'IEi<'S V • 0,1_6.:443 
l'fUM8f~ OF "!SS.ING -OBSERVATIONS • 36 
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TABLE IV-11 
NUMBER OF MAJOR DEPARTMENTS BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPE 
~ of ~laJor 
De-p2rtmi;;onts 
COUNT 
ROW PCT 
COL PCT 
Institutional Type 
I 
!CITY-COU ~ULTI-PU SPECIAL NONPROFI PRIVATE OTHER 
INTY RPOSE DISTRICT T 
I 1.I 2.I J.I 4.I 5.I 6.I 
--------I----····I--------I--------I--------I--------I--------I 
1. I 11 I 1 I 4 t 2 I 2 t 2 I 
1-<; DEPT5 I 50.0 I 4.5 I 18.2 I 9~1 I 9.1 I 9.1 I 
1 14.3 I 6.3 I 7.5 I 28.6 I 33.3 I 13.3 I 
3 OEPTS 
~ DEPTS 
5 . .>EPTS 
o vEPTS 
7+0EPTS 
-1--------I--------I--------I--------I--------I--------I 
Z • I 28 I 2 I 6 l 1 I 3 I 1 I 
I 68.3 I 4.9 I 14.6 I 2.4 I 7.3 I 2.4 I 
I 36.4 I 12.S I 11.3 I 14.3 I 50.0 I 6.7 I 
-I--------I--------I--------1--------I--------I--------1 
3. l 14 I 3 I 16 l 0 I 0 I 1 I 
I 41. Z I 8. 8 l 4 7. 1 l O. I 0. I 2. 9 I 
I 18.2 I 18.8 I 30.2 l O. I 0. I 6.7 l 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 4. l 14 I 3 l 8 l 1 I 0 l 3 I 
l 48.3 I 10.3 l 27,6 l 3.4 l O, I 10.J l 
I 13.2 l 18.8 l 15.1 I 14.3 I O. I 20.0 I 
-I--------1--------1------~-I--------I--------I--------I 
5. I 2 r 4 r 6 I z 1 1 r 6 r 
r 9,5 I 19.0 I 28.6 I 9.5 I 4,8 I 28.6 I 
I 2.6 I 25,0 I 11.3 I 28.6 I 16.7 I 40.0 I 
-I--------I------~-I--------I--------r--------I--------I 
6. I 8 r 3 I 13 I 1 r 0 I 2 I 
COLUMN 
TOTAL 
I 29.6 I 11.1 I 48.1 I 3.7 I 0. I 7.4 I 
~ 10. 4 I 1 8. 8 r z 4 • 5 I 14. J I a. I 1 3. l r 
·I--------I··------I·--·----1---·----r--------1--------I 
77 16 53 i ' 6 15 
44.J 9 •. 2 30.5 4.0 3.4 8.6 
ROW 
TOTAL 
22 
12.6 
41 
23.6 
34 
19. s 
29 
16.7 
21 
12.1 
27 
15. 5 
174 
100.0 
z~ OUT Of 36 66.7Xl OF THE VALID CELLS HAVE EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY LESS THAN 5.0. 
MINIMUM EXPECTED CELL FREQUE~CY ~ 0,724 
C~I Sw~•RE • 51.45243 WITH 25 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 'SIGNIFICANCE a 0.0014 
C~AH~R' S 'I • 0,24319 
~uMB~N OF ~ISSING OBSERVATIONS • 33 
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TABLE IV-12 
NUMBER 'OF MANAGEMENT SPECIALTIES BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPE 
Institutional T/pe 
COUNT I 
RCW P(T ICITY•COU MULTI-PU SPECIAL N~NPRort PRIVATE OTHER ROW 
N of COL PCT lNTY RPO SE 0 !STRICT T TOTAL 
S?eci3l ::ies --•----- ~------~~ ~ ------~: ~ ------~: ~--'----=: ~ ----'--~: ~ ----'--~: ~ 
1 • I 26 I 1 l 7 I 2 I 2 I 0 I 38 
1-~ SPECIALTIES l 68.4 l 2.6 1 18.4 I 5.3 1 5.3 I O. I 22.0 
l 33.8 I 6.3 1 13.2 I 28.~ I 33.3 l 0. I 
· l·· ------1 --------1-- ------1---·'--·--;.I ··-'·----;..I--------! 
2 • I ' 3 0 I 4 1 1 9 I 1 1 2: I 6 I 6 2 
6·10 I 48.4 I 6.5 I 30.6 I 1.6 I 3.2 I 9.7 l 35.8 
I 39.0 I 25.0 I 35.8 I 14.3 I 33.3 l 42.9 I 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
3. I 14 I 3 I.· 8 l 1 1. 1 I 6 I 33 
11·15 I 42.4 1 9.1 I 24.2 I :S.O: I 3.o- I 18.2 I 19.1 
l ·18.2 I 18.8 I 15.1 I "14.3 l 16.7 1 42.9 I 
- I-.:.-•;.;. .. I------- -t-- ------1------·-·1----;.;..;_:; 1--------I 
4. I 7 l 8 I 19 l 3 I 1 1 2 I 40 
1o+ SPECIALTIES 1 i7.5 I 20.0· I 47.5 I 7.5 I 2.5 1 5.0 l 23.1 
I 9.1 I 50.0 l 35.8 l 42.9 I 16.7 I 14.3 I 
.;.1--------1-----;.--1----;. __ ;.1-~-;.;. __ ;.1--;.-----1~----~--1 
COLU,.N 77 16 . 53 . 7 6 p, 173 
T6TAL 44.5 9.2 30.6 4.0 3, 5 8.1 100.0 
14 OUT OF' 24 < 58.3%> OF THt VAL10 CELL~ HAPi EXPECTED CELL FREQ~~N~Y LE~S JHAN 5,0, 
"INIMU" EXPECTED CELL FREQUEHCY • 1.1~5 
CHI SIAUARE • 35.69830 WITH 15 'DEGREES Of FREEDOM SlGNIF IC,(NCE a . O~b020 
CRAMER'S V • 0.26226 
IWMHcR OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS a 34 
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TABLE IV-13 
ORGANIZATIONAL COMPLEXITY BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPE 
Institutional Type 
COUNT I 
ROW PCT ICITY-COU MULTI-PU SPECIAL NOUPROFI PRIVATE OTHER now 
COL PCT INTY RPOSE DISTRICT i TOTAL 
ComCJlexity I 1.I 2.1 3.I 4.1 S.I 6.I 
Index --------1--------I-------~I--------I--------1--------1--------1 
1. I 19 I 1 l 3 l 2 l 1 l 0 1 26 
1-1(; I 73.f I 3.8 I 11.5 I 7.7 I 3.8 I O. I 15.2 
I 25.0 I 6.7 I 5.7 l. 28.6 I . 16.7 O. I 
-1--------1-~------I--------1--------1--------I--------1 
2. I 37 I 4 I 26 l 1 I 4 I 7 I 79 
11-20 I 46.6 I 5.1 I 32.9- I 1.3 I S,1 I 8.9 I 46.2 
I 48.7 I 26.7 I ~9.1' I 14.3 I 66,7 l so.a I 
-1--------1--------1~-~-~--~I----~---1-~~~----1--------I 
J. I 15 l 5 I. 12 I 2 I 0 I 6 40 
21-~0 I 37.5 I 12.5 I 30.0 I 5.0 l O. I 15.0 23.4 
I 19.7 I 33.3 I 22.6 I 28.6 I O. I 4Z.9 I 
-I--------I~-------I~~----~-I--------I~-~-----I--------1 
4. i 5 1 5 I 12. I . 2 l . 1 I 1 I 26 
31-100 I 19,2 I 19.2 I .46.2 I 7. 7 I 3.8 I 3.8 I 15.2 
I 6.6 I 33.3 I 22.6 l 28,6 l 16.7 l 7.1 I 
-1--------1-~------I~~------I--------I--------I--------I 
COLUllN 76 ... lS . 53 . 7 .. 6 14 171 
TOTAl 44,4 a.a 31.0 .4.1 .. 3,5 8.2 100.0 
14 OUT Of 24 C 58.3%l.Of THE VALID CELLS HAVE fXPECTEO CELL FREQUENCY LESS THAN 5,0. 
lllNI~UM EXP~CTED CELL FR~~ti~NCY ~··o.912 ~·· 
CHI S~UARE. 30.36569 WITH 15 0£GR~ES OF,FREE~O~ SIGNlFICA~CE. 0.0107 
CRAME~'S U • 0,2432~· 
~UM~EH OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS • 36 
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TABLE V-1 
EXTENT OF RECRUITING DIFFICULTY 
Adjusted 
Recruiting Absolute Freq. 
Difficulty -2!.~ ~'!'l-
Major Problem 1 10 5.1 
2 29 14. 8 
3 48 24.5 
4 54 27.6 
No Problem 5 55 28.l 
TOTAL 196 100.0 
if = 3.587 
Md ,. 3.704 
TABLE V-2 
SPECIFIC PROBLEM AREAS FOR MANAGEMENT RECRUITMENT 
Management Area 
Maintenance Supervisor 
Administration-Management 
Operations Management 
Directors-Executives 
Special Skills-Adm. 
Special Skills-Operations 
Dispatcher 
Other 
Total 
91 
N of Mentions 
27(32.9) 
6 (7. 3) 
16(19.5) 
9(11.0) 
12(14.6) 
6 ( 7. )) 
J ( 3. 7) 
_ _]_~ 
82(100) 
% of 
Agencies 
Mentionins: 
46.6 
10.3 
27.6 
15. 5. 
20.7 
10.J 
5.2 
5.2 
N=5B Agencies 
0 
TABLE V-3 
REASONS FOR RECRUITMENT PROBLEMS 
% Agencies 
Mentioning 
Reason N of Mentions (N=79) 
Financial 45 ( 3 8. 8%) 57.0 
Inadequate qualifications 48 (41.4~;) 60.8 
of applicants 
Lack of qualified in-house 6 5. 2 % ) 7.6 
personnel 
Lack of career opportunities 1 0.9%) 1. 3 
Regulatory Issues 2 1. 7%) 2.5 
Organizational issues 9 7. 8%) 11. 4 
Other 5 4. 3%) 6. 3 
TOTAL 116 (100.0%) 14 6. 8% 
TABLE V-4 
STEPS TAKEN TO RESOLVE RECRUITMENT PROBLEMS 
% Acrencies 
Mentioning 
Solution N of Mentions (N=71) 
-----
Internal Training 36 (JS.6%! 50.7 
Financial Incentives 17 (16.8%) 23.9 
Increased Incentives 6 ( 5.9%l B. 5 
Stronger Recrui trnen t 12 (11. 9%) 16.9 
Haven't Overcome 14 (13. 9%) 19.7 
Other 16 (15.9%) 22.5 
---- ----
TOTAL 101 (100.0%) 142. 3 
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TABLE V-5 
RECRUITMENT PROBLEM BY N. OF VEHICLES 
N of Vehides 
COUNT I 
ROW PCT !LT sa 50-~9 100-249 250-499 500-999 1GD0-199 2000+ ROW 
CQL PCT I 9 TOTH 
.Extent of I 1.I 2.I 3.I 4.I 5.I 6.I 7.I 
?~oblem -----~~-I-------wI•-------I--------I--~~-~-~I--------I--------I--~-----I 
1. I 4 1 2 I 3 1 0 I 1 I 0 I 0 I 10 
~~A,CR ?ilOBLEt~ • I 40.0 I 20.0 I 30.0 I O. I 10.0 I ''· l O. 1 5.4 
I 4. 4 I 6. 1 1 11 • 5 I 0. I 14. 3 I 0. I 0. 
-I----••--1--------r-------~I~~------I~-------I---~----I--------I 
2• I 13 1 4 I 5 I 2 1 Z 1 1 0 I 27 
1 43~1 1 1408 1 18.5 I .7.4 I 7.4 3.7 I O. 1 14.6 
I 14.3 I 12.1 I 19.Z I 11,1 I 28.6 I 16.7 I O. l 
-1--------I--------1----~---I--------1----~~~-I;;.-------I--------I 
3. I 24 l 11 l 4 1 2 1 Z I Z 1 Z I 4 7 
1 51.1 I 23.4 I 8.5 1 4.3 I 4.3 .I 4.3 1 4.3 1 25.4 
i 26.4 I 33.3 I 15.4 I 11.1 1 28.6 I 33.3 I so.a I 
•l·•----••1---•----I--""""----I·-~---•-1--•----•i--------1--------I 
4. I ZO I 9 I 8 I 8 I 2 I 2 I 2 I 5 1 
1 39~2 i 17.6 I 15.7 1 15.7 1 3~9 I 3.9 1 3.9 1 27.6 
1- 22.0 I 27.3 I 30.8 I 44.4 l 28.6 33.3 1 50.0 1 
- I-------- 1 •------- I--------1--------1---·--.;. •• t:-------- I -----·--1 
S. I 30 l 7 I 6 I 6 I 0 t 1 1 0 I 5 0 
NO PROaLEM I 60.0 I· 14.0 I 12.0 1 12.0 I o.' l 2.0 I a. ·1 27.0 
l 33.0 I .21.i 1 23.1 I 33.3· I O. I 16.7 l O. I 
wI---•----I.;.·--~-•-I-------•1-----.;.~-I----;;..;..~).;.•••••••J••--•-••I 
COLU.HN 91 3l Z6 . 18 7 . !I 4 185 
TCT·AL 49.2 17.8 14.1 9.7 3.8 3.Z 2.2 100.0 
25 CUT OF lS ( 71.0:> OF THE VALID CELLS HAVE EXPEpED CELL FREQUENCY LE.Ss Tl;iAN 5.0. 
H!Nl~UM EXPECTED CElL FREQUENCY • 0.216 . 
CHI 5"UARE " 20.2·3f86 WITH' 24 DEGREES OF FhE~Olt SIGNlF"I;tAN.C£ .. 0.6835' 
CRAMER'S V • C.16535 
UU~HER OF ~lSSlNG OBSERVATIONS • 22 
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TABLE V-6 
RECRUITMENT PROBLEM BY 1979-B3 CHANGE IN VEHICLES 
COUNT 
ROW PCT 
COL PCT 
Ch.:ingc in Vehicles 
l 
lOfCLINf -1 TO -1 NO CH~HG +1 TO +9 +10 TO + +SO OR M 
!GT -10 0 f 49 OR£ 
Exten~ of --------i------~:i ______ ::! ______ ::!------=:~------=:~------~:~ 
i' ro bl e:n 1 • I 0 I 1 I 0 I 2 1 1 I Z 1 
MA;OR PROBLEM l 0. I 16.7 I 0. I ll.3 l 16.7 1 33.3 1 
I o. I 5.0 l o~ I 4.4 l 3.l I 10.s I 
-1--------1-------.. 1--------1--------1--~----1--------1 
ROW 
TOTAL 
6 
3.9 
2. 1 3 I 4 1 1 1 6 1 4 I 3 1 Zl 
NO PROaLEM 
I 14.3 I 19.0 l 4.8 I l&.6 l 19.0 I 14.3 I 13.7 
1 15.8 1 20.0 I 5.0 1 13.3 1 13.3 1 15.8 I 
-1--------1---~----1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
3. I 5 I S I 7 I 11 I 10 I 3 I 41 
I 12.2 I 12.z 1 17.1 I 26.8 I 24.4 1 7.3 I. 26.8 
I 26.3 I 25.0 I 35.0 I 24~4 1 33.3 l 15.8 I 
-1--------1-------1-----.---1--------1--------1--------1 
4. 1 7 l 4 I 4 I 14 I 8 I 5 I 42 
1 16.7 I 9.5 I 9.5 I 33.3 I 19.0 I 11.9 I 27.S 
I 36.8 I 20.0 I 20.0 1 31 .• 1 1 26.7 1 26.3 I 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
S. I 4 I 6 I 8 I 1 Z I 7 I 6 I 43 
I 9.3 1 14.0 I 18.6 1 27.9 I 16 •. 3 I 14.0 I 21!.1 
I 21.1 I 30.0 I 40.Q f 26.7 I 23.j l 31.6 I 
- .I,.- ------I--~·----,- I ---:-----1--------1--.-.-----t-,-------I 
COLUMN 
TOTAL 
19 20 20 45 .30 19 
12. 4 13 •. 1 1 3 .1, 2.9 • 4 1 9. 6 1 2. 4 
153 
100.0 
11 OUT OF 30 36.?Xl OF THE VALID .CELLS HAVE ,fXPE.CTED CELL· Fll;:EQUfNC'f LESS THAN 5.0. 
MIIHMU!'I EXPECTED CELL FREQUEtlCY • 0.745 
Cnl ~QUARE • 10.90884 WITll 20 OEGRUS OF. FREEDOM S.IGHiflCAN!£ • 0.9486 
CRAl'IE~'S V • 0.1335·1 ., 
NUMdfR OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS • 54 
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TABLE V-7 
RECRUITMENT PROBLEM BY 1979-83 PERCENT CHANGE IN VEHICLES 
Ext:er.i: c-: 
Problem 
l'IA. ;,R 
Percent Chanqe 
COUNT 1 
AOW PCT lOECLlNE -.01 TO NO CHANG •.01 TO •.10 TO +.25 TO •.50 OR 
COL PCT IGT -.10 -.10 E +.09 •.Z49 •.49 ~CRE 
1 1.I 2.1 3.1 4.1 5.1 6.1 7.1 
--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
1. I 0 1 1 0 I 0 I 1 1 1 r 3 1 
PROBLEM I O. l 16.7 O. I O. I 16.7 1 16.7 I 50.0 I 
I O. I 6.3 O. I O. 1 3.7 I 4.8 I 12.0 I 
-1--------r-------~1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
2. I 4 I 3 1 1 I 4 1 3 I 1 I 5 1 
1 19.0 I 14.3 1 4.8 I 19.0 1 14.3 I 4.8 1 23.8 I 
I 1?.4 1 18.8 I S.C I 19.0 1 11.1 I 4.8 I 20.0 1 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------I 
3. I 6 I 4 I 7 I 3 1 8 I 7 1 6 1 
I 14.6 I 9.8 1 17.1 I 7.3 1 19.5 1 17.1 I 14.6 I 
I 26,1 25.0 1 35.0 I 14.3 I 29.6 I 33.3 1 24.0 I 
-1--------r-------1---..;----1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
4. I 5 I 6 I 4 I 8 I 6 I 7 I 6 I 
I 11.9 I 14.3 1 9.5 I 19.0 I 14.3 I 16.7 l 14.3 1 
I 21.? I H.S I 20.0 I 38. 1 I 22.2 I 33.3 I 24.0 I 
-1--------1---~~---1--------1-----~--1--------1--------1--------1 
5. I 8 I Z I 8 I 6 I 9 I 5 I 5 l 
NO PHOBLE'1 l 18.6 l 4.7 I 18.6 I 14.0 1 20.9 1 11.6 I 11.6 I 
x 34.8 x 12;s. i 4d.o x 2a.6 1 33,3 1 23.s x za.o 1 
COLUMN 
70TAL 
- !--------I --.... ~_._.·-1-------,,.1-----.---1--------1--------I ------- -1 
23 ·16 20 21 27 21 25 
15.0 10.5, 13.1 13.7 17.6 13.7 16.J 
ROW 
TOUL 
6 
:s. 9 
21 
13.7 
41 
Z6.8 
42 
27.5 
43 
28.1 
153 
100.0 
17 OUT Of 35 48~6XJ OF THE VALID CELLS HAVE EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY L~SS THAN 5.0. 
Ml~IMU~ EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY a 0.627 
CHI Si.iuARE • 19.83652 WITH 24 DEGREES OF FAEEDOM SIGNIFICANCE .. a. 7060 
C~A~iH'S V • 0.1~004 . 
~UMijf~ CF MISSING 06SE~VATIONS • 54 
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TABLE V-8 
RECRUITMENT PROBLEM BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPE 
Ins ti t11tional Type 
COUNT l 
ROW PCT IClTY-COU MULTI-PU SPfClAL NONPROFl PRIVATE OTHER ROW 
C 0 L PCT INT Y RPO SE D 1 ST R IC T T TO TA L 
Extent of I 1.1 2.1 3.1 4.I 5.I 6.1 
P~cblem --------I---•----1--------I···--·--I--·--•--1--------I-----···I 
1. 1 4 1 0 1 4 I 1 1 0 1 1 I 10 
MA;OR PROBLEM I 40.Q I 0. 1 40.0 1 10.0 I 0. I 10.0 I 5.1 
I 4.7 I O. 1 7.3 I 11.1 1 0. 1 7.7 I 
-1--------I--------I--------1--------1--------1--------I 
2. I 14 1 0 1 11 1 1 1 1 I 2 1 29 
I 48.3 I 0. I 37.9 I 3.4 I 3.4 I 6.9 I 14.9 
I 16.3 I o,· 1 20.0 I 11.t I 6.7 I 15.4 I 
·I-·------1--------1-•-•----I--··---•1--•-----1--------I 
3. 22 I 6 I 12 I 3 I 0 I 4 I 47 
46.8 I 12.8 I 25.s' I 6.4 I o. I 8.5 I 24.1 
I 25.6 I 35.3 I 21.8 I 33.3· I O. l 30.8 I 
-I----•--·I--•----I--•-·--•1----•---I--------I--------I 
4. I 19 I 4 I 17 I 2 I 8 I 4 I 54 
I 35.2 I 7.4 I 31.5 I 3.7. I 14.8 I 7.4 I 27.7 
I 22.1 1 2i.5 I 30.9 I 22~2 I 53.3 I 30.8 I 
-I-•-•-·--I--•-·-"'-I·••-•-•-I••·•-•--I--·--•--I-•------I 
5. I 27 I 7 I 11 I 2 I 6 I 2 I 55 
ND PROBLEM I 49.1 I 12.7 I 20.0 I 3.6 I 10,;9 I 3.6 I 28.2 
I 31.4 I 41.2 20.IJ I 22.2 I 40.0 I 15.4 I 
-I·------·I---•-·-"'I--·---•-I··------1---••--1--------I 
COLUMN 86 17 55 9 15 13 195 
TOTAL 44.1 8.7 28.2 4.6· 7.7 6.7 100.0 
22 OUT OF 30 73.3Xl OF THE VALID CELLS HAVE £XPECTED CELL FREQUENCY LESS THAN 5.0. 
MINIMUM EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY • 0.462 
CHI SQUARE : 21.84:l77 WITH 20 OEGREES OF FREEDOM SIGNIFICANCE• 0.3492 
CRAME~'S V ~ 0.16733 
•UMBER Of MISSING OBSERVATIONS • 12 
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( 
TABLE V-9 
RECRUITMENT PROBLEM BY ORGANIZATIONAL COMPLEXITY 
Cornpluxity Index 
COUNT l 
ROii PCT I1•10 11-20 21·30 31·100 ROW 
COL PCT 1 TOT~I. 
Ext~~t of --------~------~:i ...... ::i------~:~------::~ 
P r c b i ""' 1 • 1 I 4 I 2 1 2 1 9 
!'1AJOR PROBl.EM 11.1 44.4 l 22.2 I 22.2 I 5.5 
I 4.3 I S. 1 I 5 .3 I 8. 7 l 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
2. l 3 I 11 I 6 1 3 I 23 
1 13.0 I 47.8 l 26.1 I 13.0 I 14.1 
I 13.0 I 13.9 I 15.8 ! 13.0 I 
-1--------1--------r--------1--------1 
3, I 4 I 20 ! 12 1 4 I 40 
l 10,0 l so.a l 30.0 I 10.0 I 24.5 
I 17,4 I 25.3 I 31.6 1 17.4 I 
-1--------1~-------1------~-1---~-~--1 
4, l 5 I 23 l 10 1 8 I 46 
1 10.9 I 50,0 1 21,7 1 1~.4 1 28.2 
l 21.7 I 29.1 I 26,3 I 34.8 1 
-1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
5, I 10 I <:1 l 8 I 6 1 :45 
NO PR09LEM 1 22.2 I 46.7 1 17.8 I 13.3 1 27.6 
I 43.5 I 26.6 l 21.1 I 26.1 1 
-1--------1--------1--------1------~-J 
COLUfl!N 23 79 38 23 163 
TOTAL 14.1 48.5 23,3 14.1 100,0 
o CUT OF 20 30,0%> OF THE VALI• CELLS HAV~ EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY LESS THAN 5.0 
MlNl!'1UM EXPECTED CELL FREQUENCY• 1.270 
C~l ~~UARE • 5.87497 WITH 12 DEGREES OF FREIDOM SI~NIFICANCE = 0.9223 
C~~MiR'S V • 0,10961 
hUMBER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS • 44 
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TABLE V-10 
COP.RELATIONS OF AGENCY SIZE; CHANGE, AND 
ORGANIZATIONAL COMPLEXITY WITH THE DEGREE 
TO WHICH MANAGERIAL RECRUITMENT IS A PROBLEM 
Variable 
Number of Vehicles Operated 
Change in Number of Vehicles Operated 
Percent Change in Number of Vehicles Operated 
Organizational complexity 
TABLE V-11 
Correlation 
- . 0 55 
.013 
- • 080 
- . 031 
MULTIPLE REGRESSION FOR RECRUITMENT AS A PROBLEM 
1. Dependent Variable: Recruitment A Problem 
Independent Variable 
Change in N of Vehicl~s.79 - 83 
Percentage Change in N of Vehicles 79 - 83 
Current Total Vehicles 
Measure of Organization· Complexity 
(Constant) 
R Square = O.Oii 
2. oependent Variable:'. •Recruitment A Problem 
Independent·Vari~ble 
Institution Type 
~ultipurpose Regional 
Special District 
Nonprofit 
Private 
Other 
Change in N of Vehicles 79 - 83 
Percentage Change in N of Vehicles 79 - 83 
Current Total Vehicles 
Measure of Organization Complexity 
(Constant) 
R Square - 0.038 
* p -"... 05 
98 
b 
0.0002 
- 0.028 
- 0.00009 
- 0.003 
3. 80 3 * 
b 
0.284 
- 0.007 
- 0. 3 52 
0.709 
- 0. 0 86 
0.0001 
- 0.027 
- 0.0001 
- 0.003 
3. 78 * 
APPENDIX B: Survey Instrument, Follow-Up Letters 
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TRANSIT AGENCY QUESTIONNAIRE 
PLEASE ENCLOSE THE QUESTIONNAIRE ALONG WITH THE LIST OF MANAGEMENT 
PERSONNEL AND ORGANIZATION CHART IN THE ENVELOPE PROVIDED. 
Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. If 
you have any questions, please contact either: 
Charles R. White, Ph.D. 
Department ·of Political Science 
Portl~nd. S~te university 
P.O. Box 751 
Portland., Oregpn 972 07 
(503) 229-3921 
Walter G. Ellis, Ph.D. 
Graduate Program in Public 
Administration 
Portland state University 
P.O. Box.751 
Portland, Oreqdn 97207 
(503) 229-3920 
CENTER FOR TRANSIT RESEARCH AND MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT 
PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY 
(Funded by UMTA) 
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TRANSIT AGENCY QtlESTIONt-IAIRE 
The following questions are for the purpose of gathering descriptive information 
about your agency. Your responses will be kept strictly confidential. 
l. First, please verify that the information on the address label is 
accurate. Please correct any errors in the space beside the label. 
" 
2. Which of the following best describes the institutional setting for 
your agency? (Check one) 
Under the jurisdiction of a city or county goverrunent 
Under the jurisdiction of a multi-purpose regional district, 
agency or government 
A separate special district 
A non-prof it corporation 
A private company 
Other (please explain) 
J. What is the current population for the geoc;raphic area silrved by your 
agency? 
4. It has bee~ suggested th.at one of the difficulties currently facing the 
transit industry is the recruitment of quaiified "managerial" personnel. 
Ioli th "l" indicating that this has been a major problern for your agency 
and a "5" indicating that your a9ency has no problem at all recruitin9 
qualified personnel, please indicate how serious this difficulty has 
been for your agency. 
MAjor ?roblem No Problem 
1 2 3 4 s 
S. (Answer only if you cir.cled 1, 2, or, 3 in question. 4, o!;herw~se •~ip 
to question No. !!_.) 
Are there any positions in· particulir ·fbr which You had difficulties 
in recruiting or has the probl,em l:le,~n gel'!j!F&l through your agency? 
Yes, recruitin9 for the following areas has been a particular 
problem {please identify by function or title) 
!lo, the recruiting problems have been general across managerial 
functions 
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6. What have been the 111ajor reasons for the recruiting problems experienced 
by your· aqenc:y (e .9. lac:k or qualified applicants, compensation package, 
etc.I? 
7. What steps have been taken by your aqency to overcome problems in 
recruitinq managerial personnel (e.9. chanqes in comPenSation pacltaqe, 
internal training proqrams, etc.I? 
B. Below is a list .of exiatinq or projected intensive traininq programs tor 
manaqers in the tr11nait industry. With a "l" indicating that the 
proqr11111 would be "very useful." and 11 "5" meaning "not useful at all", 
please rate the utility of these proqr&1111 for management personnel in 
your aqency. 
Very Not useful 
Trainini Pr~r&111s t1Hful At All 
l. ta.bor-Manaqement Relations l 2 3 4 5 
2. Public Budgetinq l 2 3 4 5 
3. Operations Mana9e111ent l 2 3 4 5 
4. Personnel ~cruit:ment and 
~v.iuation 1 2 3 4 5 
5. Management Information System l 2 3 4 5 
6. Personnel Development l 2 3 ) 5 
7. Da~ .. J!ase Manaqement 1 2 3 4 5 
8. Strategic Planning l_ 2 3. 4 s 
9. Marketing 1 2 3 4 5 
9. Please llsit bel()w any additional traini:nq needs or pasai.bl-. progrus 
which would be important for personnel in your aqency. 
10. Does your agency currently have a written policy for classification of 
positions as "manaqement" or "non-manaqSM!nt"? 
Yes, classification is based on written policy (please.enclose 
a copy in the return envelope). 
NO, classification is based on •.•• (please explain)· 
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Questions ll, 12, and ll request information regarding personnel, revenue 
vehicles, and budgets for various years. As noted in the cove.r letter, t:.his 
infonnation is an essential descriptive base establishinq current trends in 
the industry. This will be particularly important for the analysis of infor-
mation regarding managerial responses to those trends, information which 
will be gathered in the second phase of the project. We appreciate that 
many agencies regularly report much of this information as part of the Section 
lS reporting requirements. However·; there does not exist any compilation 
of all of. this information for each of the agencies and COlllpanies included 
in this study. We very much appreciate your patience and assistance in 
providing this infor:mation. Please use either fiscal years or calendar years, 
whichever is more convenient. If this information is contained in your 
annual reports, please enclose a copy. 
The following inform.tion for questions ll, 12 and ll is reported for: 
Calendar years 
Fiscal years, beginning 
ll. Please indicate the number of each type of revenue vehicle operated 
by your agency during the years listed: 
Standard Buses 
Articulated Buses 
Rail Cars 
Street Cars 
Trolley Buses 
Vans 
Mini Buses 
Other 
1979 1980 l98l 1982 Current 
12. For the following ridership and budgetary information please use either 
calendar or fiscal years, whichever is more convenient. 
Average monthly 
ridership for all 
revenue vehicles 
(l,OOO's of riders) 
Percent of total 
revenue from 
fairbox receipts 
Operatinq expenditures 
(l,OOO's of dollars) 
Total capital 
expenditures 
( l, 000' s of doll~rs) 
Capital expenditures 
for new equipment 
(l,OOO's of dollars) 
1980 l98l 1982 current 
--·-·--~ --·- ---··- ----
13. Please provide information on the following: 
Number of full-time 
employees 
Number of part-time 
employees 
Number of employees 
holding positions 
classified as 
management 
NU111ber of 
administrative 
units or divisions 
1979 1980 l98l 1982 Current 
--- ---~ --~ ~ 
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po. tox 751 
;:;or11and. oregon 
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Scnool ol 
Uroan and 
?ubi1c Affairs 
center for 
urban sruc1es 
ce.,te~ for 
•ra,..si! research 
ar~ manar;e'Tie,,.t 
.:::eve1:icmer.! 
Dear 
Your assistance is being sought in the collection of information pertaining 
to management within the transit industry. The Center for Transit Research 
and Management Development, Portland State University, ·through funding 
provided by the Urban Mass Transportation Administration, is undertaking an 
information and needs assessment survey of the transit industry in the U.S. 
This survey will include all levels of management from both public and 
privately owned transit companies. The survey will be undertaken in two 
phases. The overall goal of the project is to gather and make available 
information designed to assist management in the transit industry. This 
information will also provide a basis for constructing training programs 
responsive to the needs of' the industry. 
In order to begin the project, it is necessary for us to construct a 
listing of management personnel of each transit agency. At the present 
time tbeE·e is no su.ch compilation of management positions. Therefore, we 
ar~t~qu~niri.g frbmthe executive director ot general manager of each 
transit agencY'the following information: 
1. A list of those individuals holding management positions 
in the agency. Please list the individual's name along 
with his/her position title. 
' 2. A copy of the current organization chart. 
Please enclose this information along with the questionnaire in the 
envt·lope we have provided. This information will allow us to identify who 
should be contacted for the second phase of the project and is, therefore, 
critical to the successful completion of our overall research. Confiden-
tiality will be maintained throughout the process. 
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Page 2. 
The request for information through this letter and the accompanying 
questionnaire represent the first phase of the project. We realize that 
for many agencies this includes yet another request for overtime 
budgetary, ridership, personnel, and revenue vehicle data. However, 
there is no existing compilation of ~11 of the information requested 
specific to each transit agency included in this study. These data 
constitute an essential base of information about current trends in the 
industry and will be critical for the m~aningful evaluation of the 
results of the second phase of the proje~. We appreciate very much your 
patience with this. A report of the findings of this phase of the project 
will be made available to the transit industry during the early Spring of 
1984. If this information is contained in your annual reports, please 
enclose a copy in the return envelope provided. 
The second phase of the project will deal with career patte.::;is, management 
functions, management values and objectives, training patterns and needs 
of management. A questionnaire covering these topics will be administered 
to each management person identified during Phase r. These research 
results will be made available to transit agencies afterJanuary, 1985. 
Any additional conunents you might have about the topics covered in the 
enclosed questionnaire or suggestions about what should be included in 
the second phase of the project would be.very much appreciated. 
Thank you for your willingness to participate in this project. It is our 
hope that the resulting information will be of assistance to you. 
Sincerely, 
~~~ 
Charles R. White, Ph.D., 
CRW/wlm 
Enclosures 
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PORTLAND 
STATE 
UNIVERSITY 
P.O. box 751 
porlland. oregon 
97207 
5031229-4042 
School of 
Urban and 
Public Affairs 
center for 
urban studies 
center tor 
:rans11 research 
ana management 
developmenr 
Several weeks ago your agency was sent a questionnaire from the Center 
for Transit Research and Management Development of Portland State University, 
pertaining to management staffing patterns, agency operations, and certain 
financial data. l\t the same time, we requeste.d a listing of management 
personnel and an organizational chart. 
we have not yet received your reply. Your agency is an important part 
of our nation-wide 5'µ'Vey of the public transit industry. We "WOuld greatly 
appreciate your compietion of. the questionriaire at the earliest possible 
date.··· ·we have enclo~ed another copy of the questionnaire •. 
...... ' ,, 
.several transit agencies ~veresponded that the inf~rmation being 
requested has already been collected through other means and is presently 
available within the· ·industry. we Would like to assure yoti that while some 
of the.information b4s been gathered by such meaJ1S as the a.rulual National 
Ut:l:lan }1a.ss .Transcortat.ion Statistical: Section 15. · Re,oort, .this data base is 
neither complete, nor unifo~ for the industry. It is for this reason that 
UM~A, The American PUJ;>lic Transit Association, and TheTrarispprtation Research 
Board are kee?'l.ly iqterested' in. having this data .~se made more complete and 
syst~tic. · 'A statistical report and analysis of. this P.ata will be made 
available for your uS:e. · 
Y9ur participation in the collection of the aboye mentioned information 
is urqenUy needed. .. 
Thank you for your time and effort. 
Sincerely, 
Charles R. White, Ph.D., 
(503) 229-3921 
WGE:bd 
Enclosures 
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Walter G. Ellis, Ph.D. 
(503) 229-3920 
PORTLAND 
STAT£ 
UNIVERSITY 
;:i.o.box751 
pontand. oregon 
97207 
503/229-4042 
School ot 
Urban and 
?,;::il1c Alf21rs 
center tor 
urban sruoies 
ce,.,<er tor 
::a~s1! resaarc . .., 
3r:: -narai;;ement 
-::eve:cpme~t 
Dear 
Your organization recently completed a Transit Agency 
Questionnaire for the Center for Transit Research and 
Management Development, Portland State University. We 
qreatly appreciate your havirig taken the time and effort 
in responding to our questions. When your questionnaire 
was returned to us it did not include a list of ~inagement 
personnel in you~ agency and an organizational chart which 
we had requested. The list of personnel with job titles 
who currently occupy management positions is of critical 
importance to us. The second phase of our nation-wide 
study will evaluate the training needs and experiences of 
current mana·gers·. From· this information a Management Needs 
Assessment for the -Transit In.dustry will be deve.loped. For 
this reason w~ need a list of individuals who should 
recei.ve this l:atter que~tfonnaire. The success of the 
project wh ~ch -. is - a n at ion al tr a in i ng pr i or it y with in the 
industry, depends upon our receipt of these lists from 
each agency. 
Once again, thank you for your continued cooperation in 
our endeavor and we look forward to hearing from you soon. 
Sincerely, 
~//~ ~A
Charles R. White, Ph.D. 
(503) 229-3921 
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~~~. ~~G. El·V.:~.D. 
(503) 229-3920 
APPENDIX C: Number of Managers by Region 
(surveys sent) 
108. 
NUMBER OF MANAGERS BY AGENCY TYPE 
(Surveys Sent) 
CITY/COUNTY 601 
MULTI-PURPOSE 417 
i 
SPECIAL DISTRICT 628 
NON-PROFIT 51 
PRIVATE 30 
OTHER 193 
NUMBER OF MANAGERS BY REGION 
(Surveys sent) 
PACIFIC 512 
WEST 177 
SOUTHWEST 63 
PLAINS 69 
NORTH CENTRAL 491 
NEW ENGLAND 378 
MID-ATLANTIC 530 
SOUTH 401 
PUERTO RICO 7 
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